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PREFACE 

Essential English is a course in four books, of which this 

is the second, for the teaching of English to adult foreign 

students. It aims at giving the student a sound knowledge 

of the essentials of both spoken and written English and 

taking him well on the way to a mastery of idiomatic 

conversational and literary English. 

The normal constructions and sentence patterns of English 

are introduced gradually and systematically, and are well 

drilled at every stage. The learner is guided through 

“ essential ” grammar in the simplest possible manner, and 

every new construction is explained and illustrated as soon 

as it is used. 

The restricted vocabulary within which the four books are 

written has been based on A General Service List of English 

Words.1 But neither this list, nor any other list, has been 

followed slavishly and blindly; the vocabulary and the 

grammar and the structures t$Jight have been tested constantly 

by the experience gained during some thirty years of teaching 

English to foreign students or writing text-books for them. 

Because I believe that a knowledge of the spoken tongue 

is the true basis of language learning, much of this book is in 

“ conversational ” form; and my constant endeavour has been 

to ensure that, despite the restrictions that a limited vocabu¬ 

lary naturally imposes, every sentence in these conversations 

is expressed in the living colloquial idiom that an educated 

Englishman would use. 
And, since the most effective spur to learning a language 

(or anything else) is interest, every effort has been made to 

cover the linguistic pill with the jam of gaiety. So, as soon as 

the preliminaries are mastered, the reader is introduced to 

Mr. Priestley, his household and his group of students. We 

see them here and in all the other books chatting together, 

1 A new edition of the Interim Report on Vocabulary Selection 
(Longmans). 
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telling jokes, reading stories that they have written, singing 
songs or acting short plays. It is on these conversations and 
stories and the “ talks by Mr. Priestley ” that the language 
teaching is based, and from them that the copious exercises 
by which the teacher is enabled to test how far the work has 
been understood, are drawn. 

There are numerous changes in this new edition. Fresh, 
and it is hoped, more interesting reading material has been 
added including a short play, some episodes in the Priestley 
household, a song and two poems, and two new stories about 
Hob’s extraordinary relatives. 

Special attention has been paid to the use of the Tenses in 
English, and three “ Examination Papers ”, for revision, have 
been introduced (after Lessons io, 21, 33). There are five 
new “ Stories Without Words ” (pages 26, 55, 75, 149, 237), 
and an attempt has been made to teach some points of 
grammar in a lively, pictorial manner, as, for example, on 
pages 87, 129, 160, 170, etc. An index also has been added. 

In the Teacher’s handbook1 that has been prepared to 
accompany this volume, further guidance has been given on 
the main techniques of language teaching, a great deal of 
extra teaching material has been given in the “ Commen¬ 
taries ”, detailed suggestions and practical hints are given on 
the teaching of each lesson, and a complete Key to the 
exercises and solutions to puzzles and crosswords in the 
Pupil’s Book is provided. 

Though a text-book that is the ideal one to every teacher 
and student is, perhaps, an impossibility, it is hoped that 
most students and teachers will feel that this new edition is 
an improvement on the old one, but the author will be most 
grateful at any time for further criticisms and suggestions 
that will help to make Essential English more useful to 
those who study it or teach from it. CEE 

August 1955. 
1 Essential English, Book JI9 Teacher's Book. 
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LESSON i 

The Priestleys* House 

You have heard (in Book I) about Mr. Priestley 
and his students. I want, now, to tell you something 
about his house. He is an old friend of mine, and I 
went to visit him about a fortnight ago and stayed at 
his house for the week-end. 

He lives in a very nice house. It is called “The 
Pines” and is about ten miles from London. There 
is a big garden all round it, and I went in at the garden 
gate and walked along the path to the front door. 
There is a smooth lawn in front of the house with 
beds of roses in it. I knocked at the front door. 

i 
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Mr. Priestley opened it and, with a smile and some 
words of welcome, shook hands with me, and we went 
into the hall. Then Mrs. Priestley came to greet me. 

I said, ‘ ‘ How do you do ?” and gave her the flowers 
that I had bought for her. 

She said, “Oh, thank you. What beautiful roses! 
How kind of you to bring them! I love roses, and ours 
haven’t been good this year. These are lovely.” 

She took them away to put them in water, and 
Mr. Priestley and I went into the sitting-room and 
sat down in armchairs before the fire, for it was a. 
rather cold day and I was very pleased to see the 
bright fire burning in the fireplace. 

Their sitting-room is quite a big room, about 25 
feet long by 15 feet wide. There was a thick carpet on 
the floor. One or two good water-colours hung on 
the walls, and there was a large and very interesting 
oil-painting that I hadn’t seen before. There was a 
piano on one side of the room (both Mr. and Mrs. 
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Priestley are fond of music, and Mrs. Priestley plays 
the piano beautifully). There were three or four 
comfortable armchairs, a radio, and three or four 
bookcases filled with books. On a small table near 
the window there were copies of The Times, Punch 
and some foreign newspapers and magazines. Mrs. 
Priestley returned with the roses in a bowl which she 
put on the table and a few minutes later Susan1 came 
in with tea and a very nice cake. 

I had expected to see John Priestley and Margaret. 
I had brought a box of chocolates for her; I knew she 
liked chocolates, but they told me John was up at 
Oxford and Margaret had gone to a birthday party 
at the house of a friend of hers. 

After we had chatted for a little time, Mrs. Priestley 
said, “ Will you excuse me, please? I want to see about 
the dinner. Did you know that Lizzie1 had left us ? ” 

“No, I didn’t,” I said. 
“Yes,” continued Mrs. Priestley, “she got a letter 

about a month ago to say that her sister-in-law had(3 
died, and so Lizzie has gone to keep house for her 
brother. That cake that we had at tea was hers; she 
sent it to me yesterday. Since she left, I have done the 
cooking and baked the cakes, but mine are never as 
good as hers.” 

“Nonsense, my dear; I don’t think Lizzie’s cakes 
were any better than yours,” said, Mr. Priestley, 
loyally. 
, “Take no notice of Charles,” said Mrs. Priestley 
with a smile. “They say love is blind; it seems to me 
he can’t taste, either. My husband’s ideas about 

1 You remember Susan, the maid and Lizzie, the cook, in Book I. 
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grammar are, I am sure, better than mine, but when 
it’s a question of ideas about cakes, mine are far 
better than his.” 

She went out, and Mr. Priestley said, “ It’s bad 
luck about Lizzie, isn’t it ? I’m afraid Susan will go, 
too, before long. A young fellow near here, Joe 
Marsden, has asked her to marry him. He. is trying 
to buy a cafe in the High Street. The cafe is not his 
yet, but I think he’ll get it, and, when it is his, I’m 
pretty sure Susan will marry him and go to help him 
to run the cafe. It will make things difficult for. my 
wife. Ours is quite a big house for one woman to run, 
and it’s almost impossible, nowadays, to get help in 
the house.” 

After a little time Mrs. Priestley joined us again 
and said, “ Dinner is ready,” so we went to the dining¬ 
room, a pleasant-looking room with a Persian carpet 
on the floor, a dark oak dining-table, six chairs and a 
sideboard. A red lampshade gave a warm colour to 
the room, and ^n electric fire kept it comfortable while 
we had dinner. Susan drew the brown velvet curtains 
across the windows as it was now quite dark outside, 
and we sat down to dinner, a very English one— 
roast beef and Yorkshire pudding, roast potatoes, and 
cabbage grown in their own garden, followed by 
apple-pie with thick cream and sugar. 

When we had finished dinner, Susan took the 
dishes from the dining-room to the kitchen, and 
Mrs. Priestley went with her to make coffee. Mr. 
Priestley took me to his study for a quiet smoke and 
to show me some of his books. 

After a quarter of an hour or so, Mrs. Priestley came 
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to tell us she had made the coffee and it was in the 
sitting-room. So we went there to take coffee and talk 
together and listen to the news on the radio. Then 
Mrs. Priestley played some Chopin, my favourite 
composer for the piano. It was now eleven o’clock and 
I was feeling rather tired. Mr. Priestley saw this and 
said, “ You have had a tiring day and you look sleepy; 
come along upstairs to your bedroom.” 

Upstairs there are five bedrooms, a bathroom and a 
lavatory. We went to my room and he said, “Here 
you are. There is running water in your room and 
you can wash there or go to the bathroom, whichever 
you prefer. You will find soap in the soap-dish, and 
here are your towels. Put on the electric fire and warm 
your pyjamas before putting them on. There are 
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sheets and three blankets on your bed, and my wife 
has put a hot-water bottle in it, but if you are not 
warm enough there is an eiderdown here. Now, do 
you want anything else ? ” 

I said, “Oh, no, thank you. I shall be very comfort¬ 
able.” He added, “We have breakfast rather early— 
about a quarter past eight—but you can, of course, 
come down later if you like and have breakfast then.” 

I said, “ I will come down and have breakfast with 
you.” 

“All right,” he said; “I’ll bring you a cup of tea 
at half past seven; that will give you time to get 
properly awake, shave and have a bath before break¬ 
fast if you feel like it. It will be all right if you take 
a bath about a quarter to eight. I have mine at seven, 
and my wife and Margaret take theirs in the evening.” 

“ Splendid,” I said; “ thank you very much. Good 
night.” 

PRONUNCIATION DRILL 

PO P] M 

greet continue blanket reply blanket 

keep excuse cafe1 favourite chat 

magazine prefer velvet • visit lamp 

sheet pyjamas carpet splendid magazine 

[a:] M" D>0 M M 
bath bottle floor room smooth 

carpet copy lawn book continue2 

path knock board shook excuse2 

pyjamas nonsense yours pudding 

1 also, and more usually, [ei] [/k»fei]. 
2 The sound here is [ju:]. 
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M [ou] C®3 

curtain soap afraid continue magazine 
furniture bowl along favourite nonsense 

oak awake furniture nowadays 
grow composer loyal pyjamas1 2 3 4 

M . [»] 
^ ■■ 
blind mine • chair 
die reply theirs 
eiderdown pie upstairs 
side smile 

EXERCISES 

I. Use in sentences of your own the following words: 

1. comfortable 
2. lampshade 
3. path 
4. carpet 

5. velvet 
6. lawn 
7. bowl 
8. pyjamas 

9. welcome 
10. sideboard 
11. cafS 
12. eiderdown 

II. Answer the following questions fully: 

1. Where is Mr. Priestley’s house and what is it called ? 
2. What is there in front of the house ? 
3. What did Mrs. Priestley say about the roses ? 
4. Where were (a) John, (b) Margaret Priestley ? 
5. Describe (a) the sitting-room, (b) the dining-room. 
6. What did they have for dinner ? 
7. Why had Lizzie left the Priestleys ? 
8. Why does Mr. Priestley think Susan will leave them ? 
9. What did Mr. Priestley say about his wife’s cakes ? 

10. What was her reply ? 

1 Two pronunciations: [pa'dsaimaz], [pi'djaimaz]. 
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i! 

Dictation 

John Priestley is at Oxford University. He has two rooms, a 

sitting-room and a bedroom. His sitting-room is a pleasant one. 

There is a thick carpet on the floor, arid one or two water-colours 

and black and white drawings hang on the walls. Near the door is a 

bookcase filled with books, and by the window is a table at which 

John works. On it are some books and copies of University 

magazines. John is not working now; he is making coffee. A 

friend is coming to his rooms for a chat. On a plate are some 

cakes which Mrs. Priestley has baked. 

John goes to the window and looks at the smooth lawns and 

roses and the old, grey walls. It is getting dark, so he draws 

tJie curtains and puts on the light. It has a red lampshade which 

gives a warm colour to the room. A fire is burning brightly in 

the fireplace. 

John hears a knock at the door. His friend has come. 

Composition Exercises 

1. Describe the pictures on pages i and 2. 
2. Describe the furniture etc., in (a) your sitting- 

room, (b) your dining-room, (c) your bedroom, 
(d) your kitchen. 

3. Describe the house you would like to live in. 



LESSON 2 

Comments on Lesson i 

Possessive Pronouns 

You have had the Possessive Adjective's {my,<•your 
his, her, its, our, their) in Book I. In the last lesson you 
had these examples of the Possessive Pronouns: mine, 
yours, his, hers, ours, theirs: 

I love roses, and ours haven’t been good this year. 

I don’t think Lizzie’s cakes are any better than yours. 

The cake we had at tea was one of hers; mine are never as 
good as hers. 

His ideas about grammar are better than mine, but when it’s 
a question of ideas about cakes, mine are better than his. 

The cafe is not his yet; when it is his, Susan will marry him. 

Ours is quite a big house. 

You can take a bath at a quarter to eight; I have mine at 
seven, and my wife and Margaret have theirs in the evening. 
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As you can see, the Possessive Adjective qualifies 
a noun; the Possessive Pronoun stands instead of a 
noun, e.g. 

Possessive Adjective Possessive Pronoun 

Lizzie’s cakes are not better Lizzie’s cakes are not better 
than your cakes (Adjective than yours. 
*4* Noun). 

1 have my bath at seven; my I have mine at seven; my 
wife and Margaret have wife and Margaret have 
their baths in the evening. theirs in the evening. 

When it’s a question of ideas When it’s a question of ideas 
about cakes my ideas are about cakes, mine are better 
better than his ideas, V than his. 

Here are the Personal Pronouns, the Possessive 
Adjectives and the Possessive Pronouns: 

Personal 
Pronoun 

Possessive 
Adjective 

Possessive 
Pronoun 

I my mine - 
you your yours 
he his ■ his 
she her hers - 
we our ours 
they their theirs 

L-- -— -. -. 

There is a Possessive Adjective its, e.g. 

The dog has eaten its dinner. i 
The bird is in its nest. v; - - '? - > 

The Possessive Pronoun its is practically never 
USed. . v; .i- ~ Ku ' 
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Note the difference between its (Possessive Adjec¬ 
tive) and it's (short form of it is), e.g. 

It’s a long way to Tipperary. 

Note the idiomatic use of the Possessive Pronoun in 
the sentences: 

He is an old friend of mine. (NOT, “ an old friend of me”). 
Margaret has gone to a party at the house of a friend of 

hers, (NOT, “a friend of her”). 

Past Perfect Tense 

In Book I we studied the Present Perfect Tense, 
e.g. 

I have had my car for a year. 
Hob hasn’t done his homework. 

In Lesson i of this book you have some examples of 
the Past Perfect Tense: 

I gave her the flowers that I had bought for her. 
There was an oil-painting that I hadn’t seen before. 
I had brought a box of chocolates for Margaret; 

'They told me Margaret had gone to a birthday party. 

After we had chatted for a little time, Mrs. Priestley went to 
see about the dinner. 

Mr. Priestley said that Lizzie had left them. 
She got a letter to say that her sister-in-law had died. 
When we had finished dinner, Susan took the dishes to the 

kitchen. , 
Mrs. Priestley came to tell us she had made the coffee. 

We form the Past Perfect Tense by using had with 
the past participle. 
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The Past Perfect Tense is used to show that one 
action was completed before another action in 
the past. 

* 

Let us, for example, take the sentences: 

(i) Pedro learned English, (z) He came to England. 

Both these actions took place in the past, so we use 
the Simple Past Tense learned-and came. 

But suppose we want to show that one of these 
actions took place before the other one. Suppose we 
want to say that Pedro learned English before he came 
to England. Then we use the Past Perfect Tense for 
the action that took place first, and we use the Simple 
Past Tense for the other action. We say: 

Pedro had learned English before he came to England. 

Mrs. Priestley made coffee. Then she came to tell us. 
So you had the sentence: 

Mrs. Priestley came (Simple Past) to tell us she had 
made (Past Perfect) the coffee. 

So with the other sentences : 
Lizzie’s sister-in-law died. Lizzie got a letter. 

Lizzie got a letter to say that her sister-in-law had died. 

We chatted for a little time. Mrs. Priestley went to see about 
the dinner. / 

After we had chatted for a little time, Mrs. Priestley went to 
see about the dinner. . 

I bought some flowers (in the morning). I gave them to 
Mrs. Priestley (in the afternoon). I gave her the flowers I 
had bought for her. 
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I GAVE HER THE FLOWERS WHICH I HAD BOUGHT FOR HER 

Here are some more examples of the Past Perfect 
Tense: 

When Margaret had finished her homework, she turned on the 
radio. 

I had already got home before it began to rain. 
Jan bought a new exercise book, because he had filled his old 

one. 
The children came to the party at 4 o’clock; but before that, 

Ann and Ellen Thompson had decorated the room, Mrs. 
Thompson had baked cakes, and Mr. Thompson had bought 
a small present for every little guest. t 

(You remember that Margaret had gone to a birth¬ 
day party. It was at the house of her friend, Ann 
Thompson; you saw Mr. Thompson and his family in 
Book I on p. 166). 

hob : Here's a story with some examples of the Past 
Perfect Tense: it’s about a novelist who had 
written some novels that had been very successful. 
One day he met an old friend that he hadn't seen 
for years. After they had talked for two hours, 
the novelist said, “Now, we’ve-4alked about me 
long enough; let’s talk about you! What did you 
think of my last novel ? ” 
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In-laws 

You had the sentence: 
Lizzie's sister-in-law had died. 

This drawing shows the Priestley family 

William Priestley1 (“ Grandfather”) 

, \ i 

Mr. Priestley Norah (married David, 
(married to Mary) to George Macaulay) 

I ■ - ' ' 

I I I . I I ' ’ 
John Margaret Colin Lilian Andrew 

Mrs. (Mary) Priestley is daughter-in-law to William 
Priestley. She is sister-in-law to Norah Priestley 
(Norah Macaulay). William Priestley is her father- 
in-law. 

George Macaulay is Mr. Priestley’s brother-in-law. 
He is William Priestley’s son-in-law. 

The mother-in-law of Mrs. Priestley and George 
Macaulay was “ Grandmother ” Priestley. She is dead. 

John and Margaret are cousins to Colin, Lilian, 
and Andrew. 

Idiomatic Expressions 

There are a number of idiomatic expressions to 
note in Lesson i, e.g.: 

“for the week-end” (usually Friday night to Monday 
morning). 

“John is up at Oxford.” Students “go up” when work 
begins and “go down” for holidays. 

1 He is a widower. His wife died two years ago. 
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“ I’m pretty sure.” You had the usual meaning of 
“pretty” in Book I, e.g.: * 

“ Frieda is a very pretty girl.” 

But pretty is often used in familiar conversation with 
the meaning fairly, quite, e.g. I 

“Is Pedro a good swimmer ?” 
“Well, he’s pretty good, but not nearly as good as Olaf.” 
We walked twenty miles over the mountains; I was pretty 

r • “ tired before we got home. 

“A quarter of an hour or so” Here, or so means 
“about”, i.e. perhaps a little more than a quarter 
of an hour; perhaps a little less, e.g.: 

, I was away three months or so. 
These pens cost fifteen shillings or so. 

“help him to run the caf£ 
“Ours is a big house for one woman to run” 

This, of course, is not the usual meaning of run which 
you had in Book I. It is a colloquial way of saying 
“manage”. ■>--■" >V; yv ;;v 

rp jl ’ Y J .•' 5: ■ ■ ■ 5 ■ j; ■■, f.. yv ^ -" • 4: - 

Have' 3 ^at^* Either verb is correct. 

Chat is a colloquial word for a friendly, easy talk, 
usually about things that are not very important. 

Have a bath if you feel like it (— if you wish). 

There are two exclamatory sentences in Lesson i: 
v :, r What beautiful roses! 

How kind of you to bring them 1 

All sentences have a finite verb in them, except 
exclamatory sentences; they sometimes have a finite 
verb in them, but not always. • ; 
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Here are one or two other examples: 

What a day! (Usually when it is 
raining hard.) 

What a nice garden! 

What a silly thing to do! 

How nice of you to send me those 
flowers! 

How well he speaks! 

You will notice that the last exclamatory sentence has 
a finite verb in it. 

EXERCISES 

I. Put in- Possessive Pronouns of the same Person as 
the Personal Pronouns: 

1. I have a cat; that cat is-. 
2. You have a cat; that cat is-. 
3. He has a cat; that cat is ——. 
4. She has a cat; that cat is-. 
5. We have a cat; that cat is --. 
6. They have a cat; that eat is-. 

Nozv write those sentences using Possessive Adjectives 
instead of Possessive Pronouns. 

II. Instead of saying “That is my book,” we could 
say “That book belongs to me.” 
Rewrite the following sentences using the verb belong: 

1. Those are my flowers. 
2. That is Mr. Priestley’s house. 
3. That is his piano. 
4. Are those your chocolates ? 
5. Is that your car ? 
6. That is her pencil. 
7. Those are our cats. 
8. Those are their chocolates. 
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9. Are those their cigarettes ? 
10. Is that my pen ? 

Now re-write all the “belong” sentences, using a 
Possessive Pronoun, eg.: 

Those flowers belong to me. 
Those flowers are mine. 

III. Put in Possessive Adjectives and Possessive Pro¬ 
nouns: 

x. I’ve eaten all-chocolates; can I have one of-? 
2. I hope Hob will not forget to "bring - book. And 

don’t forget- 
3. Jan has lost - pen. Ask Frieda if she will lend 

him-. 
4. We’ve had-dinner. Have they had-? 
5. Richard has a dog, and so have I. -dog and- 

had a fight. 
6. Have you heard from that friend of - who went 

to Spain ? 
7. Mr. Priestley wants you to send back that book 

of-which he lerit you: 
8. Margaret wants to know if you have seen a pencil 

of —— that she has lost. 
9. Mr. and Mrs. Thompson and a friend of - are 

coming to dinner this evening. 
10. Dinner has been ready a long time. I have had —— 

and Mary has had-; come and have-now. 

IV. Re-write the following pairs o f sentences so that one 
sentence is in the Past Perfect Tense. Add any words 
that you need: 

(a) Pedro studied French. (b) He went to Paris. 
[a) We got to the cinema. (b) The picture began. 
(a) Hob ate all the cakes. (b) Olaf came to the house. 
{a) The gardener finished digging the garden, (b) He put 

in the young cabbages. 
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V. Before Mrs. Priestley married Mr. Priestley, her 
name was Mary Eliot. Talk about this family; talk 
about brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, cousins, in-laws, 
etc. 

Mrs. Eliot (“ Grandmother”) 
Mrs. Eliot is Mrs. Priestley’s mother. Mrs. Eliot is a widow; her 

husband died in 1951. 

Mary Arthur Jane 
(married (married (unmarried) 

Mr. Priestley) Elizabeth Jones) 

Peter Dorothy Joan John Margaret 



. LESSON 3 

The Vocabulary of Everyday Life 

MR. Priestley: You all need the words and phrases 
we use to describe our daily actions, so suppose 
I tell you the things that I do, more or less, every 
day. By the way, which tense ought I to use for 
that, Olaf? 

olaf : I think you ought to use the 
Simple Present Tense. 

MR. Priestley: Why ? 
olaf: Because that is the tense 

generally used for actions that 
are “habitual” or repeated. 

MR. Priestley: Very good, Olaf. 
Now I’ll begin: I wake at about 
seven o’clock and then it is time 
for me to get up. I like a cold 
bath every morning, so I put on 
my dressing-gown and slippers 
and go to the bathroom. The 
water feels very cold on winter 
mornings, but I rub myself 
hard with the towel and soon I mh. priestly in 

feel quite warm. AND slippers 
19 
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Then I shave, brush my teeth and wash my 
face and go back to the bedroom to dress. I brush 
and comb my hair, take a clean handkerchief out 
of the drawer and go downstairs for breakfast at 
a quarter past eight. After breakfast I sit and 
.read mv morning paper and smoke a cigarette, 
or in the summer I have a walk round my garden. 
I go into my study at nine o’clock and meet my 
students there, and the day’s work begins. At 
twelve-thirty I have a break for lunch. I usually 
have this at home, but sometimes I go out for 
lunch and have a chat with my friends before 
beginning work again at two o’clock. I generally 
finish my work by about five o’clock. Then I 
have a cup of tea and a biscuit, and in summer I 
spend an hour or so in the garden and play a 
few games of tennis, or I go to the golf club and 
have a round of golf. 

We have dinner about seven-thirty or eight 
o’clock, and then we sit and talk, listen to the 
wireless or look at television, or Mrs. Priestley 
plays the piano. Sometimes, in the summer, we 
take out the car and go for a drive in the country; 
in the winter we go to the cinema or the theatre. 
But that is not often. I have a lot of work to do, 
and usually after dinner or supper I go to my 
study and read or write until twelve or one 
o’clock. 

That’s my day. Now, here is Mrs. Priestley 
to describe a woman’s day. 

MRS. Priestley : I, too, get up soon after seven and go 
downstairs, to help Susan with the work. She 
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cleans out the stove and 
fills it up with coke, so 
that we get plenty of hot 
water all day. Then she 
takes out the ashes from 
the sitting-room fire and 
re-lays it with paper and 
sticks and coal. Then it 
is all ready to light, and 
only needs a match put to it. 

While she is doing that, I get the breakfast 
ready. I put the table-cloth on the dining-room 
table and put out the knives, forks and spoons, 
and the cups, saucers and plates. Then I go and 
cook the breakfast. I soon have the bacon and 
the eggs cooking in the frying-pan. I make toast, 
boil the kettle for tea or coffee, and we are ready 
to sit down at a quarter past eight. 

After breakfast, Susan and I clear away the 
dishes. Then she washes and dries them, and I 
go to do my shopping. Sometimes' I go to the 
shops—to the butcher’s to order the meat, to the 
grocer’s to buy tea, coffee, sugar, etc., but often 
I ring them up and order what I want by ’phone. 

Then Susan and I go upstairs to make the 
beds, dust upstairs and downstairs, and do the 
carpets with my electric-cleaner. It is about 
eleven o’clock by this time, so I change my 
clothes and begin to get ready for lunch. After 
lunch I do some sewing or go for a walk and 
visit my friends. 

Then Mr. Priestley joins me for afternoom tea 
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in the sitting-room—usually bringing one or 
two of his students with him. We have bread and 
butter (cut thin), jam or honey, cakes and 
biscuits. •?: , ■ 

My husband has already told you how we 
spend our evenings—in summer, tennis, golf or 
a drive in the car; in winter, music, the cinema, a 
concert; sometimes dinner in town and a theatre 
afterwards. Sometimes, in fact very often, we just 
have a quiet evening at home. You see, John is at 
the University and Margaret is how at a board¬ 
ing-school and comes home only at the week¬ 
ends; so, except when they are on holiday, there 
are only the two of us at home. On these quiet 
evenings we have a very simple supper round the 
fire in the sitting-room, and when that is over 
my husband sometimes works in his study at a 
book that he is writing, but quite often he says 
that he has done enough work for the day, and 
then he sits in his armchair at one side of the fire 
with his pipe and, for a change, a detective story. 

I sit on the other side 
with my book or my 
sewing; and Sally, our 
cat, lies on the carpet 
before the fire or jumps 
up on my husband’s 
knees. He is certainly 
Sally’s best friend, and 
wherever he is, in the 
house or in the garden, 
there you will find Sally, 
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too. And when the wind is blowing through the 
trees outside and the rain is beating on the 
windows, our warm fire seems warmer and 
more cheerful than ever—and I often think 
that these “ quiet” evenings are the best evenings 
of all. 

PRONUNCIATION DRILL 

p] [e] M [a] [ei] [ou] 
belong decorate grand brush game blow 
familiar detective marry honey decorate coal 
detective kettle ashes cousin break coke 
electric plenty handkerchief club lay comb 
biscuit guest jam rub grocer 

EXERCISES 

I, Use the following words in sentences: 

1. slippers 6. ashes 11. butcher 
z. towel 7. toast 12. detective 

3- comb 8. kettle 13. knee 

4- rub 9. honey 14. blow 

5- stove 10. dishes I5- beat 

II. Put in the words omitted in the following; the 
sentences are all in the piece you have just read: 

1. I — at about seven o’clock and it is time for me to-. 
2. I put on my — and — and go to the bathroom. 
3.I rub myself hard with the —. 
4. I brush and — my hair and take a clean — out of the —. 
5. At twelve-thirty I have a — for lunch. 
6. In summer I — an hour or so in the garden. 
7. I — a few — of tennis or go to the golf club and have 

a — of golf. 
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. 8. Sometimes in summer we take out the car and go for 
a — in the country. 

, 9. Usually after dinner or — I go to my study. 
10. Susan cleans out the — and fills it up with —. 
11. She takes out the — from the sitting-room fire and 

— it with paper and — and coal. 
12. Soon I have the — and — cooking in the frying-pan. 
13. I make toast and — the kettle for tea or coffee. 
14. After breakfast, Susan and I-the dishes and she 

washes and — them. 
15. For tea we have bread and butter (— thin). 
16. John is at the — and Margaret is now at a — 
17. He says he has done — work for the day. 
18. Sally — on the carpet before the fire or — up on my 

husband’s —. 
19. He is Sally’s best friend, and — he is you will find Sally. 
20. When the wind is — through the trees and the rain 

is — on the windows, our warm fire seems warmer 
than ever 

III. Join the following sentences by using when, it, as, 
or because. You may be able to do it in more than 
one way: 

(1) I knocked at the door. Susan opened it. 
(2) Mr. Priestley saw me. He came forward to meet me. 
(3) We sat near the fire. The evening was cold. 
(4) I was rather tired. I went to bed early. 
(5) You are not warm enough. Put on the eiderdown. 
(6) You can wash in your room. There is running water 

there. 
(7) There are only the two of us. We have supper round 

the fire. 
(8) The supper is over. My husband goes to the study to 

work. 
(9) The wind is blowing through the trees outside. The 

fire seems very warm and comfortable. 
(10) Sally is always with Mr. Priestley. He is her best friend. 
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Composition Exercises 

1. Write about (a) Mr. Priestley’s day, (b) Mrs. 
Priestley’s day. Use the 3rd person. 

2. Write about your own day. 
3. Describe fully the picture on page 22. 
4. The pictures on page 26 tell the story of one of 

Hob’s mornings. When you have studied the pictures, 
tell the story. New words which you will need are: 
alarm-clock, and dream (dreaming, dreamed, dreamt). 

Dictation 

Hob's Day 

Hob wakes at eight o’clock in the morning, and gets up at half 
past eighth He does not have a cold bath; he just washes his 
hands and face and brushes his teeth, if he remembers. Then he 
goes downstairs for breakfast. He eats lots of eggs and bacon 
and toast and he drinks three or four cups of coffee. 

When he has finished breakfast, the day’s work begins. He 
walks round to Mr. Priestley’s house; he is often late. He shows 
Mr. Priestley his homework, if he has done any, and it is usually 
full of mistakes. He is glad when it is time for lunch. 

For lunch Hob usually has roast beef and vegetables and after 
lunch he always has a cup of tea with lots of sugar in it. Some¬ 
times he sits in an armchair and reads the newspaper or a detective 
story, and sometimes, but not often, he does his work for 
Mr. Priestley. 

In the evening after a tea of bread, butter, honey and cakes. 
Hob likes to watch television in front of a fire at Mr. Priestley’s, 
or to visit other friends and tell them his funny stories. 
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Everyday Tall 

Scene: mr. Priestley’s study. 

Characters: mr. priestley, jan, frieda, olaf, lucille, 
HOB. 

jan : You know, sir, I find that most of the things that 
you want to know when you are first learning 
English are never in the books that teach you 
English. 

mr. priestley : Indeed ? I’m sorry to hear that. 
jan : And the funny thing is that they are all the easy 

things—to English people; but they’re very 
difficult to us. 

mr. priestley: I think I know what you mean, but 
could you give us an example ? 

jan: I mean “everyday talk”; for instance, what 
ought I to say when I am introduced to someone ? 

MR. priestley : Oh, just, “ How do you do ?” 
jan : And what does he answer ? 
mr. priestley: “How do you do ?” 
jan: But that seems nonsense. I ask someone, a 

question about his health and he doesn’t give 
me an answer; instead he asks me a question 
which I don’t answer. 

mr. priestley : Yes, I suppose it is rather strange, but 
we don’t think of “ How do you do ?” as a 
question—it’s just a greeting. If you really want 
to know about your friend’s health you say 
“ How are you ? ” 

27 
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jan: Oh, yes, I’ve heard that; and what does he 

answer ? 
MR. Priestley: “Very well, thank you. How are 

you ?” 
jan : And what do you say if you are not very well ? 
mr. priestley: Just, “Not very well,” or “Not too 

well.” 
jan : That’s good; it’s just what I wanted. By the wav, 

do you say “Good day” when you meet some¬ 
one ? I’ve noticed French and German people 
here say it. 

MR. priestley : No. The things an English person gener¬ 
ally says are, “ Good morning,” 
“ Good afternoon ” or “ Good 
evening.” If he is remarking 
on the weather, he will prob- 

\\ ably say, “A nice day, isn’t 
it ? ” or,“Afine day, isn’t it ? ” 

If or, “it’s cold today, isn’t 
it?” or, “Terrible weather 

terrible weather we are we are having, isn’t it ? ’ ; 
having, isn’t it ? but that is not his greeting. 

jan: Don’t you say “ Good night” in the evening ? 
MR. priestley : Funnily enough we don’t when we are 

greeting a person, but only when he is leaving 
us or when we are leaving a shop or an office. 

Frieda: There’s a small thing I want to ask about. 
There’s a little girl at the house where I am 
staying, and it is her birthday tomorrow. What 
shall I say to her ? 

mr. priestley: We say “Many happy returns of the 

day.” 
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frieda: Thank you; I’ll remember that. And how do 
people greet their friends at Christmas ? 

MR. priestley: The usual greeting is, “A Merry 
Christmas,” and at the New Year we say, “A 
Happy New Year.” 

frieda : And when someope says that to me, what do 

I answer ? 
mr. priestley: “Thank you; the same to you.” 

olaf: I had a difficulty yesterday. I wanted to send a 
letter to a friend in London and a newspaper to 
one in Edinburgh, so I went to the post office 
and asked for a two-and-a-half stamp for the 
letter and a one-and-a-half for the newspaper. 
The girl gave me the right stamps, but she 
smiled. What had I said wrong ? 

MR. priestley : You ought to have asked for a two¬ 
penny-halfpenny and a three-halfpenny stamp. 

olaf: That’s difficult! And what money do I give for 
a three-halfpenny stamp ? Is it three halfpennies 
or a penny and halfpenny ? 

mr. priestley : Well, we usually say three-halfpence, 
sometimes a penny-halfpenny. Just practise this, 
“A three-halfpenny stamp costs three-half- 
pence.” 

olaf: I see, and a twopenny stamp costs twopence, a 
threepenny stamp costs threepence, and a three- 
halfpenny stamp costs three-halfpence. 

lucille: A day or two ago I was talking with some 
people and I didn’t quite hear what one of them 
said to me, so I said “ If you please ? ” That 
wasn’t right, was it ? 

MR. priestley : No; we say, “ I beg your pardon,” or, 
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to a relation or close friend, “What?” or, 
“ What’s that ? ” or, “ What did you say ? ” 

lucille: Couldn’t I say, “Pardon me” ? 
mr. priestley: No, never. If you are apologising for 

some little piece of impoliteness you say, “I beg 
your pardon,” or, nowadays, “Sorry” (which 
used to be thought slang). If you come late to 
the theatre and have to push past people who are 
already in their places, you say, “Excuse me.” 

hob : I was out to tea a day or two ago and the hostess 
asked me if I wanted another piece of cake and 
of course I did, so I said “Thank you,” but she 
didn’t seem to know whether I wanted it or not. 
I don’t want to run any risk of missing cake 
again, so what must I say ? 

mr. priestley: “Thank you” in English may mean 
“Yes,” but you had better sa~y, “Yes, please,” 
then there can be no doubt. If by any chance 
you want to refuse, then you say “No, thank 
you.” 

olaf : I never quite know what to say when someone 
thanks me. For instance, yesterday I saw an old 
lady wanting to cross the road but afraid to start 
because of the traffic. So I took her arm and 
helped her across the road. Then she said, 
“Thank you very much. It was most kind of you 
to help me. Thank you.” Do you know, I had 
no idea what to say. 

frieda : We say “bitte” or “bitte sehr ” or “ bitte 
schon.” 

lucille : A Frenchman says “de rien” or “ pas de 
quoi.” But what does an Englishman say ? 
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MR. Priestley : That’s difficult to answer. An English¬ 
man in such a case looks rather confused and 
murmurs something like, “Not at all,” “That’s 
all right” or “ It’s a pleasure.” And then quickly 
passes on to something else. 

jan: Well, Mr. Priestley, this has been a very good 
lesson. You have helped me a very great deal. 
Thank you very much. 

MR. Priestley {rather confused): Oh—er—that’s all 
right—it’s a pleasure ... (passing on quickly to 
something else). Now here are some exercises for 
you all. 

EXERCISES • 

I. Use the following words and phrases in sentences of 
your own: 

1. example 4. birthday 7. apologise 
2. weather 5. by the way 8. greeting 
3. for instance 6. health 9. nonsense 

II. Answer the following questions: 
1. What do you say when you are introduced to someone ? 

What does he answer ? 
2. What do you say if you are inquiring about his health ? 
3. What replies might you get to these inquiries ? 
4. What greeting would you give on meeting someone at 

(a) 10 a.m., (b) 3 p.m., (c) 6.30 p.m. ? 
5. If you are remarking on the weather, what would you 

say ? 
6. When do you say “Good night” ? 
7. What do you say to a friend on his or her birthday ? 
8. What do you say at Christmas ? 
9. What reply do you get to that greeting ? 

10. How much does it cost to send {a) a newspaper, (b) a 
postcard, (c) a letter, from London to Edinburgh ? 
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11. What stamp do you put on (a) the newspaper, (b) the 
postcard, (c) the letter ? 

12. What do you say if you haven’t heard a remark and 
want the speaker to repeat it ? 

13. If you accidentally push a person, what do you say ? 
14. If your hostess asks you whether you want another 

cup of coffee, what do you say (a) if you want it, 
(b) if you don’t Want it ? 

15. If someone thanks you, what do you say ? 

III. What reply do you give to the following ? 

1. “Oh! Mr. Green, this is Miss Brown.” 
2. “ How are you ? ” 
3. “A Merry Christmas!” 
4. “I’m twelve years old today.” 
5. “May I give you another cup of tea ?” 
6. “ Do you prefer your coffee black or white ?” 
7. “ Did you have a good journey ? ’ ’ 
8. “I expect you are hungry after your long walk.” 
9. “How much is the newspaper ?” (i|d.). 

10. “Thank you very much for all your kindness.” 

Dictation 

Jan found that many things which he wanted to know were 
not in the books that taught him English. When someone said, 
“How do you do ?” to him, he did not know what to answer. It 
seemed to him nonsense just to ask another question instead of 
giving an answer. 

Olaf had a difficulty, too. The girl in the post office smiled when 
he asked for a stamp. He ought to have asked for a twopenny- 
halfpenny one. 

Frieda wanted to know about Christmas greetings. In England 
we usually say “A Merry Christmas”, and the answer is “Thank 
you. The same to you.” 

Hob didn’t ask anything. He didn’t even tell a funny story. 
I expect he was asleep. 
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Farts of Speech 

MR. Priestley : There is a difference between “ learn¬ 
ing English” and “learning about English.” 
Now I want you to learn English, and I believe 
the best way to learn to speak English is by 
speaking it; and that is why in our meetings, 
instead of talking to you about English grammar, 
I try to get you to talk about all kinds of things. 

PEDRO: Excuse me, sir, but haven’t there been some 
new ideas in English grammar teaching about 
“structures” and “sentence patterns” ? 

MR. Priestley : Yes, there has been quite a lot of work 
done, both here and in America, on the structure 
of English, and next year I’m going to introduce 
you to those ideas. Some teachers get rather 
carried away by any new idea and think it is the 
answer to all their difficulties. In language teach¬ 
ing I don’t think this is ever true. A friend once 
said to me, “You can learn to talk by sentence 

, patterns and ‘structure’, but you can’t learn to 
write without studying grammar’’-—and I agree 
with him ; so I’m going to give you from time to 
time some ordinary straightforward English 
grammar. 

33 
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jan : I want to learn some English grammar. 
FRIEDA AND LUCILLE: So do I. 
olaf : I feel that my knowledge will be more solid if 

it has some grammar to help it. 
mr. Priestley: Very well. I shall give you some 

grammar—the essential grammar. And now, 
first of all, let us be clear about the terms we use. 
You won’t need to knowT many, but we must 
begin with the parts of speech. 

All the words in the English language can be 
classified into eight groups, and only eight 
groups. They are divided according to the work 
they do. 

The kinds of words or “parts of speech” into 
which the language can be divided are: 

1. Words that are names of things, or people, or* 
places: words like desk, aeroplane, happiness, glory, 
crowd, John, London, Italy, navy. 

These words are Nouns. 

2. Words that tell us what a thing is like: words 
that we add to a noun to make our meaning fuller or 
more exact, e.g. 

a good book, a fast train, .we1 boys, my friends. 

These words we call Adjectives. 

3. Words that can be used instead of nouns so that 
we can refer to people or things without really naming 
them and so repeating the name too frequently: 
words like I, you, it, them, etc. 

These words are Pronouns. 

1 Note that in English all the numerals are adjectives* 
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4. Words that express an action or a state of being, 
e„g. 

I opened the door. Hob ttasleep. 

These words are Verbs. 

5. Words that we can add to a verb to make the 
meaning fuller or more exact: words that tell us how, 
or when, or where an action takes place, e.g 

He ran quickly. I spoke to you yesterday. They lived there, 

These words are Adverbs. 

6. Words that are used with nouns (or pronouns), 
generally being placed in front1 of them, and show 
the relationship of this word to other parts of the 
sentence, e.g. 

The bail went through the window. The dog sat under the 
table. He came here with me. I wrote to him. 

These words are Prepositions* 

7. Words that join together words, phrases or 
sentences, e.g. 

The cat and the dog. He walked across the sand and into 
the sea. He worked hard hut he did not get rich. He said 
that he worked because he liked it. 

These words are Conjunctions. 

8. Words that express some sudden feeling causing 
an exclamation, e.g. 

Oh! Hello! Ah! 

1 But prepositions are frequently used, especially in conversation, at 
the end of a sentence, e.g. What did you do that for ? What station do 
you want to go to ? 
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They do not enter into the construction of the 
sentence. 

These words are Interjections. 

There you have them all, and you can now put any 
word in the language into its right class. Remember, 
see what work it is doing in the sentence. I said, for 
example, that fast was an adjective. It was in the 
sentence that I used, “That is a fast train.” But if I 
say, 

“The train goes fast,” 

I tell you how the train goes, i.e. how the action is 
done, and so in that sentence fast is an adverb. 

Here are some further examples to show you that 
you must classify the part of speech by the work it is 
doing: 

They fight very hard. (Verb.) 
They put up a grand fight yesterday. (Noun.) 

Try these exercises now to make sure you have 
understood this lesson. 

EXERCISES 

I. What part of speech is each of the words in these 
sentences ? 

(a) Oh! I see that the new student from Norway reads 
and writes English well. 

(b) Hello! Come with me tomorrow and see our new 
house. 

II. The sentences in Exercise I contained every part 
of speech. Try and see if you can also write sentences 
containing every part of speech. 
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The March of the Parts of Speech. 

III. Give the part of speech of each word in italics, 
giving a reason for your answer: 

1. I like spring flowers. 
2. Spring is the first season of the year. 
3. The cat springs on the mouse. 
4. The spring of my watch is broken. 
5. The cat made a spring and caught the mouse. 
6. Can you put a button on my coat ? 
7. I can’t button my coat; it is too tight. 
8. I want you to copy these notes in your book. 
9. Make a copy of these orders. 

10. The child is going to cross the road. 
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IX. 

12. 
I3- 
14. 

IS- 

16. 

i7- 
18. 

i9- 
20. 

21. 
22. 
23. 

24. 

25- 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

Si- 
32. 
33- 
34- 

35- 
36. 
37- 
38. 
39- 
40. 

4i- 
42. 

43- 

If you can’t write your name, put a crow (X). 
Meet me at the crow-roads. 
This is the Crown Prince of Ruritania. 
He wears a crown on his head. 
They crown the kings of England in Westminster Abbey. 
I have half-a-craow in my pocket. 
I haven’t any doubt about the result. 
I doubt whether you can do this work. 
The boy is a vej-y hard worker. 
You must work hard. 

That firm is a very, good one. 
He spoke in a firm voice. 
The fy walked over the table and then began to fiy 

round the room. 
In Book 3 I will tell you a story of King Arthur and 

the Knights of the Round Table. 
The pond is round. 

The plane flew round the aerodrome. 
Turn round and look at this picture. 
I like to work in my garden; I do a lot of work there. 
Get a hammer, and hammer in these nails. 
He aimed a kick at the dog, but the dog was too quick. 
“Don’t kick the dog,” said John. 
The ship has just come to land. 

The passengers are going to land at Dover. 
“There are land thieves and water thieves.” 

(Shakespeare, Merchant of Venice.) 
Give me a drink of water. 

t am going to water the garden; it is very dry. 
Lift the desk nearer the fire. 
I came up in the lift. 
March is the third month of the year, May is the fifth. 
“ March winds, April showers, 

Will bring May flowers.” (Old Rhyme.) 
We watched the army march through the town. 
The band played a quick march. 

I may be able to come and see you soon. 
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44. I saw the flowers in Covent Garden Market. 

45. It is a market day today. 
46. They make cotton goods in Lancashire and market 

them ail over the world. 
47. I have somz paint, some canvas and some paint brushes; 

if only I had enough brains I could paint a good 
picture. 

48. I am going to paper my bedroom. 
49. The boy wore a paper hat. 
50. Did you read the paper this morning ? 
51. He gave a shout for help; and as soon as I heard him 

shout I ran to help him. 
52. The wood is quite smooth. 

53. I will try to smooth the difficulties out of your path, 
54. It is beginning to snow now; the snow is quite thick. 
55. The children will soon build a snow man. 
56. Our telephone is out of order. 
57. Telephone me if you want me; my address is in the 

telephone book. 
58. What is the use of having a thing if you can’t use it ? 
59. They paid us a visit last year; they visit us almost 

every year. 
60. We always welcome their visit. 
61. They gave me a very warm welcome in England. 
62. There is some waste paper here. 
63. Don’t icaste your time and money. You know the 

proverb, “ Waste not, want not.” 
64. There is a lot of waste in a house where the wife is not 

a good housekeeper. 
65. Watch me do this. 
66. My watch is broken. 
67. I wish I could go home. You will get your wish some day. 
68. I hope you have understood this lesson now. If you 

haven’t, there is no hope for you. 
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Hob Tells a True Story 

Mr. Priestley and the Students are in 

Mr. Priestley’s Study. 

hob: You were telling us about your cat, Sally, 
yesterday, Mr. Priestley, and you were saying 
what a wonderful cat she was. Now, 1 know a 
story, a true story, about a wonderful cat. May 
I tell it to you ? 

MR. Priestley : Well, if this story of yours is a true 
one, it will certainly be a change. Yes, let us 
hear it. 

hob: Oh, yes; it’s quite true. The cat, a black one 
named Pluto, belonged to my Aunt Aggie1 and 
she thought he was wonderful. If Aunt Aggie 
was doing anything, Pluto did the same. When 
she washed herself, the cat washed itself; when 
she looked at herself in the mirror, it looked at it¬ 
self in the same mirror; if she talked to herself 
(as she sometimes did), the cat opened its mouth 
just like someone talking to himself. This gave 
Aggie an idea; she decided to try to teach Pluto 

. to talk. (Aggie was always getting funny ideas.) 
She thought, “ I’ll give Pluto the same food as I 
have myself; I’m sure that will help him to 
speak.” And very soon the cat was sitting on a 
chair at the table and was eating bread and butter 
(cut thin), roast potatoes and Christmas pudding, 
and was drinking tea with sugar in it. One day I 

1 Aunt Aggie appears in Recollections and Adventures, pp, 65 and 66. 
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went to see Aunt Aggie, and there was Pluto. He 
was drinking coffee and was smoking a cigarette.. 

pedro : This is a true story that you are telling us, 
isn’t it, Hob ? 

KOB: I told you I was going to tel! you a true story, 
didn’t I ? You haven’t heard half of it yet..' 

Well, Pluto was certainly enjoying himself; in 
fact I think they were both enjoying themselves, 
but still he didn’t speak. Then Aggie had another 
idea; my family are always getting ideas. She had 
an old parrot that was always talk¬ 
ing. It talked to itself, it talked to 
Aggie, it talked to Pluto. Aggie was 
getting tired of this everlasting talk, 
so she thought to herself, “ If 
Pluto eats the parrot, I’m sure he 
can’t help talking.” So she killed 
the parrot, cooked it in butter (the best quality 
butter, she told me) and gave it, with fried 
potatoes and boiled cabbage, to Pluto. 

Pluto sat at the table and helped himself, very 
politely with a knife and fork, to the roast parrot, 
the fried potatoes and the cabbage, and he 
finished every bit of it. Then, suddenly he turned 
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to Aunt Aggie and shouted “Look out!”1 Aunt 
Aggie was looking at him in such astonishment 
that she hardly noticed what he said, and the 
next irioment a big piece of the ceiling fell down 
on her head, Pluto said, “She has spent five 
years getting me to talk, and then when I speak 
the fool doesn’t listen.” 

lucille: Oh, Hob, what a storyi 
hob: What’s the matter? You believe it, don’t you? 
lucille: Of course X don’t; not one word of it. You 

don’t believe it yourself, do you? 
hob: Aunt Aggie told me the story herself, so of 

course I believe it, all except the bit about Pluto 
eating cabbage; I don’t think cats eat cabbage, 

Y EXERCISES 

I. Use the following words in sentences of your own: 
i. wonderful; 2. true; 3. change; 4. same; 5. wash; 

6. mirror; 7. decide; 8. funny; 9. enjoy; xo. cook; 
11. quality; 12. fried; 13. politely; 14. astonishment; 
15. ceiling. 

II. Put in the missing words: 
1. You — telling us about your cat yesterday. 
2. If this story pf yours is a — one, it will certainly be 

a —. 
. 3. The cat to my Aunt Aggie. 

4. If Aunt Aggie — doing anything, Pluto did the —. 
5. When she washed—, he washed —. 
6. The cat opened its mouth just like — talking to —. 
7. When she looked at — in the —, it looked at — in 

the same —. 

1 “1.00k out” means “Be on your guard, there’s danger; take care; 
something dangerous is happening.” The chief idiomatic uses of look 
are given jn Book IV, p. 11. 
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8. Aggie — always getting funny ; 
i 9, Very soon, the cat <—» sitting on a chair at the table 

•and was — bread and butter. 
10. One day I saw him. He — drinking coffee and was —- 

a cigarette. 
11. Pluto certainly enjoying himself. 
12. Aggie had an old — that — always talking. 
13. She-tired of this — talk. 
14. She thought to —, “If Pluto — the parrot, I’m sure 

•he can’t — — 
15. Pluto sat at the table and --- to the roast parrot. 
16. Aunt Aggie — looking at him in such — that she hardly 

noticed what he^said. 
17. A big piece of the — fell down on her head, > . ; 

, 18. You don’t believe it —, do you,? 
19. Aunt Aggie told me the story 
20. I believe all —- the bit about Pluto eating cabbage. 

III. A story or statement that is not true, is untrue or 
false. Say which of the following statements are true 
and which are false: 

1. A butcher is a man who sells bread. 
2. We buy bread at the baker’s. 
3. Seven and five is more than six and six. 
4. In England the sun rises in the west and sets in the east. 
5. There are only four seasons. 
6. No month has less than thirty days in it. 

■•••» 7. The word there is pronounced the same as the word 
their. 

8. The word week isn’t pronounced the same as the word 
■ • " weak. 

9. In every English dictionary there is at least one word 
that is spelled wrong. 

10. White sheep eat more grass than black sheep. 

, ; ■ Composition Exercise 

Tell, or write, the story of Aunt Aggie’s cat;’ 
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Comments on Lesson 6 

Lesson 6 illustrated two points of grammar: 

(i) The Past Continuous Tense 

Here are examples of it from that lesson: 

I told you I was going to tell a true story. 
If Aunt Aggie was doing anything, Pluto did the same. 
Aggie was always getting funny ideas. 
The cat was sitting on a chair and was eating bread and butter 

and was drinking tea. 
Pluto was enjoying himself. 
She had a parrot that was always talking. 

She was getting tired of this everlasting talk. 
He was drinking coffee and was smoking a cigarette: 
Aunt Aggie was looking at him in astonishment. 
You were telling us about your cat. 
You were saying what a wonderful cat she was. 

We make this tense by using the Past Tense of the 
verb to be and the Present Participle. Here is the Past 
Continuous Tense of the verb to go: 
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Past Continuous Tense 

45 

I was going 

4- 

We were going 1 
You were going You were going 
He, she, it was going They were going 

We use the Past Continuous Tense to express 
an action that was going on or continuing in the 
past time.. 

This tense is often used to show that an action was 
going on, or continuing, at a time when something 
else happened. An example will make it clear, e.g. 

“As I was walking along Piccadilly” (an action that was going 
on) . . . “a car ran into a bus" (something else happened). 

Notice that we express the new happening by the 
Simple Past Tense. Here are examples: 

Past Continuous 
(for action going on) 

Simple Past 
(for new action) 

Aunt Aggie and Pluto were 
eating their supper 

While he was having a 
lesson 

If Aunt Aggie was doing 
anything 

While the man was looking 
in the shop window 

when the ceiling fell down 
on them. 

Hob went to sleep. 

Pluto did the same. 

the thief stole his watch. 
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Sometimes the sentences may be the other way round, 
: i.e. with the verb in the Simple Past Tense first and 
the verb in the Past Continuous Tense second, e.g. 

Simple Past Past Continuous 

Hob went to sleep 
The thief stole the man’s 

watch 
The ceiling fell down 

while he was having a lesson, 
while he was looking in the 

shop window. 
when Aunt Aggie and Pluto 

were eating their supper. 
; •• • ...t t '. f f ■ 

(2) Reflexive Pronouns and Emphasising 
Pronouns. 

i* v$> 

Notice these sentences from Lesson 6 ; , 

Pluto was enjoying himself. 
When she washed herself , the cat washed itself. . 
Pluto helped himself to the food. 
They were both enjoying themselves. 
When she looked at herself in the mirror, Pluto looked at 

himself. ... y- 
If she talked to herself, the cat opened its mouth as if it was 

talking to itself. ST. *"■:. 

Aggie thought to herself. ‘ ; "/ 

We will divide one or two of these sentences into 
Subject, Verb and Object,1 like this: 

• .. /- j. .. % c: 

1 For Subject and Object see Book I, Lesson 16;1 
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Subject Verb t Object 

. * ■ 

was enjoying himself 
washed 
talked to 

He looked at himself 
they were enjoying themselves 
The cat washed itself . . v 

In every case the object is the same person (or 
thing) as the subject. There is a difference in 
meaning between: 

The man shaved him 

(a) The man shaved 
- > . him,., < < 

and (b) The man shaved 
himself. 

or (a) They fed them. 
and (b) They fed them¬ 

selves. 
The man shaved 

himself 

Reflection in 
a mirror 

In (a) the action goes from one 
person to another; in (b) the action 
doesn’t go from one person to 
another; it comes back again (like 
the reflection in a mirror) to the doer 
of the action. The pronoiins that 
express this are called Reflexive 
Pronouns. They all end in -self (or 
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-selves for the plural) and are nine in number. They 
are all shown here in sentences: 

I shaved myself this morning. 
If you are not careful you will hurt yourself. 

Jan taught himself French. 
Lucille dressed herself carefully for the dance! 
One cannot always please oneself. 

The little dog can feed itself. 

We taught ourselves to swim. 
Jan and Olaf enjoyed themselves in Scotland, 
i hope you all enjoy yourselves. 

■ [Rl i 1 I B 1 
1 see 

MYSELF 
You see 

YOURSELF 
He sees 

HIMSELF 
She sees 

HERSELF 

J_3L 
n 1 & $ m I t sS 

it sees 
ITSELF 

We see 
.OURSELVES SUBBBI They see 

THEMSELVES 

The Reflexive Pronouns 

Emphasising Pronouns 

In Lesson 6 you also had these sentences : 
You don’t believe that story yourself. 

Aunt Aggie told me the story herself. 

I will give Pluto the same food as I have myself. 

In these sentences the “-self” pronouns are doing a 
different work. If we divide one of the sentences into 
Subject, Verb and Object, we get: 
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Subject Verb Object 

You 

__j 

don’t believe that story. 

The subject and object are not the same person; the 
action is not “ reflected ” back; and in these sentences 
Yourself, herself, myself are not Reflexive Pronouns. 
They could be left out and the sentence would still 
make sense. They are put there to make what is said 
stronger, to make it more emphatic; and so they are 
called Emphasising Pronouns. 

Emphasising Pronouns sometimes have the mean¬ 
ing of “ alone,” in which case they generally have by 

with them, e.g. 

This is an engine that goes by itself. 

The little girl travelled from London to New York ail by 
herself. 

Here are the “-self” pronouns (Reflexive and 
Emphasising): 

Singular Plural 

ist person 

2nd person 

3 rd person 

. 

myself , 
yourself 

/himself 
J herself 

itself 
^oneself 

ourselves 
yourselves 
themselves 
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hob : Ah! Now I understand something that happened 
to me a short time ago. I went into the post office 
with a letter in one hand and a stamp that I had 
bought in the other, and I handed them both to 
the girl there. “No, sir,” she said, “you must 
stick the stamp on yourself.” 

I couldn’t believe my ears; I said, “Why must 
I stick the stamp on myself? It’s the letter that I 
want to post.” 

I see now that I made a fool of myself just 
because I didn’t know the difference between a 
Reflexive Pronoun and an Emphasising one I 

help 

There are three uses of help in Lesson 6: 

(1) He helped himself to potatoes. 
“To help oneself” means “to take,” “to put food 

on one’s plate, drink in one’s glass, etc.” Here are 
examples: 

Help yourself to the chocolates. 
May I help myself to one of your cigarettes ? I 4iave come 

without any. 

“May I help myself?” 
“Yes, there are plenty here; help yourselves, everybody.” 
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(2) Tm sure he can’t help talking if he eats the 
parrot. 

You had this construction (subject and Verb -f 
Gerund) in Book I, e.g. 

Hob (Subject) doesn’t like (Verb) swimming (Gerund). 

Do they like learning ? 

(3) That will help him to speak. 

PRONUNCIATION DRILL 
v-; r.M : 1 ; •; • 

m. m M 1*1 
deal • instance remark beg practise chance 
steal introduce return health slang pardon 
ceiling mirror risk mention stamp pass 

refuse decide pleasure traffic card 
relation reflect parrot remark 

[®] 
-A- 

M M [ei] M 
across murmur fool murmur case close 
apologise astonish confused1 return halfpence hostess 
polite confused introduce1 M halfpenny post 
instance introduce refuse1 fried strange road 
mirror everlasting decide moment 

EXERCISES 

I. Write out the Past Continuous Tense of the Verbs 
to do, to stop. 

II. Put all the verbs in the following into the Past 
Continuous Tense. (Change or add other words if 
you wish, or if it is necessary.) 

1. Hob told a story. 
2. Margaret is writing a letter. 

1 The sound is [ju:]. 
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3. We are listening to the music. 
4. The singer is singing very well. 
5. Jan and Olaf swam in the river. 
6. Mr. Priestley has written a book. 
7. The boys have worked very hard. 
8. The gardener digs in the garden. 
9. Jan will play football tomorrow. 

10. They will look at the pictures next week. 

III. Put the verb in brackets into the Past Continuous 
Tense: 

1. Hob got off the bus while it (go). 
2. Jan (walk) home when he saw Frieda. 
3. I came into the room because the boys (make) a lot of 

noise. 
4. Jan hurt his leg while he (play) football. 
5. The car hit the tree while it (travel) at 60 miles an hour. 

IV. Put in the correct tense of the verbs in these 
sentences: 

1. He (read) a book when I (see) him. 
2. The cat (eat) its supper when the ceiling (fall) down. 
3. We (sing) a song when Pedro (come) into the room. 
4. While Mr. Priestley (give) a lesson, Sally the cat (jump) 

on his table. 
5. When the ’phone bell (ring), I (work) in the garden. 
6. The rain (begin) to fall while we (watch) the boys playing 

football. 
7. I (see) some beautiful dresses in the shop window when I 

(come) to the class yesterday. 
8. Just as I (get) interested in my work, I (have) to go home. 
9. Mr. Priestley (write) that book while he (live) in Scotland. 

10. As Hob (come) to the class he (buy) some cakes. 

V. Put reflexive pronouns into the blank spaces: 
1. Olaf cut — when he was shaving. 
2. Aunt Aggie saw — in the mirror. 
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3. The cat saw — in the mirror. 
4. We saw — in the mirror. 
5. The children saw — in the mirror. 
6. I taught — to play the piano. 
7. The dog tried to bite me, but bit — by mistake. 
8. One can easily lose — in the wood. 
9. Jan and Frieda lost — there yesterday. 

10. There are plenty of cakes here, boys. Help —. 

VI. Put Emphasising Pronouns into the blank spaces: 

1. I made that box all by —. 
2. The children carried the chairs to the room —. 
3. “Now, children, you must do this work —.” 
4. “ Do you think, Margaret, that you could cook the dinner 

—, today?’* 
5. This aeroplane flies by —. 

VII. Put in the correct Reflexive or Emphasising Pro¬ 
nouns and say whether the pronoun that you put in 
is Reflexive or Emphasising, and why: 

1. My friends enjoyed — at the theatre. 
2. He said he was not at the theatre but I saw him there —. 
3. The dog hurt — climbing over the gate. 
4. Hob, you must do this work —, no one must help you. 
5. You can please — whether you go or not. 
6. Did youimake that box — ? 
7. Yes, I made it all by —. 
8. Did Margaret teach — to sew ? 
9. Yes, she learned all by —. 

to. You mjast stick the stamps on your letter —. 
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One Glorious Hour 

We have heard a lot about cats in this book, so here, 
for a change, is a story about a dog, a “ story without 
words.” The man here is Mr. Priestley’s brother, 
David, and his dog, Kim. David Priestley thinks Kim 
is the best dog in the world. He believes it is quiet 
and obedient, always behaves perfectly and couldn’t 
do anything wrong. But, as you will see from these 
pictures, there is a lot that David doesn’t know. Let 
us look at the pictures. 

picture i. Is David Priestley’s car a big one or a 
small one, a new one or an old one ? Where is Kim 
sitting,? ■ 

picture 2. Mr. David Priestley is an insurance 
agent. He has to call and see people who want to 
insure themselves or their houses, and so on. He has 
stopped at the office because he has about an hour’s 
work to do before paying his first visit. He is leaving 
the dog in the car. What do you think he is saying to 
the dog? 1 - 

picture 3. Where is Mr. David Priestley now ? 
Does Kim look like a nice, quiet, obedient dog ? 4 

, "/ '■ i . 

pictures 4, 5, 6. You may find these words ahd 
phrases useful for describing these pictures : walk 
pasty jump outy run after, round the comer, knock over, 
lose his hat. 

54/ 
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WORDS AND PHRASES FOR PICTURES J AND 8. 

in front of a car, run into, bus, van, crash. 

What has the car run into ? What has the van run 
into ? How did that happen; can you explain ? 

Where has the cat gone ? Can you see it ? But Kim 
has now seen a new enemy. 

fight, to separate. Does Kim look like a nice, 
quiet, obedient dog ? 

picture 9. This man is a postman. The words on 
his bag are ROYAL MAIL. What will be inside the 
bag? 

run, bite, teeth 

0continued on page 56) 
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(Reproduced by permission oj the Proprietors of *6Punch'*) 

picture io The word “delicatessen ” over the shop 
is not an English word (neither is cafe but you can see 
these words quite often in England). 

pork pie, ham, sausages, chicken 

Can you describe the expression on the man’s face ? 

picture 11. back again. Can you describe the ex¬ 
pression on Kim’s face ? 

pictures 12, 13. Mr. David Priestley has been 
in the office for about an hour. Picture 13 is nearly 
the same as another one. Which ? What is the only 
difference ? 

picture 14. What is Mr David Priestley doing 
now ? 

to pat 

What do you think he is saying ? Does Kim look 
like a nice, quiet, obedient dog ? 
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Related Words 

Quiet (adj.)—quietly (adverb)—quietness (noun) 

“ Be quiet.” “ Keep quiet” 

The little girl sat reading her book; she was as quiet as a 
mouse. 

Mr. Priestley speaks quietly and dresses quietly in quiet 
colours. 

Mr. Priestley’s father enjoys a quiet old age. 
. I enjoy the quietness of the country. 

But we often use quiet as a noun and say, 
I enjoy the peace and quiet of the country. 

Be careful about the pronunciation of quiet ['kwabt] 
and quite [kwait]. Here are both in one sentence; 

I want you to be quite quiet for five minutes. 

obey—obedient—obedience—disobey—disobedient— 
disobedience. 

Kim sometimes obeys his master, and quite often disobeys 

him. His master thinks he is always obedient; we saw 
that he could be disobedient. His master patted him on the 
head and praised him for his obedience. He didn’t know 
about his disobedience. 

t 

behave—behaviour 

The soldier behaved with great courage. 
David praised Kim for his good behaviour. 

insure—insurance 

A married man (and a single one, too) ought to insure his life. 
I have insured my house against fire and robbery. 
Mr. David Priestley is an insurance agent; he works in an 

insurance office. He tries to persuade people to take out an 
insurance on their lives and property. 

5 !1 
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separate (adj.)—separate (verb) 

The adjective is pronounced ['seporit] ['seprit]. 

The verb is pronounced ['seporeit]. 

All the boys have separate bedrooms. 

Divide the money into three separate parts. 

The man tried to separate the two dogs that were fighting. 

The English Channel separates England from France. 

post {verb and noun)—postman—post office- 

postcard—postage 

I am going to post a letter. 

Has the morning’s post arrived yet ? 

The postman has just brought some letters and a postcard. 

I will ask at the post office what the postage is on a letter to 
Santiago. 

glorious—glory 

Kim had a glorious hour. 

There was a glorious sunset last night. 

Shakespeare lived in the glorious days of Queen Elizabeth I. 

In those days many men went away to win honour and glory. 

All the people in the church sang “Glory to God in the 
highest." 

In picture No. io, you had the word pork. Pork is 
the meat of the pig. Note these others: 
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Animal Meat 

Pig pork, bacon 
OX beef 
sheep mutton 
lamb (young 

sheep) lamb 
calf (young 

ox) veal 
Bacon 

EXERCISES 

I. Use the following words in sentences of your own: 

1. without 
2. world 
3. believe 
4. glory 
5. quite 

6. quiet 
7. obedient 
8. obey 
9. behave 

xo. behaviour 

11. insure 
12. insurance 
13. separate (v.) 
14. separate (adj.) 
15. postage 

II. Use these phrases in sentences of your own: 

I. for a change; 2. in the world; 3. there is a lot; 
4. before paying; 5. looks like; 6. jump out; 7. walk past; 
8. run after; 9. corner of the house; 10. knock a man over; 
II. in front of; 1.2. run into; 13. inside the bag; "14. in 
his mouth; 15. looks angry; 16. back again. 

III. Now tell or write the story of “One Glorious 
Hour.” 
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Kinds of Nouns 

MR. Priestley: In the examples I gave you of the 
noun in Lesson 5 there were desk, aeroplane, 
John, London, Italy, happiness, ^/ory, crowd, navy. 
You perhaps feel that though all these names are 
similar because they are names of things, never¬ 
theless there are differences. Thus, 'man and 
country can be used for all men and all countries, 
but John and Italy are names of particular 
persons or places. 

Man, country, town are Common Nouns. 
John, Italy, London are Proper Nouns. 

You will note that proper nouns begin with a 
capital letter; common nouns, unless they are at the 
beginning of a sentence, do not. 

Again, words like happiness, whiteness, sweetness are 
not quite like boy, chalk, sugar. I can see and touch 
the happy boy, but hardly his happiness. I can put a 
spoonful of sugar in my tea but not a spoonful of 
sweetness. I can hold a piece of white chalk in my 
hand but I can’t hold the chalk in one hand and its 
whiteness in the other. The happiness, sweetness, 
whiteness have no existence apart from the boy, sugar, 
chalk: they are qualities of these people or things; 
they are abstractions and so are called Abstract 
Nouns. 

60 
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Finally we have words like crowd, navy, army, class. 
They are names of a group or collection of things, of 
men, ships, students, etc., but are regarded as one, 
so we speak of a crowd, a navy, an army, etc. These 
nouns are Collective Nouns. A collective noun is 
usually singular, and if we regard the thing that it 
represents as one whole, we use a singular verb with 
it. Sometimes, however, we regard the things or 
people that it represents not as one but as a number 
of separate people or things, e.g. 

The football team is (singular) playing very well. 

The singular is used because I am thinking of the 
team working as one whole together. But after the 
game is over I say: 

The football team are (plural) having baths and are (plural) 
coming back here for tea, 

because now I am thinking of the team as eleven 
different men having eleven baths and afterwards 
eating eleven teas. 

The idea in my mind is a plural one, and so I use a 
plural verb. 

Collective Nouns 

The collective noun for a number of 

sheep is a flock. 

. 1 is a pack 
wolves1 | 
footballers, etc., is a team. 
people in church is a congregation. 

1 The singular is wolf. 

soldiers is a(n) 
company, 
regifnent. 
army 

books is a library. 
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flowers or keys is a bunch. 

flies1 (or other insects) is a swarm. 

rulers of a country is a government 

people chosen to direct some work is a 
committee. 

men who work a boat or ship is a crew. 

cattle (cows, bulls, etc.) is a herd. 

battleships is a \fleet 
( navy. 

people is a crowd. 

people listening to music, a play, etc., is an audience. 

teachers of a school, officials, etc., is a staff. 

sticks is a bundle. 

relations is a family. 

people of the same origin is a race. 

nations under one ruler is an empire. 

1 The singular is fly. 

Collective Abstract PROPER COMMON 

The March of the Nouns 
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EXERCISES 

I. Pick out the nouns in the following and say what 
kind each one is: 

H. M. Stanley finds Dr. Livingstone1 

“I pushed back the crowd and, passing from the back, 
wSlked down between the lines of people until I came in 
front of the group of Africans where stood the white man 
with the grey beard. I wanted to run to him but I was a 
coward in the presence of such a crowd; I wanted to put 
my arms around him, only as he was an Englishman I did not 
know how he would receive me; so I did what cowardice and 
foolish pride suggested. I walked up to him and said, ‘Doctor 
Livingstone, I presume ? 

1 David Livingstone, famous religious teacher and explorer, had gone 
into the heart of unknown Africa, and nothing had been heard of him 
for three years. Stanley, who himself afterwards became a great explorer 
but at this time was a newspaper man working for the New York Herald, 
was sent on the seemingly impossible task of finding him. 

“ Doctor Livingstone, I presume ? ” 
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II. In the sentences: “ a man who is wise has wisdom” 
“when you choose make a good choice ” the words 
wisdom and choice are abstract nouns. Wisdom is 
formed from or related to the adjective wise; choice 
is similarly related to the verb choose. In the same 
way, form abstract nouns from each of the following. 

Adjectives.—Lonely, bad, beautiful, black, bright, careful, 
clean, clever, cold, dark, dead, friendly, gay, good, hard, 
helpful, hungry, kind, noisy, quiet, sleepy, weak, young, 
absent, high, deep, long, wide, wonderful, hot, glad, anxious, 
comfortable, happy, easy, true, various, present, courageous, 
ready, terrified, excited, hopeful, angry. 

Verbs.—Believe, live, enjoy, oppose, lend, describe. 

III. Give a collective noun for each of the following: 

1. A large number of soldiers. 
2. People listening to music. 
3. A number of cows. 
4. A number of sheep. 
5. A number of flowers. 
6. A number of people in church. 
7. Eleven men playing football as 4 body. 
8. A number of battleships. 
9. A number of sticks. ! 

10. A number of flies. ■* 
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Margaret Priestley’s Birthday Morning 

The Priestley's house. Breakfast time. 

MR. AND MRS. PRIESTLEY, JOHN PRIESTLEY, ANDREW 

and Lilian Macaulay {Mr. Priestley's nephew and 
niece). They are staying with the Priestleys for a short 

holiday. 

MRS. Priestley: Margaret is coming downstairs—I 
can hear her. 

Lilian : Don’t forget to say “Many Happy Returns,” 
Andrew. 

Andrew: Of course I won’t; I will say it as soon as I 
see her. 

Lilian : And have you put your present by the side of 
her plate ? 

Andrew: Yes, can’t you see it there, next to yours ? 
Lilian: Here she comes. 

Margaret Enters 

all: Good morning, Margaret, Many Happy Re¬ 
turns, Many Happy Returns of your birthday. 

Margaret : Thank you everybody. Oh! What a lot of 
parcels. Shall I open them now, Mummy ?x 

MRS. Priestley: Yes, dear, you had better. I am sure 
no one will be able to get on with breakfast until 
you have done so. 

1 Mummy and daddy are small children’s words for mother and father. 
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Margaret: Thank you. Mummy. 

Andrew: Here, Margaret, I will lend you my pen¬ 
knife to cut the string. 

Margaret: Thank you, Andrew. I 
wonder what’s in this big parcel. 
Oh, what a lovely doll. “With 
love from Mummy.” Oh, thank 
you, Mummy. 

john : I thought you were too old for 
dolls, Margaret; you will be 
twelve next year—and still play¬ 
ing with dolls. 

Lilian: Nonsense, John! I shall be fifteen next year 

but I love dolls. Can I play with this one, 

Margaret ? 

Margaret: Oh, yes, you certainly can. Look, her 
clothes come off and she can open and shut her 
eyes. We will undress her after breakfast. 

MR. Priestley : What’s in the other parcels ? Won’t 
you open them now ? 

Margaret : Here’s an interesting-looking one, square 
and flat. I think I recognise the writing. Yes, here 
it is: “With love and good wishes from John.” 
Gramophone records! Oh, just the ones I 
wanted, “ Cockles and Mussels ” and “ Christmas 
Carols.” Oh, thank you, John. I shall put them 
on the gramophone after breakfast. 

Mrs. priestley : I can see we are going to have a busy 

time after breakfast. 
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JOHN {pretending to be bad-tempered): If we ever get 
any breakfast! Come on, Margaret, hurry up and 
open the other parcels—I’m hungry. If I don’t 
get breakfast soon, I shan’t be alive to see your 
party tonight. 

Margaret: Look at these, aren’t they lovely ? Two 
little armchairs, “From Lilian with best wishes 
for a happy birthday.” 

Lilian: They are for your dolls’ house. I noticed that 
one of the rooms wasn’t completely furnished. 
I hope you will be able to find a place for them. 

. Margaret: Oh, yes, Lilian, I shall. I shall put them 
in the dolls’ sitting-room after breakfast. 

john: Why are you looking so anxious, Andrew ? 
Andrew {not taking any notice): Open that little 

parcel next, Margaret. 
Margaret : All right. I wonder what will be in it ? 

Oh! It’s a lovely silver pencil. 
Andrew: That’s from me, Margaret, with lots and 

lots of good wishes. It writes in four colours, 
black, blue, green and red. Do you like it ? 

Margaret: It’s just what I wanted, Andrew. It was 
very, very kind of you to give it to me. And here’s 
an enormous box of chocolates “From Lucille, 
Frieda, Jan, Olaf, Pedro and Hob wishing you 
Many Happy Returns of the day.” Isn’t that nice 
of them ? I will thank them all when I see them 
tomorrow. 

What a wonderful birthday I am having! And 
now for the last parcel. I think this must be from 
Daddy. Books! Alice in Wonderland, and A 
Child's Garden of Verse by R. L. Stevenson. 
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Lilian : Oh, Margaret, those are my two favourite 
books. 

Margaret: We’ll read them together this very after¬ 

noon. 

MRS. Priestley: Aunt Norah has sent you a cake 
with eleven candles on it, one for each year. We 
will have that for tea. 

Margaret: Oh, yes, and I shall blow out the candles 
and cut a piece of cake for all of you. 

MR. Priestley : And there are all these birthday cards 
that the postman brought this morning. But have 
your breakfast before you open them. 

{Knock at the door) 

mrs. Priestley: Wasn’t that a knock at the back 
door ? Go and see who it is, Margaret. 

Margaret (<returning): It was 
old Adam1 with a beauti¬ 
ful bunch of roses that he 
had cut specially for my 
birthday. 

mrs. Priestley : How very nice 
of him! I will put them in 
water and we will have 
them on the table at tea- 

A bunch of roses time. 

Andrew: It’s my birthday in May, on the fifteenth. 
You won’t forget it, will you ? I shall be ten then. 

MRS. Priestley {smiling): We won’t forget it, Andrew. 
I hope you will get a lot of presents, too. You will 
tell us what you want, won’t you ? 

1 Adam works in Mr. Priestley's garden. 
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Andrew: Oh, yes, I’ll let you know before May 15th. 
Margaret: What a lovely birthday morning I have 

had! 
JOHN: And now, what about some breakfast! 

EXERCISES 

I. Use each of the following words in sentences: 

I. downstairs 8. doll 15. anxious 
2. present 9. square 16. silver 

3- parcel 10. flat 17. enormous 

4- lend 11. recognise 18. favourite 

5' pen-knife 12. pretend 19. candle 
6. string .13. bad-tempered 20. smile 

7- wonder 14. furnished 21. forget 

II. Fill in the missing words: 

1. Margaret is coming —. 
2. Of course I — forget; I — say it as soon as I see her. 
3. Have you put your — by the — of her plate ? 
4. You — better open the parcels now. 
5. No one will be — to get on with breakfast until you have 

opened your parcels. 
6. I will — you my pen-knife to cut the —. 
7. I — what is in this big parcel. 
8. You — be twelve next year; I — be fifteen. 
9. I think I — the writing. 

10. I — put the records on the — after breakfast. 
11. John — to be bad-tempered. 
12. Come on, Margaret,-and open the other parcels. 
13. I noticed that one of the rooms of your dolls’ house was 

not-. 
14. I hope you will be able to find a — for them. 
15. Why are you looking so —, Andrew ? 
16. Here’s an — box of chocolates 
17. Those are my two — books. 
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18. Aunt Norah has sent you a cake with eleven — on it. 
19. I shall-all the candles. 
20. Wasn’t that a — at the back door ? 

III. What present did Margaret get from (a) her 
mother, (b) her father, (c) John, (d) Lilian, (e) 
Andrew, (f) the students, (g) Adam ? 

Dictation 

Birthdays are great fun for children. They come down to break¬ 
fast and find lots of presents on the table. They cut the string as 
fast as they can. They want to know what is inside the parcel. It is 
so exciting that sometimes they almost forget to say “ Thank you.” 
But no one minds, because birthdays come only once a year. 

On her birthday Margaret got a lovely doll, two gramophone 
records, a silver pencil, some armchairs for her dolls’ house and 
an enormous box of chocolates. She forgot all about breakfast as 
she opened each parcel. 

Her brother, John, didn’t. He wanted his breakfast. “ If I don’t 
get breakfast soon, I shan’t be alive to see your party tonight,” he 
said. But I don’t think John wTas really as bad-tempered as he 
pretended to be. 

Composition 

Write a short composition on Margaret’s birthday 
party. 

EXAMINATION PAPER NO. 1 

I. Instead of saying “This book belongs to me,” we 
can say “ This book is mine ” (Possessive Pronoun) 
or “This is my book” (Possessive Adjective). 

In the following sentences leave out the verb belong 
and use the verb to be and a Possessive Pronoun: 

1. This dog belongs to me. 
2. Those books belong to her. 
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3. This pencil belongs to you. 

4. Do these chocolates belong to us ? 

5. That house belongs to them. 

6. Does this pen belong to you ? 

7. The soap does not belong to him. 

8. These dresses belong to her. 

9. That green book doesn’t belong to me. 

10. Do these cigarettes belong to you ? 

Now re-write the above sentences using the verb to be 
and a Possessive Adjective. 

II. Fill in each blank space with a word from this list: 
shaves; get; about; breakfast; to; bath; blankets; 
does; cold; usually: 

When the morning is — Hob — not like to —- out of bed. 

He likes — lie there, and pull the — round him. Mr. Priestley 

— has a cold —, and then he — and goes down to — at — 

eight o’clock. 

III. Answer the following questions: 

1. How do you greet someone at Christmas ? 

2. What reply do you get to that greeting ? 

3. What do you say when you are introduced to someone ? 

4. What do they reply ? 

5. What do you say on someone’s birthday ? 

6. What do you say if you haven’t heard a remark and you 

want someone to repeat it ? 

7. April is the fourth month. What is May ? 

8. How much does it cost to send a letter in England ? 

9. What animal does pork come from ? 

10. What meat do we get from a calf ? 
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IV. Give the part of speech of each word in italics, and 
give a reason for your answer: 

1. The boy springs into the water. 
2. I like spring weather. 
3. Hob does not work very hard. 

4. Frieda is a hard worker. 
5. He pulled the blankets round him. 
6. All pennies are round. 

7. The boy did not copy my work. 
8. I should like a copy of this poem. 
9. Pass me a paint brush, 

xo. I am going to paint. 

V. Use the following words and phrases in sentences of 
your ozvn: 

1. comfortable 
4. pyjamas 
7. run into 

10. fried 
13. bad-tempered 

2. welcome 
5. blow 
8. apologise 

11. disobedient' 
14. lend 

3. for a change 
6. for instance 
9. decide 

12. believe 
15.forget 

VI. Form abstract nouns from the following adjectives: 

1. true. 2. high. 3. weak. 4. noisy. 5.- good. 

Give collective nouns for the following: 

6. a number of sheep. 7. nations under One ruler. 8. eleven 
footballers. 9. men who work a ship. 10. a number of flowers. 

VII. Fill in blank spaces with the correct reflexive or 
emphasising pronoun, and say which each one is: 

1. Hob told the story —. 
2. The cat washed —. 
3 . He shaved— every morning. 
4. Frieda enjoyed — in Scotland. 
5. I don’t smoke —. 
6. He built his house all by —. 
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7. They helped —• to the chocolates. 
8. We led — in the kitchen. 
9. We always please —. ; 

10. Frieda and Jan washed the dishes —. 

VIII. Write out these sentences using the verb in 
brackets in the Past Continuous Tense: 

1. The ceiling fell down, while Aunt Aggie (eat) dinner. 
2. As I (walk) down the street, Sir Winston Churchill went 

by- 
3. The dog opened its mouth, just as if it (talk). 
4. While the soldiers (march), the rain began to fall. 
5. We (work) hard yesterday morning. 

Write out these sentences using the verb in brackets in 
the Past Perfect Tense: 

6. When we (finish) dinner, Susan took the dishes away. 
7. I (bring) a box of chocolates for you. 
8. Pedro told us he (buy) two new suits. 
9. John (ask) a friend to come for a chat. 

10. I did not know Shakespeare (write) more than thirty 
plays. 

/ 

IX. Fill in the blanks with when, if or because: 

1. They sat near the fire,—• it was cold. 
2. We will have supper,— he comes. 
3. — you don’t like the Coffee, throw it away. 
4. I like this pen, — it writes well. 
5. Olaf played football — he was at school. 
6. — it rains, I will not come. 
7. Have a bath before breakfast -— you feel like it. 
8. will you come for a chat ? 
9. — you have worked hard, you may have a holiday. 

10. — you have done this, there will be no more questions. 

6—11 
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A NEW USE FOR MODEL1 AEROPLANES 

Look at these pictures. The following words will 

help you to answer the questions: model aeroplane, 

piece of string, wet, dry, shirt, a pair of trousers. 

Answer these questions: . 

1. What has the boy tied to the aeroplane ? 

2. Is it a long piece of string or a short piece ? 

3. Will the model aeroplane go straight forward or round 

and round ? 

4. What else can you see in the sky besides the aeroplane ? 

5. In Picture 2 the bov doesn’t look happy. Why ? 

6. What is happening ? 

7. What is happening to his clothes ? 

8. In Picture 3 what can you see in the sky ? 

9. Wheie are the boy’s trousers and shirt ? 

10. Why has he taken them off ? 

11. What is happening to them ? 

12. In which picture are there most clouds ? In which are 

there fewest ? 

13. In which picture is it raining? In which is the sun 

shining ? 

14. To dry clothes that we have washed, we put them on a 

clothes-line. What is the boy using as a clothes-line ? 

15. Now tell (or write) the story of A Nezv Use for Model 

Aeroplanes. 

A mock! aeroplane is a small copy of a real aeroplane% 
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CReproduced by permission of the Proprietors of “Punch”) 

“a new use for model aeroplanes’* 



LESSON n 

Two Poems and a Song 

Do you remember the book of poems that Margaret 
got for her birthday, A Child's Garden of Verse by 
Robert Louis Stevenson ? Here are two of the poems 
from that book: 

The Wind 

I saw you toss the kites on high, 
And blow the birds about the sky; 
And all around I heard you pass, 
Like ladies’ skirts across the grass— 

O wind, a-blowing all day long, 
O wind, that sings so loud a song! 

I saw the different things you did, 
But always you yourself you hid. 
I felt you push, I heard you call, 
I could not see yourself at all— 

O wind, a-blowing all day long, 
O wind, that sings so loud a song! 

O you that are so strong and cold, 
O blower, are you young or old ? 
Are you a beast of field and tree, 
Or just a stronger child than me ? 

O wind, a-blowing all day long, Kites 
O wind, that sihgs so loud a song! 

76 
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Pictures in the Fire 

It is getting dark and the little boy is looking into 
the coal fire, and, as the flames and the red or black 
coals change their shape, he imagines he sees all these 
things happening. That is one reason, perhaps, why 
English people, especially English children, love their 
“open fires” 
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Then once again the glow returns; 
Again the phantom city burns; 
And down the red-hot valley, lo! 
The phantom armies marching go! 

Blinking embers, tell me true 
Where are those armies marching to, 
And what the burning city is 
That crumbles in your furnaces! 

ROBERT louis stevenson is one of the best-loved of 
British writers. He was born in Edinburgh in 1850. 
He wrote poems, books of travel, and essays, but his 
best-known works are his novels, especially Treasure 
Island, Kidnapped, and Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 
Owing to his bad health he was unable to live in 
England and in 1890 he went to live in Samoa in the 
South Sea Islands, and it was there that he died (in 
1894) and there he is buried. 

# m * # 

You will remember, too, that another of Margaret’s 
presents was a gramophone record of Cockles and 
Mussels.l This is an old English song. I am giving you 
here the words and the music so that you can sing 
it yourselves. 

notes: Dublin’s fair city = the beautiful city of Dublin, 
capital of the Republic of 
Ireland (Eire). 

I first set my eyes = I first saw. 

* cockles and mussels are small shell-fish that are 
found in the sea off the coasts of England. 
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Repeat for Chorva, / 

I. In Dublin's fair city 
Where the girls are so pretty, 
I first set my eyes on sweet 

Molly Malone 
As she wheeled her wheelbarrow 
Through streets broad and narrow, 
Crying, “Cockles and mussels 

alive, alive-ol” 
Chorus 

Alive, alive-o! Alive, alive-o! 
Crying, “Cockles and mussels 

alive, alive-o!” 

2. She was a fishmonger, 
But sure Jtwas no wonder, 
For so were her father and 

mother before, 
And they each wheeled their 

barrow 
Through streets broad and narrow. 

Crying, “Cockles and mussels 
alive, alive-o!” 

Chorus 

3. She died of a fever, 
And no one could save her, 
And that was the end of sweet 

Molly Malone 
But her ghost wheels her barrow*. 
Through streets broad and narrow 
Crying, “Cockles and mussels 

alive, alive-o!” 
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EXERCISES 
I. Use in sentences: 

1. toss 7. glitter , 13. stare 
2. kite 8. roof 14. return 
3. skirt 9. army 15. blink 
4. push 10. march 16. crumb 
5. beast 11. spire 17. furnace 
6. flame 12. blaze 18. novel 

II. Answer these questions about the two poems: 

(i) 
1. What did the wind "toss on high” ? 
2. What did it do to the birds ? * - ' 
3. What was the sound of the wind like as it went across the 

grass ? 
4. What did the boy feel the wind do and hear it do ? 
5. What questions does he ask the wind ? "T7' 

(*) ' 

1. What were the lamps doing ? Where ? 
2. Who else was in the room besides the little boy ? How do 

you know ? 
3. Were there any books in the room ? Give a line from the 

poem to prove your answer. 
4. What had the city in the fire ? 
5. What kind of a city does the poet call it ? Why ? 
6. Where did the armies "go marching” ? 
7. What are "embers” ? What two things did the boy ask 

the embers to tell him ? 
8. What was it that "crumbled” in the fire ? 

Dictation 

Certainly one of the pleasures of an open fire is to sit and watch 
the red and yellow flames change shape as they bum the coal. 
Many children have imagined marching armies and shining cities 
as they stared into the blazing fire. 
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In the country people burn wood also, which does not cost so 
much as coal, and has a pleasant smell. 

Sometimes it is hard to get the fire to start. The flame burns 
unsteadily and then dies out, and you must re-lay the fire and 
start again. But when ,the wind and rain are heard outside and 
darkness slowly comes, ah Englishman loves his blazing fire. 

'<$. Composition 

1. Write a short composition about the pictures 
the little boy saw in the fire. 

2. Have you ever seen “pictures in the fire,” or 
in the clouds ? Tell what you saw there. 

“ TwoCMinute” Crossword 

i2 3 

•*:f- CLUES 
ACROSS DOWN 

i. The colour of the sky oh i fine i. Good, better, —. 
day. ^ = 2. Hob — a knife and fork when 

a. Not difficult. he eats. * 
3. Stevenson saw the wind —- the 3, We see with them. * 

kites on high. ' 
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LESSON 12 

The Future Tense 

In Lesson io you had a large number of examples 
of the Future Tense, and I want to look at some of 
these now. 

In Book I, Lesson 18, you were told that to make 
the Future Tense we use will with the infinitive of the 
verb, but with the ist Person we sometimes use will 
and sometimes shall. 

“Yes,” you say, “but when do you use will and 
when do you use shall ? ” 

The whole question of will and shall is a difficult 
one. Scottish and Irish and American speakers use 
I will or we will where English speakers use I shall or 
we shall, and many English people tend to use will on 
almost every occasion. But I will give you in as 
simple a manner as possible the general principles. 

If we want to say that we are going to do some¬ 
thing or that something is going to happen in the future 
and if we want to express nothing beyond simple 
futurity, we say: 

Simple Futurity 

I shall we shall 
you1 will 

He, she, it will they will 
m 

1 The and person singular thou wilt; thou shalt are never used in 
ordinary conversational English. They are, therefore, omitted here. 
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Take this little child’s poem: 

The north winds do blow 
And we shall have snow 
And what will the robin do 

then, poor thing ? 
He'll sit in a barn 
To keep himself warm 
And he'll hide his head under 

his wing, poor thing. 

4 - * 

. * 

The.north winds do blow 

Or take Andrew’s or Lilian’s sentence: 

“ I shall be ten in May.” 
“ I shall be fifteen next year.” 

Their sentences and the one in the poem, “we 
shall have snow” are simply expressing something 
that will happen in the future. The snow will come, 
Andrew will be ten, and neither we nor he can do 
anything about it. We can’t stop the snow from fall¬ 
ing ; Andrew can’t chan 

But sometimes, in addition to the idea of futurity, 
there is some feeling in our mind as well. Very often 
you are making a promise, e.g., when Mrs. Priestley 
said 

“We won't forget your birthday, Andrew,” 

she is making Andrew a promise. 
Or when Andrew says: 

“ I won't forget to say ‘Many Happy Returns." I will say it as 
soon as I see her,” 

he is promising his sister that he will remember. 
At other times the feeling may be willingness; 

you want to express that you are willing or that you 
want to do something, e.g., Andrew says, 

“I will lend you my pen-knife.” 
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When English people are being married, the clergy¬ 
man says to the man, 

“ Will you take this woman to be your wife ? ” and 
the man answers “ I will.” Then the clergyman says 
to the woman, “ Will you take this man to be your 
husband ?” and she says “ I will” They are both 
willing to do that. 

Sometimes the feeling is determination. You 
want to express that you are determined to do some¬ 
thing. Perhaps your radio won’t work, so you have 
taken it to pieces, you have worked at it all evening, 

I will make this radio work 

and still it won’t work. But 
you have made up your mind 
that you are going to make it 
work, no matter how long it 
takes, and you say: 
“ I will make this radio work, 
even if I have to stay up all 
night to do it. I won’t let it beat 
me.” That’s determination. 

To express a promise, willingness or deter¬ 
mination as well as futurity, we use “I (we) 
will” and not “I (we) shall.” 

Remember, for the interrogative we use “Shall 
I ?” “ Shall we ?” in all cases, not “Will I ?” “Will 
we ? ”* 

Shall I? or Shall we? often has the meaning “Do 
you want me to . . . ?” or “Would you like me to 
... ?” e.g. 

“Shall I open the window ?” 
"Shall I get you a cup of tea ?” 

1 This was mentioned in Book I, Lesson 18. 
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“Shall we all go to the theatre tonight ?” 
“Shall we begin to work now ? Let’s begin now, shall we ?” 

There is just one other point, though it is not very 
important. You have had two forms of the 1st person 
singular and plural, viz. 

A. B. 
Simple Futurity Futurity with feeling 

I shall I will 
We Shall We will 

What about the forms for the other Persons ? Well, 
the B forms are not used very often; that’s why I said 
that they were not very important. But you may 
meet them in your reading, so you may as well know 
them. 

Here they are side by side so that you can compare 
them: 

A. 

Simple Futurity 

B. 
Futurity with Promise, 

Determination, Willingness, 
Command 

I shall I will 
he, she, it will he, she, it shall 
we shall we will 
you will you shall 
they will they shall 
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And here are some examples showing the use of the 
“ B ” forms with 2nd and 3rd Persons: 

He shall do the work whether he wrants to do it or not. 
(determination in the speaker’s mind) / 

If you work hard, you shall have a holiday on Saturday. 
(promise) 

You shall have the money as soon as I get it. (promise) 
You’ve damaged my bicycle; you shan't have it again. 

(determination in the speaker’s mind) 
You shall do as I tell you. (order, command) 
Those people want to buy my house, but they shan't have it. 

I won't sell it. (determination in the speaker’s mind) 

Going to 

By the way, you probably noticed in Lesson 10 
that other form of the future, going to, 

We are going to have a busy time after breakfast. 

Going to is often used to express an intention, i.e., 
what you intend to do, what you have in mind to do 
at some future time, e.g. 

Hob says he is going to(~ intends to) work hard some day, 
but not today. 

I am going to (= intend to) write a letter to my uncle to¬ 
morrow afternoon. 

Lucille is going to buy a new car next week. 

This is the commonest and the easiest way of express¬ 
ing the future; it saves all difficulty with shall and 
will. But you can’t use going to for “ Simple Futurity.” 
You can’t say: 

I’m going to be 12 years old tomorrow. 
or Today is the 19th of October; tomorrow is going to be the 

20 th. 
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It can only be used for intention or strong proba¬ 
bility. Let me explain what I mean by “strong 
probability.” Here are two examples: 

I think it is going to rain. (That is, “I think it is very probable 
that it will rain.”) 

I’m afraid our new house is going to cost a lot of money. 
Margaret: I think my birthday party is going to be a very 

good one. (She thinks it is very probable that it will be 
a good party.) 

Andrew: I think I am going to have a bad cold and then I 
shan’t be able to go to the party. 

That last sentence shows the 
difference between “inten¬ 
tion” and “probability.” 
Andrew isn’t intending to have 
a cold. I should think he 
intends not to have a cold if he 
can help it, but there’s a strong 
probability. (Don’t you think 
so from the picture ?) 
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/Wl THEY SH*u i 
/ HEs^v they shall Not 
Ue shall HOT theya shan't 

( HE shan’t W \ WON’T/ / 
i WE WON’T 

v^> 

■ :T'h, $■ train f0'- -1 
PROMIS; .COn’^ANC, 

DETERMINATION, 

W I LI. ING N E S S ; 

A'llDMAtv 

oonool loogool joogoo 
-T-7-nrU v 2 32 

Futurity With Feeling 

EXERCISES 

I. Without looking at your Book, swtte out (a) 
forms for “Simple Futurity” (b) the forms for 
“ Promise, Determination ” etc. 
Put shall or will in the blank spaces. 

1. I — be fourteen years old next week. 

2. We — be late if we don’t hurry. 
3. He — be thirteen years old on Tuesday. 

4. You — be late if you don’t hurry. 
5. — I open the door for you ? 
6. *— you come to our house for tea ? 
7. John — come if you ask him. 
8. — we ask him to come ? 
9. I think we — have rain this afternoon. 

10. — your friends come and have a game ? 
11. He — come here tomorrow. 
12. We — be very pleased to see him. 
13. These books — be useful to me. 
14. I — read them at once. 
15. You — soon learn the rules of English grammar from 

them. 
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II. Say or write down the Simple Future Tense affirma¬ 
tive and interrogative of the verbs know, hear, write. 

III. Turn the following sentences into the future tense: 
1. We come to your class. 
2. I speak English to my friends. 
3. He speaks English to his friends. 
4. They come to your class. 
5. Mrs. Priestley plays the piano. 
6. We have dinner at seven o’clock. 
7. Mr. Priestley brings a cup of tea in the morning. 
8. I bring a cup of tea in the morning. 
9. We have breakfast at eight o’clock. * 

10. Mr. Priestley has breakfast at a quarter past eight. 
11. I visit Mr. Priestley at his house. 
12. I went to Mr. Priestley’s house. (Remember to use the 

infinitive, of the verb.) 
13. Susan brought in the coffee. 
14. I spoke to Mr. Priestley in his study. 
15. Mr. Priestley spoke to me in his study. 
16. Susan drew the velvet curtains. 
17. A red lamp-shade gave a warm colour to the room. 
18.. Mr. Priestley took me to his study. 
19. I thought about my work. 
20. They thought about their work. 

IV. Make the following sentences interrogative: 
1. He will come here tomorrow. 
2. That book will be useful to him. 
3. I shall have a lesson tomorrow. 
4. Hob will be late again today. 
5. We shall visit Mr. Priestley again next week. 

V. Rewrite the following sentences replacing shall or 
will by going to. There is one sentence that can't be 
changed. Can you find which one it is? 

1. My father will buy me a bicycle for my birthday. 
2. Our house will be painted next week. 

7-11 
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* 

3. They will leave Beirut tomorrow. 
4. We will grow apples in our garden. 
5. If I see him again I shall recognise him. 
6. How will you open the box ? 
7. Won’t you have one of these cakes ? 
8. Won’t Mary sing a song for us ? 
9. Will Lilian and Andrew play with us tomorrow ? 

10. Won’t Lilian and Andrew play with us tomorrow ? 

VI. Rewrite the following sentences in the Future Tense 
(a) using shall or will, (b) using going to. Replace the 
present or past “ time expressions” by a future time 
expression. Example: 

He did the work yesterday. 

(a) He will do the work tomorrow. 
(b) He’s going to do the work tomorrow. 

1. I wrote to him last week. 
а. My Unde Arthur gave me a bicycle for my birthday last 

month. 
3. They sold their house last year. 
4. Jan worked hard last term. 
5. Did Jan work hard last term ? 
б. What time did you have dinner ? 
7. Margaret sang a song at the last concert. 
8. They built a new school in 1952. 
9. Didn’t you go to see him yesterday ? .<■ 

10. Didn’t Jan play football on Tuesday ? 
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Frieda Writes a Letter Home - 

“ The Pines,” 

St. George’s Sq., 
Hampstead, 

London, N.W. 3. 
17TH Dec., 19— 

Dear Mother and Father, 

I feel very excited at the thought that in another 
week I shall be with you again on holiday. I have 
enjoyed my stay in England very much indeed. 
Mr. Priestley and my fellow-students Lucille, Jan, 
Pedro, Olaf and Hob are all very nice to me, but, as 
they say in England, “There’s no place like home,” 
and I think you feel this above all at Christmas time. 

I am leaving here early on Thursday, the 23rd, and 
I shall arrive in Basle on Friday morning, so I shall 
be home somewhere about lunch time. Can you meet 
me at the station, as I shall have a lot of luggage ? 

In some of my earlier letters I have told you all 
about the other students here; well, I want to ask my 
Polish friend, Jan, to come and spend Christmas with 
us; Will that be all right ? His father and mother died 
last year; he can’t go home for Christmas, and he has 
no friends in England except the Priestleys. He is a 
very nice boy—I know you will all like him, and I feel 
sure he will enjoy Christmas with us. It is very short 
notice, but you are always pleased, I know, if we 
bring our friends home. However, I have not yet 
invited him, as I thought it was better to ask you 

91 
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first. Please let me know as soon as possible if it will 
be all right. 

I saw some big Christmas trees in Covent Garden 
today. Covent Garden is London’s big wholesale 
market for fruit, vegetables and flowers. It is wonder¬ 
ful to see it early in the morning when all the buyers 
are there getting the things for their shops; the 
trees looked very pretty, but I know that none of 
them is so beautiful as the one that I shall see when 
we open the door of our sitting-room on Christmas 
Eve and see our tree with the candles lighted. When 
I was a little girl I always thought that that was the 
most wonderful moment of all the year; and when 
I see it again this year, I know I shall think the same 
again. 

Margaret Priestley, that is Mr. Priestley’s little 
daughter, had a birthday two or three months ago, 
and one of her presents was a gramophone record of 
Christmas Carols. All the carols were very pretty, but 
one I thought was especially beautiful, so I wrote 
down the wrords and music, and I am sending you a 
copy in this letter.1 Of course no carol will ever be so 
beautiful to me as “ Stifle Nacht . . .” as we sang it. 
I can almost hear it now and see the snow on the 
mountains with the moon on them, and the frosty 
light of the stars in the dark blue sky. Oh, I wish it 
was next Thursday now! 

I’ve got some Christmas presents for you all, a 
football and a box with pens and pencils for Peter 
and Hans, some gloves for Ruth, a woollen jumper 
for Gretchen and a clockwork train for Fritz. I’m 

* You will find it on page 97. 
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not going to tell you what your 
present is, then it will be a surprise. 
I hope you will like it. I’m bringing 
home, also, an English Christmas 
pudding. They make these puddings 
specially for Christmas, but I don’t CHRIS™AS pudding 
know if you will like it. It looks, and feels, very 
heavy, but as Hob says, “I don’t mind trying any¬ 
thing—once.” Then there are some mince pies. I 
think they will be very nice—they are home-made. 
Mrs. Priestley made them, and I helped her. 

How are you all at home ? I hope you are all 
keeping well. See that father always puts on his big 
coat when he goes out, so that he doesn’t catch cold. 
We don’t want him ill for Christmas. 

I can’t say how much I want to see you ail again. 
Will Peter and Hans meet me at the station, or will 
father; or, best of all, will the whole family be there ? 
Thursday can’t come too soon! 

Love and all good wishes, 

Frieda. 

thought 
Frieda said: 

“I feel very excited at the thought that in another week I 

shall be with you again.” 

Here thought (which is often a verb) is used as a 
noun. In Book I (Lesson 18) you had a number of 
words that can be both a noun or a verb. Here are 
some others with examples: 

burn Lizzie burned the cakes, (verb) 

I have a bad burn on my arm. (noun) 
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cause 

change 

cost 

ride 

smell 

talk 

toast 

feed 

What was the cause of the accident? (noun) 
Careless driving often causes accidents, (verb) 
I am going to the library to change my book, (verb) 
She is going to the seaside for a change of air. 

(noun) 
What was the cost of that car ? (noun) 
It cost seven hundred pounds, (verb) 
John Priestley rides a horse very well, (verb) 
He went for a ride today, (noun) 
There is a smell of burning, (noun) 
Can’t you smell it ? (verb) 
Hob talks a lot. (verb) 
Mr. Priestley is going to give us a talk on gram¬ 

mar. (noun) 
Toast these pieces of bread, (verb) 
We had toast for breakfast, (noun) 
The farmer’s wife is going to feed the chickens, 

(verb) 
She is giving them a feed of corn, (noun) 

EXERCISES 

Fill in the words omitted: 

1. I feel very — at the — that I shall be home next week. 
2. I have — my stay in England very much —. ‘ " 
3. Mr. Priestley and my — students are very nice. 
4. There’s no — like home. 
5. Meet me at the station as I shall have a lot of —. 
6. I want to ask Jan to — Christmas with us. 
7. It is very short —, but I know you always like us to bring 

friends home. ,.<j 
8. Please let me know as soon as —. 
9. Covent Garden is London’s big — market for fruit; 

10. The tree with the — lighted. 
11. One of Margaret’s presents was a gramophone — of 
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12. I wrote down the words and music and am sending you 
a —. 

13. I can almost see the — on the mountains with the — 
on them, and the — light of the — in the dark blue 
sky. 

14. I’ve got some Christmas — for you all. 
15. I’m not going to tell you what it is, then it will be a —. 
16. The mince pies are —. 
17. See that father doesn’t — cold. 
18. Will the — family be at the station to meet me ? 

. Answer the following questions. Each answer should 
be a sentence, not just a word or two. 

1. Why was Frieda excited ? 
2. Why had she enjoyed her stay in England ? 
3. Why was she glad to go back home ? 
4. When did she expect to arrive in Basle ? 
5. Why did she want someone to meet her ? 
6. What did she ask her mother to let her do ? 
7. Why did she want to invite Jan to spend Christmas with 

her family ? 
8. Why hadn’t she invited him at the time of writing her, 

letter ? 
9. What is Covent Garden ? 

10. What had she seen there ? 
11. What tree did she think will be more beautiful than any 

that she saw there ? 
12. What did she send in the letter ? 
13. What picture did she give you of her home ? 
14. What presents was she taking home ? 
15. Why didn’t she tell her father and mother what their 

present was ? 
16. Who had made the mince pies ? 
17. Why did she want her father to put on his big coat when 

, he went out ? 
18. How did she end her letter ? 
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III. Use the following words in sentences of your own: 

1. excited 6. except n. moment 
2. enjoy 7. invite 12. surprise 
3. home 8. possible 13. home-made 
4. luggage 9. market 14. ill 
5. spend 10. fruit 15. family 

Dictation 

It was the sixteenth of December. Frieda went for a ride in the 
bus to see Covent Garden. She bought a ticket from the conductor. 
It cost fourpence and he gave her twopence change. 

As she got off she could smell the fruit and flowers in the market. 
She noticed that everyone seemed to be in a hurry. Some men 
were carrying large boxes of vegetables, and others were trying to 
sell big Christmas trees. 

As Frieda looked at them she thought of her own home. The 
most wonderful moment of all the year was when she saw the 
Christmas tree with its candles lighted. Then before she went to 
bed on Christmas Eve she used to go outside and see the snow on 
the mountains and the frosty light of the stars in the dark blue sky. 

She was glad that she was going home for Christmas. 

Composition Exercises 

1. Write a short composition on one of the follow¬ 
ing; 

(a) A visit to a market. 
(b) Christmas in your country. 

2. Write a letter: 
(а) asking your mother if you can invite a friend to your 

home. 
(б) from your mother saying that you can (or cannot) do so. 



i 

{From *'The Oxford Book of Carols” by permission of the Oxford University Press.) 

God rest you merry, Gentlemen, 
Let nothing you dismay. 

Remember Christ our Saviour 
Was born on Christmas Day, 

To save us all from Satan's power 
When we had gone astray. 
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Comments on Lesson 13 

Letters 

Note the following points about letter-writing: 

(1) THE ADDRESS, e.g. 
“The Pines,” 15, Preston Rd.', : 

St. George’s Sq., Warrington, 
Hampstead, Lancashire. 

London, N.W. 3* 

Note the punctuation, e.g. the full stop, after St. 
(short for Saint; it is also short for Street), after Rd. 
(short for Road) and after N.W. (short for North 
West) and at the end of the address, i.e. after 3 and 
Lancashire. Note the commas after “ThePines, ” (the 
name of the house) and 13, (the number of the house), 
after Square, Hampstead, London, Road, and Warring¬ 

ton. 

(2) the date. For this we generally use the ordinal 
numbers, 1 st March; 3rd April; 21 st May; 
2.2nd December. We sometimes use the cardinal num¬ 
bers, e.g. March 1, 1955 (1 March, 1955), April 3, 
1955 (3 April i955)> May 21,1955.(21 May, .1955), 
December 22, 195.5 (22 December, 1955). You can also 
say March 1st; April yd; May 21 st; December 22nd. 

You use the cardinal numbers if you uSe figures 
only, e.g.1.3.55 (or 1/3/55); 22.12.55 (or 22/r 2/55); of- 
(with Roman figures) i-iii-33,22-XII-33.-The date 

* N.W.3 is a London postal district. London and its suburbs are 
divided into eight districts, E.C., W.C. (East Central arid West Central), 
E., N,E., N.W., W,, S.;W., and S.E., and each of these into a number of 
subdivisions, e.gr9 W.5., SfE.27, £.11, etc. . s ; j 
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with figures only may cause misunderstanding as the 
use is not the same in England as it is in America. In 
England 6/10/55 means 6th October 1955; in the 
U.S.A. it means June 10th 1955. So, any of the 
following forms is correct and unmistakable: 

1. October i6th, 1955. 3. October 16, 1955. 
2. 16th October, 1955. 4. 16 October, 1955. 

(3) THE greeting: 

(a) Business letters l 

Dear Sir, 
Dear Sirs, 
Dear Madam, 
Gentlemen, 

(b) Friendly letters'. 

Dear Mr. Priestley, 
Dear Miss Smith, 
Dear Mrs. Smith, 
Dear Pedro, 
My dear Lucille, 

(4) THE COMPLIMENTARY CLOSE: 

(a) Business'. (b) Friendly: 

Yours truly, Yours sincerely, 
Yours faithfully, I remain, 

With best wishes 
and kindest 

regards. 
Yours sincerely, 

(5) the address (for the envelope): 
Mr. H. Chapman, G. Smith, Esq., 

10, Northbank Rd., Byron House, 
Southport, High St., 

Lancashire. Liverpool. 

Note that in England the order is : 
For a house with a number: (1) name of the person, (2) 

number of the house, name of the street, road, etc., 
(3) town, (4) county. 

For a house with a name instead of a number: (1) name of 
the person^ (2) name of the house, (3) name of the street, 
road, etc., (4) town, (5) county. 
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DON’T write: 
Mr. H. Chapman 

Southport, 

Northbank Rd., io. 
Lancashire. 

Esq. is a shortened form of esquire and is generally 
used in writing to business or professional men, 
whether the letters are “business” ones or private 
ones. Esquire is never written in full on the envelope. 

Mr. G. Smith could also be used as well as 
G. Smith, Esq., but not Mr. G. Smith, Esq. With Esq. 
we never use Mr. 

Other forms of addresses are: 
Mrs. Smith (wife of Mr. Smith). 
Miss Smith (his oldest daughter). 
Miss Mary Smith (a younger daughter). 
Master G. Smith (a boy). 
Mr. and Mrs. Smith. 
Dr. R. Smith (a doctor). 
Dr. and Mrs. R. Smith. 
The Rev. (— reverend) Charles Smith (a clergyman).1 
Sir William Smith (a Knight). 
Messrs.2 II, Smith and Co. (a business company). 
The Wear-well Woollen Co. Ltd. 

PRONUNCIATION DRILL 
fi:| fe] fa:] fo] 

heat become empty empty army proverb 
freeze besides market essay march frosty 
peace regards business envelope market coliege 
retail remain bury steady regards complimentary 

esquire bury barn quantity 

1 We never say, “The Rev. Smith.” You must use his Christian name 
or his initials, i.e,, the first letter of his name or names. ' v 

2 Messrs, [hnesaz] is a short form of the French Messieurs. We never 
write Messrs., Mr. ['mists] or Mrs. ['misizj in full. 
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[A] [u;] [ei] M [aij 

become prove around blaze ghost besides 
gloves roof manner fade wholesale dying 
jumper pool professional flame froze esquire 
blush truth secretary wholesale coat excited 
company rule gentleman retail envelope knight 

EXERCISES 

I. Use the following (a) as nouns, (b) as verbs: 

dance; run; wash; drive; help; hope; kiss; laugh; light; 
look; pay; play; pull; push; rain. 

II. Make sentences, using the following to show the 
different meanings that each word can have: 

i. mind 2. notice. 

III. Draw an envelope and address it to a friend in 
England. 

IV. Correct and punctuate the following: 

(a) mr d parke (b) mr p r johnson esq 
woodways st andrews hotel 

ii7mertonrd culloden sq 
hampstead edinburgh 

london 

(c) oakwood (d) dear sirs 
richmond rd ... with love and best 

chelsea wishes yours sincerely 
london joe 

6 may 1939 

(e) my dear lucille 
... I remain, madam, 

yours faithfully, 
h. f. t. smith. 
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Holidays Have Started 

All the students. Tuesday evening, Bee. 21st. 

pedro: Well, no more lessons now until after Christ¬ 
mas. It’s nice to think that holidays have started. 
This time on Friday I shall be flying to Spain. 
I shall be just about leaving the French coast and 
getting over the Bay of Biscay. What will you be 
doing, Lucille ? 

lucille: Let me see; it’s seven o’clock now. Yes, at 
seven o’clock tomorrow I shall be going to a 
party at a friend’s house in Canterbury. 

olaf : Are you going by car ? 
lucille: Yes, but I shan’t be driving; a friend of mine 

will be taking me in his car. 
olaf : And I shall be packing my luggage, and if it is 

like my usual packing, I shall be trying to get 
too many things into too little space, What will 
you be doing this time on Friday, Hob ? 

hob : I shall be wondering what I am going to get for 
my supper. 

jan: I am going to Switzerland to spend Christmas 
with Frieda’s family. She has just had a letter 
from her mother and father inviting me to stay 
with them. They say that they will all be waiting 
at the station on Christmas Eve to welcome us. 

lucille: Oh! Isn’t that nice! I’m so glad you are 
getting a holiday. You will be looking forward 
to it, I know. 

jan : I am, very much. 
102 
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frieda : So am 1.1 shall be thinking about that home¬ 
coming all the way to Switzerland. 

olaf : I hope you won’t be feeling too tired after your 
■ journey to enjoy the welcome. 
FRIEDA: I shall be feeling too excited to be tired. I 

'■ know mother will be cooking and baking now as 
hard as she can go. Ruth and Gretchen will be 
cleaning and dusting the rooms (though I am 
sure the rooms don’t need it); the boys will be 
gathering wood for the fire, and father will be 
looking for a Christmas tree. 

LuCille: And what will little Fritz be doing ? 
frieda : If I know little Fritz, he will be getting in 

everybody’s way as he generally does when they 
- ! are all busy. 1 •'••• 

hob: Have none of you thought that this time next 
''■< ; month we shall all be coming back here, and 
4" Priestley will be waiting for us with more 

grammar ? 5 
lucille: Oh, Hob, don’t be so pessimistic; it’s not 

' ’like you. y 
hob: That reminds me of something. Do you know 

difference between a pessimist and an 
■ ! 1 optimist ? ; 
'LUCliiLE: All right, if ft will make you any happier, 

tell us. > 
hOb: Well, an optimipt is a man who says, “The 

>u: 3Tipttle is half full’- arid a pessimist is a man who 
L • unsays, “ The bottle ds ha 1f empty.” 
olaf: Oh! I had heard that a pessimist was a man 

who wore braces-f-and a belt. 
What will you be doing for Christmas, Hob ? 
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hob : I shall be going to Uncle Albert’s for Christmas 
—and what a time it will be! There is no one 
who keeps Christmas better than Uncle Albert. 
Ail the holiday I shall be having the time of my 
life. I shall be telling you ail about it when we 
meet again. 

Frieda: Well, on Thursday morning I shall be start¬ 
ing on my journey to Switzerland with Jan. 

olaf : What time does the train go ? 

Frieda: Nine-five from Victoria Station. 

olaf: I’ll come and see you off. 

PEDRO AND LUCILLE: So will I. 

hob: Well, I can’t promise to be at Victoria Station 
by nine o’clock in the morning; it means getting 
up at half past seven; that’s practically the 
middle of the night. I don’t know what the speed 
of light is; I only know that it comes too quickly 
in the morning for me. But if I wake up in time, 
well,— I shall be thinking about you. 

lucille : Oh, Hob, make an effort for once. 

hob: All right, I’ll be there; but you’ll realise what 
an effort I shall be making when I tell you what 
one of my favourite poems is. 

lucille : Oh! What is it ? 

hob: This is it: 
There aren’t many things upon mis earth 
That make it seem like Heaven, 
But one is to wake at half past six, 
When you thought it was half past seven. 

olaf : Good old Hob! 
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EXERCISES 

I. Fill in the words omitted: 

1. This time on Friday I — be flying to Spain. 
2. What — you be doing, Lucille ? 
3. I shall be — to a dance. 
4. I — be driving because a friend of — is taking me in his 

car. 
5. I — be trying to get too many things into too little —. 
6. They say that they — all be waiting at the station on 

Christmas —. 
7. I hope you — be looking — to the holiday. 
8. I hope you — be feeling too tired. 
9. The boys — be — wood for the fire, 

10. I’ll come to the station and see-. 

II. Use the following words in sentences of your own: 

1. start 5. welcome 9. belt 
2. coast 6. enjoy 10. effort 
3. pack 7. gather xi. tired 
4. spend 8. optimist 12. remind 

III. Use the following phrases in sentences: 

1. This time next week. 2. a friend of mine. 3. too much. 
4. too little. 5. looking forward. 6. get in everybody’s way. 
7. for once. 8. What a time! 9. the time of my life. xo. see 
(someone) off. 

IV. How did Hob explain the meaning of (a) optimist; 
(b) pessimist ? 
How did Olaf explain “pessimist”? 

i , * 

V. Give in your own words Hob’s “poem,” or learn it 
by heart. 

8—11 
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Dictation 

Lessons are finished and the holidays have started. Pedro will 
fly to Spain, and Lucille is going to a dance. Jan has had a letter 
from Frieda’s mother inviting him to spend Christmas with them 
in Switzerland. He is looking forward to it very much. Frieda*is 
excited about going home, and is glad that Jan is coming too. 

Only Hob is pessimistic. He reminds them that they will be 
back at work in a month. But then he remembers a funny story’ 
about an optimist and a pessimist. And then he remembers he is 
going to Uncle Albert’s for Christmas, and no one keeps Christmas 
better than Uncle Albert. 

They all promise to meet at Victoria Station to see Jan and 
Frieda off at half past seven in the morning—“ The middle of the 
night to me,” says Hob. 

“ Two Minute ” Crossword 

1 2 3 

t 

2 

3 

. CLUES ' 
ACROSS DOWN 

1. Not front. i. Meat from an ox. 
2. Where the Irish live. 2. Farmers grow it in the held. 
3. “When the skies are blue the 3. Half way up your leg. 

weather is-” 



I 

LESSON 16 

The Future Continuous Tense 

In Lesson 15 you had a number of sentences like 
this: 

This time on Friday I shall 
be flying to Spain. 

A friend will be taking me in 
his car. 

You mil be looking fo* ward 
to the holiday. 

They will all be waiting at the 
station. 

I hope you won’t be feeling 
too tired. 

What will you be doing ? 

All these sentences show the use of the Future 
Continuous Tense. 

The verbs are formed by using the Simple Future 
(J shall, you will, etc.) with be and a Present Participle. 
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Here are all the forms, of the Future Continuous 
Tense of to take: 

Future Continuous Tense 

Affirmative Interrogative Negative 

I shall be taking 

You will be taking 

He will be taking 
■■■ 

We shall be taking 

They will be taking 

Shall I be taking ? 

Will you be taking ? 

Will he be taking ? 

Shall we be taking ? 

Will they be taking ? 

I shall not 
(shan’t) be taking 

You will not 
(won’t) be taking 

He will not 
(won’t) be taking 

We shall not 
(shan’t) be taking 

They will not 
(won’t) be taking 

The Future Contiguous Tense is used to express 
an action still continuing in the future. 

Comments on Lesson 15 

so 
In the sentence: 

/ 

“ I am so glad you are getting a holiday ” 

so means very. Note the construction with so in: 

“I'll come to see you off.” “ So will I.” 

You had a similar construction in Book I, Lessons 
17 and 25: 

I get up at half past seven—and so does my husband. 

“I walked here.” “So did I." 

This construction can be used only with the “ special ” 
verbs be, have, can, etc. 
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Idioms 
(1) “ You will be looking forward to the holiday.” 

The phrase looking forward to means “ expecting with 
pleasure.” 

(2) “ Let me see; it’s six o’clock now. Yes, at six o’clock 
tomorrow I shall be going to a dance.” 

Here let me see doesn’t mean “allow me to see.” 
It is just an expression that we use when we are 
thinking about something and are not quite sure yet 
of the answer. 

Note that after let the infinitive without to is used. 
Compare: 

He let me drive his car. 
He allowed me to drive his car. 

(3) “To keep Christmas” means to do all the 
things that people generally do at Christmas time. 
So, also, we say: “We keep New Year’s Day on 
January 1st.” 

(4) “ I shall be having the time of my life ” means 
“having a time of great happiness or excitement.” 
There are a lot of expressions or idioms with time. 
Here are some of them: 

He’s been studying English for a long (jor only a short) time. 

He’s been doing that for some time. 

They’ve spent a lot of time over that work. 
All the time we were working, Hob was sleeping. 
He read a book, just to pass the time. 

Railways were built in England in the time of Queen Victoria. 
We have lived through hard times. 

I haven’t much time for games. 
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Four times three equals twelve. 
“Am I late ?” “No, you are just in time." 

The train came in on time (i.e. it wasn’t late or early). 
I have told you many a time not to say that. 
Dancers must keep time to the music. 
There’s a time-table on the railway station; (time-table — a 

list showing the times when trains come into and go out 
of the station). 

I’ll give you some more idioms from time to time. 

EXERCISES 

I. Find all the examples of the Future Continuous 
Tense in Lesson 15. (There are thirty.) 

II. Write out the Future Continuous Tense {Affirm- 
ative, Interrogative and Negative) of the verb to 
walk. 

III. Change the following sentences from 1st Person (I, 
we) into 3rd Person (he, she, it, they): 

1. I shall be thinking about you. 2. I shall be flying to 
Spain. 3. I shan’t be driving the car. 4. We shall be 
starting on our journey. 5. We shan’t be flying to Spain. 

IV. Change the following sentences from 2nd or 3rd 
Person into 1st Person: 

1. You will all be coming back to school. 2. She will be 
feeling excited. 3. He won’t be driving the car. 4. They 
will be doing their packing. 5. They will be cooking and 
baking. 

V. Use the following expressions in sentences of your 
own: 

1. looking forward. 2. so will he. 3, so pleased. 4. in time. 
5. on time. 6. for some time. 7. all the time. 8. to pass the 
time. 9. spend time. 10. hadn’t time. 11. first time. 12. be¬ 
fore my time. 13. in the time of. 14. keep time. 15. from 
time to time. 
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The Railway Station 

Here we are at the station from which Frieda and 
Jan are going to Switzerland. None of the students are 
here yet, so we can look round the station and watch 
the busy life that is going on. There are a lot of plat¬ 
forms (seventeen of them) from which trains come in 
and go out. Frieda’s train goes from platform 2 so let 
us walk in that direction. There’s the booking office 
where you can buy a ticket for your journey. Let’s 
listen to that man buying a ticket, 
man : I want a ticket to Brighton,please,second-class.1 
booking clerk : Single or return ? 
man: Return, please. 
booking clerk: Second return, Brighton; fifteen 

shillings, please. {The man gives him a pound 
note.) Five shillings change, thank you. 

man: Could vou tell me what time the next train 
goes ? 

booking clerk : 8.55, platform 12. If you hurry you’ll 
just catch it. 

Man : Thanks. {He hurries away.) 
We’ll have a look at the waiting-room and see if 

jan and Frieda or the other students are there. No, 
they’ve not come yet. We’ll walk to the bookstall 
and get a morning paper. 

1 On English trains there are two classes, 1st and 2nd. The 2nd class 
Fare is about two-thirds the price of the first-class. 

hi 
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The porters are very busy carrying luggage to the 
train or pushing it on their trucks. They are taking 
those trunks and suitcases to the luggage van. Look 
at the labels on them—Paris, Berne, Brussels. 

Quite a lot of people are going abroad for Christmas. 
There’s a through train to Paris; it’s due out at 8.50; 
the signals are already down. Those porters will have 
to hurry to get that luggage in the luggage van before 
it starts. . 

Here’s a train that has just come in, with crowds of 
people getting off it. It has had a long journey. Those 
are sleeping-cars in the front of the train. There are 
some soldiers coming home for Christmas, and look¬ 
ing very happy. Those sailors on the other platform 
don’t look so happy; they are going on that other 
train to join their ship at Chatham. They won’t be 
home for Christmas. It’s a stopping train, not an 
express; it stops at five or six stations before it gets 
to Chatham. 

That man is the station-master. There’s his office 
next to the booking-office. There aren’t many people 
in the restaurant, just a few having breakfast, but there, 
are rather more people getting “ light refreshments ”. 
Can you see them ? They are drinking cups of tea or 
coffee, eating sandwiches, buns or biscuits. What’s 
that woman saying to the man at the left-luggage 
office ? 
man : Yes, madam ? 
woman : I want to leave some luggage here until this 

afternoon; is that all right ? 
man : Oh, yes, madam, that will be quite all right. Is 

it just one bag ? 
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woman: No, there are these two suitcases and;this 
trunk. My husband will call for them with his 

- car this afternoon. 
man: Very well, madam. What name, please? 
woman: Mrs. Macpherson. 
man : Right. Here’s the ticket. That will be one and 

sixpence, please. (She gives him two shillings.) 
Sixpence change, thank you. 

woman : Thank you. 
Here’s Frieda’s train coming slowly into the plat¬ 

form. I think we had better get platform tickets; the 
ticket-collector won’t let us go on to the platform 
without a ticket. Ah! There’s Frieda and there are 
Jan and the other students—all except Hob. Let’s 
join them. ... . 

' EXERCISES u ,7 V 
I. Use these words in sentences; T. ,7.,V' 

1. ticket 5. truck 9. van 
2. change 6. label u . v> ivai-: 10. soldier 
3. hurry 7. abroad ,;j .11. sailor 
4. catch 8. signal • ,i ? . J2. bag,. : , ^ 

II. Answer the following: 

1. Where does one buy a ticket ? 
2. Mention two kinds of ticket! 
3. How many classes are there on most English tranis ? 
4. Where can you wait for a train ? 
5. Where can you buy a newspaper ? 
6. What do porters use to wheel luggage to the train ? 
7. What is put on a suitcase to show where it is going? 
8. What is a through train, a stopping train, an express ? 
9. Who is the chief man at a station ? 
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10. What do you call food and drink like tea, sandwiches, 
buns, biscuits ? 

11. Wbat is a sandwich ? 
12. What is the left-luggage office ? 
13. What is a platform ticket ? 
14. Who examines the platform ticket ? 

III. (a) With one student as the passenger and another 
as the hooking-clerk, repeat the conversation about 
buying a ticket. 

(b) With two more students, repeat the conversation 
at the left-luggage office. 

Dictation 

Victoria Station is always busy, and it is especially busy at 
Christmas time. On every one of the seventeen platforms porters 
and passengers are walking or running. Some passengers are in a 
hurry to catch a train that is nearly due out, while others are eating 
a bun or a sandwich or having a cup of coffee from the refreshment 
room before they start. Many people have bought a paper or 
maga2ine from the bookstall to read on the journey. 

The porters are carrying trunks and suitcases to the trains. 
Usually they push the luggage on their trucks. 

The passengers buy their tickets and then show them to the 
ticket collector, who stands at the end of the platform. They 
hurry to find their seats. The signal goes down. The train starts. 

Composition Exercise 

Write a full description of the picture on page 112. 
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Money 

You had some references to English money in 

Lesson 17; e.g. the price of the ticket to Brighton was 

fifteen shillings. The passenger gave a pound-note and 

received five shillings change. The ticket for the left 

luggage was one and sixpence; she paid two shillings 

and received sixpence change. 

When you have always been used to the metric 

system, English money can cause some difficulty. 

Let us listen to Mr. Priestley giving an explanation 

to his students. 

MR. Priestley : We will begin with the pound 

sterling.1 You will meet this generally in the 

form of the pound-note, and you can change this 

for two ten-shilling notes. iVt one time we used 

to have gold sovereigns (£1) and half-sovereigns 

(10s.), but these have not been made since 1917. 

Then there are the-silver2 coins, the shilling3 

(twenty of which make a pound), the two- 

4 In writing, the words pound sterling are shortened to £, from the 
Latin libra. This is always written before the number, e.g., Xs (read, 
“ five pounds”). 

2 The ‘‘silver0 coins are not now made of silver but cupro-nickel, a 
mixture of copper and nickel. Up to 1920 the silver coin contained 92\ per 
cent of silver. In 1920 this was reduced to 50 per cent. Coins made since 
1946 contain no silver. 

8 In writing, “$** (Latin solidus) or /, e.g., 5s. or 
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shilling piece, the half-crown (worth two shillings 
and sixpence), and the sixpence. There is also 
a “threepenny bit” made of a mixture of copper 
and brass; it is not round like the other coins 
but is twelve-sided. 

The copper coins are the penny1 (twelve of 
which make a shilling), the halfpenny (pro¬ 
nounced ['heipni]) and the farthing. All these 
coins, and coins for other nations too, about 

600,000,000 every year, are made at the Royal 
Mint near the Tower of London. If you apply 
there you can get permission to visit the Mint 
and see the coins being made. 

In addition to the £1 and 10s. notes there are 
also bank notes of £5, which are larger in size.2 

The American unit is the dollar (written $). In 
the dollar there are 100 cents. 

Here is the information again in a table3: 

4 farthings or two halfpennies = i penny (id.) 

\2 pence . , . = I shilling (i/-) 

20 shillings . . . * = i pound (£1) 

A half-crown4 (or half a crown) = two shillings and six¬ 
pence (2/6) 

8 half-crowns , . , = £1. 

1 Penny is written d (Latin denarius). 
2 There used to be banknotes of £10, £20, £50, £100, £200, £500, and 

£1,000, but banknotes of values higher than £xo have not been printed 
since 1943. Banknotes for £10 have not been printed since 1957 

3 You have had this use of table in time-table (p. no) 
4 Half-crown is also used as an adjective, e.g., A half-crown book com 

half a crozvn. 
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Notice the way we say amounts in money. 

For “ one shilling and sixpence ” we say “ one and six ”; 
“ three shillings and fourpence ” we say “ three and four ”; 
“ fifteen shillings and ninepence ” we say “ fifteen and nine.” 

As you can see, we leave out the words “ shilling(s)” 
and “pence” (except in amounts like “one and a 
penny” (i/i), “three and a halfpenny” (3/0^). 

With an amount in pounds, shillings and pence we 
say: 

“One pound four and threepence” (£1. 4s. 3d.). 
“Six pounds nine and tenpence” (£6. 9s. iod.). 
“Seventeen pounds eight and fivepence halfpenny” 

(£17. 8s. 5|d.). 

Simple Arithmetic with Money 

Students often find arithmetic with English money 
rather difficult at first. A little practice will soon make 
it quite easy. Let us try one or two examples: 

Addition 

s. d. 

Add together 1 9 

3 4 
6 6 

Answer 11 7 

This is how we get the answer: 6 and 4 = 10 and 
9 = 19. Twelve pence is 1 shilling, so 19 pence = 1 
shilling and 7 pence. Now add the shillings: 1 (from 
the pence) and 6=7 and 3 = 10 and 1 — 11. 
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Here is another example : 

' .:,n: Add together - 3 . ,x6 3 ■ 
an VF-'T- 14 10 

V • , 3'; 15 II 

W: v-r -uuroA : 4 k *7 9 
5 5 14 10 

Answer 25 19 7 

method.—The pence added together come to 43. 
There are 12 pence in 1 shilling, so divide 43 by 12, 
i.e., 3 and 7 over. The shillings (with this 3 added) 
come to 79. There are 20 shillings in 1 pound; so 79 
divided by 20 gives 3 pounds and 19 shillings over. 
The pounds (with this 3 added) come to 25. 

dbl. o'x .b- -V - Exercise ■ ■' 

Add together and explain as you do so: 

s. d. ■- : s. 5. d. 
I 8 3 6 5 12 9 
3 5 8 ‘ 9 • 4 IO 8 

4 2 14 xo 16 14 _ 11 

Example i. 

Subtraction 

5. d. 

;; From 14 3 
Take , 8 9 , 

Answer 5 " ’-6rj' 
f r,ov: OX- ^ d 
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method.—We can’t take 9 pence from 3 pence so 
we “borrow” 1 shilling from the 145. This is 12 
pence and the 3 more make 15; 9 from 15=6 The 
14 shillings, having “lent” 1, are now only 13, and 8 
from 13=5. 

Example 2.— 
l s> d- 

From 4 2 4 
Take 1 17 7 

Answer 249 

method .--“Borrow” 1 shilling (12 pence and 4 — 
16). Seven from 16—9. “Borrow” 1 pound. The 20 
shillings and 1 (becausethe 2 had “lent” 1 shilling)— 
21. Seventeen from 21—4. One pound from 3 
(because the 4 has “lent” i)=2. 

Exercise 

d. 
6 

9 

Multiplication 

l s. d. 
Multiply 3 8 11 by 6. 

6 

Subtract the following and explain as you do so: 

s. d. $. d. £ s. 
14 5 16 3 9 4 
7 9 8 8 5 x7 

Answer 20 13 6 
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method.—-6 times n =66. Twelve pence in 
i shilling, therefore in 66 pence there are 5 shillings 
and 6 pence. Six times 8=48 and 5 = 53. Twenty 
shillings = 1 pound, therefore 53 —2 pounds 13 shil¬ 
lings. Six times 3 = 18 and 2=20. 

Exercise 
Multiply ^4. 6s. 3d. by 5, 7 and 9, and explain as you do so. 

Crossword 
Only three "clues” are given—6, 9, iof but all the other 
answers can be found in the picture below. All the words in 
the puzzle were used in Essential English Books I or II. 

CLUES 
6. (across) Twenty ewts. (see page 190). 9. (down) Thick part of milk 
which comes to the top* xo. (across) A piece of grass kept cut and smooth. 
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Division 

Example i. Divide £32. 8s. id. by 7. 

I s- d- 
7 ) 32 8 1 

Answer 4 12 7 

method.—Seven into 32=4 and 4 over. These 4 
pounds=80 shillings. Add the other 8=88. Seven 
into 88 = 12 and 4 over. These 4 shillings =48 pence. 
Add the 1 penny=49. Seven into 49=7. 

With bigger numbers we use another method. 

Example 2. Divide £937. 6s. 8d. by 152. 

METHOD. 

I *. d. ' 
152 ) 937 6 8 (6 pounds 

912 

25 
20 Multiply by 20 to bring these pounds to 

— shillings. Add the 6. 
152 ) 506 ( 3 shillings 

456 

5° 
12 Multiply by 12 to bring these shillings to 

— pence. Add the 8. 
152)608! 4 pence 

608 

Answer: £6 35. 4d.. 
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Exercises 

123 

1. Divide (1) £36. us. 3d. by 5, (2) £73. 15s. 4d. by 8, 

(3) lAl: os. 6d. by u. 
2. Divide (1) £163. 10s. qd. by 147, (2) £10,607. os- 6d. by 234. 

MR. Priestley : And now, to finish, here is a rather 
curious thing in arithmetic. I want you to write 
down a sum of money in pounds, shillings and 
pence. Make the pounds more than the pence, 
but do not make the pounds more than eleven : 

Lucille m ote Pedro wrote 

£ S' d. £ 5. d. 

6 12 3 7 9 2 
Now reverse1 it 3 12 6 2 9 7 

Subtract 2 19 9 4 *9 7 
Reverse again 9 19 2 7 19 4 

Now add 12 18 11 

Jan ; wrote 0 laj wrote 

£ s. / d. L s. 

11 7 8 10 0 1 

Now reverse it 8 7 11 1 0 10 

Subtract 2 19 9 8 19 3 
Reverse again 9 *9 j 19 8 

Now add 

And I can tell you what your answers are. 

{If you finish the others you will see hoiv Air. Priestley 

knew the answers). 

J reverse — put the other way round. 
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pedro : Numbers are curious things. Have you ever 
noticed this before ? 

0x9+ 1=1 

1X9+ 2 = 11 

12x9+ 3=111 

123x9+ 4=1111 

1234x9+ 5=11111 

12345x9+ 6=111111 

123456x9+ 7=1111111 

1234567x9+ 8=111111x1 

12345678x9+ 9=11111111; 

123456789x9+10=1111111111 

jan: I hadn’t seen that, but this is rather like it: 

9x9+7= 

9x98+6= 
9x987+5= 

9x9876+4= 

9x98765+3= 

9x987654+2= 

9x9876543+1 = 

9x98765432+0= 

9x987654321—1= 

Work it out for yourself and see. 
Frieda: Here is a very simple puzzle, but when I 

first heard it I gave the wrong answer: 

A peach and an apple cost 7d.; the peach cost 6d. more 
than the apple. What was the cost of each ? 

hob: You seem good at puzzles. What do you think 
of this ? I got threepence halfpenny change to¬ 
day from the grocer’s. There were only two coins 
and one of them was not a threepenny bit. 
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all the others: It can’t be done. You must have 
more than two coins. 

hob : But I tell you I got it. 
Jan: Well, I can’t see how you did. What were the 

two coins ? 
hob : A halfpenny and a threepenny bit. 

all the others : But you said one of them was not 

a threepenny bit! . 

hob : Well, one of them wasn’t—but the other one 

was. 

Some Proverbs and Idioms about Money 

Take care of the pence and the pounds will take care of them¬ 
selves. 

Don’t be penny wise and pound foolish. 
Money lent is money spent. 

“Neither a borrower nor a lender be:1 
For loan oft2 loses both itself and friend.” {Shakespeare) 

PRONUNCIATION DRILL 

[i] M [u] [u:J 

list bookstall bookstall foolish 
direction abroad booking-office blue 
unit platform good fruit 
built caught foot due3 
sovereign therefore bedroom unit3 
system quarter sugar 

[is] [ea] 

dear therefore 
realise care 
curious hair 
here square 
near chair 
clear stair 

1 That is, " Be neither a borrower nor a lender” of ** Don’t be either a 
borrower or a lender. ” 

Notice these conjunctions (i.e. words that join words, phrases or 
sentences together): 

either is used with or 
neither is used with nor* 

2 oft = often (poetic). 
8 The sound is [ju:J. 
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EXERCISES 

I. Say or write the following in words: 

(i) 3s. 9<3.; (2) 5/iod.; (3) £1-4-11; (4) £7~I3~8’ 

(5) £12-16-9!; (6) ix/i;. (7) 9s. o|d.; (8) 18/6; (9) 

£35 -14 -H; (10) £H3 -15 ~ 11£• 

II. How many (a) pence are there in a shilling; 
(b) shillings in a pound; (c) farthings in a penny; 

(d) halfpennies in a shilling ? 

III. What is half a crown? How many half-crowns 

are there in £1 ? 

IV. What are the “short” ways of writing (a) a 
penny; (b) a shilling; (c) a pound; (d) a dollar? 

V. Explain in your own words the meaning of: 

(a) Take care of the pence, and the pounds will take care 

of themselves. 

(b) Don’t be penny wise and pound foolish. 

(c) Money lent is money spent. 

(1d) “Neither a borrower nor a lender be: • 

For loan oft loses both itself and friend.” 

Rewrite (d) beginning “Don't be . . .” 

VI. Rewrite the following, keeping the same meaning, 
but using either ... or instead of neither . . . nor: 

1. He has neither brother nor sister. 

2. I have seen neither Pedro nor Glaf this morning, 

3. That shop sells neither papers nor cigarettes. 

4. He gave me neither food nor drink. 

5. She came with neither book nor pencil. (This is rather 
difficult. What is the negative of “with" ?) 

VII. Write a short composition on: 

“My life”—by a shilling. 
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Plurals of Nouns 

jan: In the last lesson, sir, I noticed that you used 
the words pennies and pence as plurals of penny 

Is there a difference in meaning between the 
two words ? 

MR. Priestley : Yes. The word penny has two plurals: 
pennies if we refer to the number of coins; pence 

if we are speaking of the value, e.g. 

This pencil cost sixpence. 
Can you give me twelve pennies for this shilling ? 

hob : I’m glad you told me that. I thought the plural 
of penny was twopence. 

mr. priestley I think this is a good opportunity to 
mention the points that are essential about 
grammatical number. 

There are, as you know, two grammatical 
numbers in English: (a) Singular, (b) Plural. 

There are several ways of writing the plural. 
The essential ones are: 

1. By adding#“s” to the singular, e.g. 

boy, boyr; school, schools. 

2. By adding “es” (a) to most words that end 
• a ? j in o, e.g. 

negro, negro**; potato, potato**; hero, hero**; 
cargo, cargo**. 

127 
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but note 
piano, pianos. 

(b) to words that end in the sounds: [s], [/], 
[t/], [ks], [z], e.g. 

kiss, kisses; brush, brushes; church, churches; 

box, boxes; size, sizes. 

3. Words ending in “y,” with a consonant 
immediately before it, change the “y” to 
e.g. 

lady, ladies; fly, flies; story, stories; city, cities; army, 
armies. 

Words ending in “y” with a vowel immedi¬ 
ately before it simply add e.g. 

valley, valleys; donkey, donkeys. 

4. Words ending in “f” or “fe” generally 
change this to “ ves” e.g. 

leaf, leases; wife, wioes; loaf, loaves; shelf, shelves; thief, 
thieoes. 

but note 
roof, roofs; cliff, cliffs; handkerchief, handkerchiefs. 

5. Some words form their plural by a change 
of vowel, e.g. 

man, men; tooth, teeth; foot, feet; mouse, mice; woman, 

women ['wimin]. 

6. Two words form their plural differently 
from all the others. They are 

child, children; ox, oxen. 

7. Some words have the same form for singu¬ 
lar or plural, e.g. 

sheep'; deer. 
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With compound nouns, if they are made of 
two nouns—as they very frequently are—only 
the last part takes the plural form, e.g. 

housemaid, housemaids; shoemaker, shoemakers; class¬ 
room, classrooms; armchair, armchairs. 

There is one exception to this rule. If the first 
part of the word is man (or woman), then both 
words take the plural form, e.g. 

manservant, manservants; woman - teacher, womffl- 
teachers. 

If the compound noun is made with a 
preposition, then only the first part takes the 
plural form, e.g. 

father-in-law, fathers-in-law; man-of-war,1 mm-of-war. 

There are one or two other things that are 

rather unusual and should be noted. < 
I. Some words are never used in the plural, 

e.g. 

news, advice, information, knowledge, furniture, luggage. 

* A man-of-war is a battleship. 

FURNITURE 
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So we say: 

The news is (not are) good; the furniture is (not are) new. 

So, too, names of substances, like water, air, 
bread, wood, things that can’t be counted (we 
can hardly speak of two or three airs, four or five 
waters), naturally can’t have a plural. Sometimes 
we have plural forms for these “ uncountables,” 
but with a different meaning. 

Compare; . 
The desk is made of wood (materiaP). 

There are some pretty woods in England (collection of 

trees). 

The mountain is made of rock. 

The ship ran on the rocks. 

Fire is a good servant hut a bad master. 

There were several big fires in the city last week. 
The engine is made of iron. 

We have two electric irons to iron the clothes. 

There is glass in the window. 

There are two wine-glasses on the table. 

II. Some words, on the other hand, have no 
singular, e.g., people. We must say, 

“People are pleased at the news;” 

it can never be “people is” If you want a 

singular you must use some word like “ person.” 
Then there are words like, 

trousers, scissors, clothes, goods, thanks, police, 

which have no singular. 
We must say 

My trousers are new; the scissors are sharp; his clothes 
are good; the police were there, etc. 
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PRONUNCIATION DRILL 

no [i] w M • D»] [u:] 

teeth behave enemy knock call balloon; 

veal pretend flesh honour glorious blew 

key enormous nephew doll enormous pupil'- 

obedient separate (adj.) separate rob record nephew 

niece sausage 

[*] fei] [ou] 
r 

honour sunset church agent obedient inside 

balloon bunch furnish behave load knife 

policeman hurry circle obey tie 

glorious courage M mail [eo] triangle 

enormous luggage insurance separate square reeGgmfs< 

recognise (verb) 

EXERCISES 

I. Give the plural of the Jollozving; 

house, mouse, potato, piano, dish, baby, valley, k? »'e 

thief, roof, cliff, woman, tooth, child, box ox, sheep, 

brother-in-law. 

1 The sound is [ju:]. 
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II. Give the singular of the following: 
heroes, kisses, flies, donkeys, loaves, feet, deer, men-of-war, 
sisters-in-law. 

III. Choose the correct verb: 

1. The news (*3 } heard on the radio at nine o’clock. 

a. Some people j^j coming today. 

3. Hob’s trousers j18 [tom, 
J 1 are j 

(is 
are 

4. The furniture in the room j 

5. His information I ** Inot correct. 
I are) 

of good quality. 

IV. Make the following compound nouns plural: 

toothbrush, railway-carriage, pocket-knife, housemaid, 
shoemaker, workman, manservant [be careful here I], class¬ 
room, bedroom, inkstand, armchair, table-cloth, windmill, 
matchbox, woman-teacher [are you sure ?], teapot, snowball, 
bookshop, watchmaker. 

V. Explain the difference between (1) pennies and 
pence; (2) a wineglass and a glass of wine; (3) a 
matchbox and a box of matches; (4) a teacup 
and a cup of tea. Give examples to illustrate your 
answer. 



LESSON 20 

Jan and Frieda leave for Switzerland 

scene: Victoria Railway Station. 8.45 A.M. Dec. zyd. 

FRIEDA, JAN, OLAF, LUCILLE, PEDRO. 

Frieda: Well, here we are at last! When I get into 
the boat-train,1 I feel that holidays have really 
begun. Have you got the tickets, Jan ? 

jan: Yes, here they are. I booked seats for you and 
me; trains at Christmas-time are usually crowded. 
We have numbers A 26 and A 30, two comer- 
seats in a non-smoker, one seat facing the engine, 
one back to the engine. Is that all right ? 

Frieda: That’s very good, Jan. I don’t like going a 

long journey in a smoker. May I sit facing the 
engine ? 

jan : Of course! You take whichever seat you like. As 
a matter of fact, I really prefer sitting with my 
back to the engine. Here’s our carriage pfl, 
and here’s our compartment. You can get into 
the train now. 

Frieda : Lucille, won’t you come into the carriage 
with me ? You will be warmer inside. 

lucille: Thanks, I will. 

jan: I’ll go and see that our luggage has been put 
into the guard’s van, and I’ll book two seats in 
the dining-car for lunch. I’ll get some news¬ 
papers at the bookstall and some chocolate on 
my way back. (He goes away.) 

1 The boat-train is the train that takes passengers to a ship. 

133 
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olaf : Jan is a good fellow for getting things done, 
isn’t he ? 

frieda: He is. I don’t know anyone better. I’m very 
glad he is coming with me. I know that I shall 
have a very comfortable journey. Jan will see to 
everything—find the seats on the train and in the 
dining-car, tip the porters, see that my luggage 
is all right, get it through the customs and be 
generally useful. I shan’t have to do anything 
at all except sit back and enjoy the journey. 

# * # • 

Jan at the Dining-Car. 

jan: Can I have two seats for lunch, please ? 
dining-car attendant: Yes, sir. What class, please ? 
jan : Third. 
dining-car attendant : Do you want the first sitting 

or the second sitting ? The first is at twelve 
o’clock, the second at one o’clock. 

jan: I’ll have the first sitting. 
dining-car attendant : Very well, sir. Here are two 

tickets. 
jan : I expect the train will be rather crowded. 
dining-car attendant : Yes, sir.. A lot of people are 

going abroad for winter sports. 
jan: Yes, I suppose that’s what it is. 

# # * * 

fedro : There’s Hob, talking to the ticket-collector. 
It looks as if he hasn’t got a platform ticket. Ah! 
Here he comes. Good morning, Hob; you’re 
rather late. 
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hob: Yes, it was my landlady’s fault. I said to her 
last night, “ I want you to wake me tomorrow at 
7.30; now don’t 
forget, will you ? ” 
And she said,“ Oh, 
no, I never forget. 
I’ll wake you at 
7.30 and bring you 
a nice cup of tea.” 
But do you think 
she did ? 

olaf: Well, I know 
your landlady, and 
1 think the answer is “No.” I’ve noticed that 
anything you tell her goes in at one ear and out 
at the other. 

hob: Well, there’s nothing in between to stop it. 

However, here I am, and that’s the important 
thing. But here’s Jan coming back. (Jan joins 
them.) 

frieda : Did you get the tickets for lunch, Jan ? 
jan: Yes, for the first sitting, twelve o’clock. Is that 

all right ? 

Frieda : Oh, yes. I shall be hungry by twelve o’clock 
after my early breakfast. 

hob: I’m hungry NOW. 
frieda: It was very nice of you all to come and see 

us off so early in the morning. 

lucille: Oh, we couldn’t let you go away without 
saying goodbye, though nine o’clock in the 
morning is rather early for me! 

olaf: Besides, we said we were coming to see you off. 

X NEVER FORGET 
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hob: Talking about “seeing off,” do you know the 
story of the three men who came to Dover 
station about nine o’clock one evening ? 

frieda: I thought we could hardly get away without 
having another of Hob’s stories. All right, Hob, 
go on. 

hob : Well, as I was saying, they came on to the plat- 
form and said to the porter, “What time is the 
next train for London ? ” 

The porter said, “You have just missed one. 
They go every hour; the next one is at ten 
o’clock.” 

“That’s all right,” they said; “we’ll go and 
have a drink.” So off they went to the refresh¬ 
ment room. A minute or two after ten o’clock 
they came running and said to the porter, “ Has 
the train gone ? ” 

“Yes,” he said; “it went at ten o’clock as I 
told you. The next is at eleven o’clock.” 

“That’s all right,” they said; “we’ll go and 
have another drink.” So they went back to the 
refreshment room. 

They missed the eleven o’clock train in the 
same way, and the porter said, “Now the next 
train is the last one; if you miss that, you won’t 
get to London tonight.” , 

Twelve o’clock came, and the last train was 
just starting out, when the three of them came 
out of the refreshment room running as hard as 
they could go. Two of them got in a carriage just 
as the train was leaving, but the third one didn’t 
run fast enough and the train went out leaving 
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him behind. He stood there looking at the train 
and laughing, as if to miss a train was the best 
joke in the world. The porter went up to him 
and said, “ I told you that this was the last train. 
Why didn’t you come earlier ? ” 

The man couldn’t answer for laughing. He 
laughed until the tears came into his eyes. Then 
he caught hold of the porter and said, ‘‘Did you 
see those two fellows get into the train and leave 
me here ? ’ 

“Yes, I saw them.” 
“Well, I was the one who was going to 

London; they only came here to see me off!” 
JAN: Well done, Hob; that’b one of your best. ' 
olaf : The porters are shutting all the doors now. 
lucille : The guard is blowing his whistle. 
pedro : He’s waving his flag now. 
jan: Yes, we’re off! 
PEDRO AND hob: Goodbye, Frieda; goodbye. Jan. 

Good holiday. 
lucille : Don’t forget to write. 
frieda : I won’t forget. Goodbye; goodbye. 

EXERCISES 

I. Use the following words in sentences: 

1. crowded 

2. engine 

3. prefer 

4. carriage 

5. compartment 

6. guard 

7. bookstall 

8. comfortable 

9. tip 

10. customs 

11. sitting (noun) 

12. fault 

13. early 

14. tears 

15. whistle 

10—11 
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II. Use the following phrases in sentences: 

1. the boat-train. 2. two corner-seats. 3. a non-smoker. 
4. facing the engine. 5. back to the engine. 6. as a matter of 
fact. 7. on my way back. 8. through the customs. 9. in at 
one ear and out at the other. 10. nothing in between, n. to 
see us off. 12. the next train. 

III. Answer, in sentences, the following questions: 

x. When does Frieda feel that holidays have really begun ? 

2. What kind of seats had Frieda and Jan in the train ? 
What kind of a compartment was it ? 

3. What is the difference between a compscrtment and a 
carriage ? 

4. What did Jan do about the luggage ? 
5. What did Frieda say about Jan ? 
6. How many sittings were there for lunch ? Which did 

Jan have ? 
7. Why was the train rather crowded ? 
8. Why was Hob late ? 
9. What did Olaf say about Hob’s landlady ? 

10. What did Hob reply ? What did he mean ? 
11. Where does the guard of the train travel ? 
12. How does he tell the engine-driver that the train is 

ready to go ? 

IV. Here are some sentences from the lesson with the 
words in the wrong order. Put them in the right order: 

1. You the tickets, Jan, have got ? 
2. For you and me seats I booked. 
3. A long journey I in a smoker don’t like going. 
4. Some newspapers and chocolate will 1 on my way back 

at the bookstall get. 
5. Jan for things getting done isn’t he is a fellow good ? 
6. That is coming with me he 1 very glad am. 
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7. Anything to do have I shan’t at all except back and the 
journey enjoy sit. 

8. All of you off us to see and come very nice of was it. 
9. We let you away go without goodbye saying couldn’t oh! 

10. Anything goes in at one ear I’ve noticed that you tell her 
and out at the other. 

11. Got a platform ticket it looks as if he hasn’t. 
12. Into the guard’s van that our luggage has been put I’ll 

go and see. 
13. The first sitting you do want or the sitting second ? 
14. Abroad are going for winter sports a lot of people. 
15. Without of Hob’s stories another having thought I 

hardly get away could we. 
16. Tonight is the next train now the last one that one miss 

don’t. 
17. Was starting out the last train just when running they as 

hard as could out go of the refreshment room the 
three of them came. 

18. Got in a carriage of them two just as was leaving the train 
but enough fast couldn’t the third one run and him the 
train out behind leaving went. 

19. To him up the porter said and went this the last train 
was told I you why earlier come you didn’t ? 

20. The train looking at stood he there and as if laughing the 
best joke in the world to miss a train was. 

Composition Exercises 

1. Tell, or write the story of the three men on 
Dover station. 

2 On page 140 there is a “ picture story ” showing 
how Jan tried to get a cup of tea for Frieda. Answer 
these questions and then tell the story in your own 
words. 
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CReproduced by permission of the Edit os of ** The Humorist,**) 

A NICK CUP OP TEA 
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Picture 1. What is Jan looking at ? How long will it be 
before the train starts ? (Do you notice the artist has put 
Frieda in the wrong carriage ?) 

Picture 2. What do you think Jan is saying ? 
Picture 3. What has Jan asked for ? What is the girl holding ? 
Picture 4. In which hand is Jan carrying the cup of tea ? 

How is he carrying it ? 
Picture 5. What is the other man carrying in his hand ? 

Where has it hit Jan ? Where is Jan’s hat ? Has he still got 
the tea ? 

Picture 6. What is the porter pushing? What is.on it? 
Where is one wheel going ? Has Jan still got the tea ? 

Picture 7. What is Jan climbing over ? (milk cans). Has he 
still got the tea ? 

Picture 8. What has the guard got in his left hand ? What 
is he doing ? What has he got in his right hand ? What is he 
doing ? Has Jan still got the tea ? What has the guard done ? 
(Knocked it out of Jan’s hand.) 
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Gender of Nouns 

MR. Priestley : In Lesson 20, Hob spoke about his 

“landlady.” In Book I (Lesson Twenty-seven) 
you had the word landlord; now you have the 
feminine form landlady. In English, gender is 

a very simple matter. The English student learn¬ 
ing French or German has many more difficulties 
here. In the French lesson he must remember 
that the table is feminine but the morning is 

masculine; in the German lesson the girl (das 
Madchen) is neuter but the woman {die Frau) is 
feminine; a spoon is masculine, a fork is feminine, 
but a knife is neuter. 

In the English of about a thousand years ago 
there was the same distinction of grammatical 
gender. Then a remarkable thing happened, a 
thing that, so far as I know, happened in no 
other language; grammatical gender in nouns 
(but not in pronouns or possessive adjectives) 
disappeared and in its place came the simple 
straightforward distinction: 

All words for males are masculine gender; 
All words for females are feminine gender; 
All words for objects without life are neuter 

gender. 
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Where we cannot tell from the form of the 
word whether the person is male of female, e.g. 
friend, cousin, teacher, child, etc. we say the words 
are of the common gender. 

There are just one or two things to note about 
gender: 

I. We frequently make the feminine form of 
the word from the masculine by adding -ess} e.g. 

Masculine 

poet 

host 

actor 
waiter 

Feminine 

poetess 
hostess 
actress 
waitress 

Masculine 

manager 

lion 

prince 

Feminine 

manageress 

lioness 
princess 

1 But all nouns ending in -ess are not necessarily feminine. A Polish 
friend told me of a newspaper man that he knew, who had to write about 
a meeting at which the Marquess of X was going to open a new library. 
The newspaper man didn’t go to the meeting, but as he had a programme 
of it he used his imagination and wrote a very interesting account, and 
ended by saying how the Marquess had won all hearts by her charm and 
beauty. It was not till after the article was printed that he discovered that 
a Marquess (or Marquis) is a man. The feminine form of the word is 
Marchioness. 
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II. Sometimes we add another word, e.g. 

Masculine 

doctor 

teacher 

Feminine 

'woman-doctor 

lady-doctor 

woman-teacher 

or change part of the compound noun, e.g. 

Masculine 

manservant 

landlord 

policeman 

Englishman 

Feminine 

maidservant 

landlady 

policewoman 

Englishwoman 

III. Sometimes quite different words are used 
to show the difference of gender. Here are the 
essential ones: 

Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine 

boy girl Jgentlemani 

{lord j lady 

man woman son daughter 

widower widow brother sister 

king queen uncle aunt 

sh- madam bridegroom bride 

earl countess duke duchess 

father-in-law mother-in-law nephew niece 

horse mare drake duck 

bull cow gander goose 

cock hen 

IV. There is one word that makes its feminine 
by add log -ine. That is hero; feminine, heroine. 

hob : I once knew a fellow who thought the feminine 
of “he-ro” was “she-ro.” 

But can you answer this ? 

A big German and a little German were 
walking down the road. The little German was 
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the big German’s son; but the big German was 
not the little German’s father. How could that 

' be? 
If you can’t answer that, here is an easier one. 

On page 144 there is a word the first two letters 
of which stand for a man, the first three for a 
woman, the first four for a brave man and the 
whole for a brave woman. What is the word ? 

EXERCISES 

I. Give the feminine of the following: 

lion, prince, doctor, landlord, policeman, waiter, widower, 
earl, horse. 

II. Give the masculine of the following: 

lady, aunt, bride, hen, niece, duck, queen, goose, heroine. 

III. Rewrite the following, making all the nouns and 
pronouns feminine where possible and putting all the 
verbs in the past tense: 

As the boy is walking along, he sees a horse with a man on 
its back. He asks the man if his son has left home yet. The 
man says that the boy has stayed at home because he is 
expecting his uncle and grandfather to come to see him. The 
boy’s uncle is an actor and his grandfather is a manager of a 
theatre. Just then a policeman comes up and asks the boy if 
he has seen a bull wandering down the road. The boy says he 
has seen nothing but a cock, two drakes and a gander, which 
he thinks belong to the gentleman who lives at the big house, 
Lord Wembley, a widower with ten children. The policeman 
asks who is helping in keeping the house. The man says he 
thinks it is Lord Wembley’s brother-in-law. The policeman 
says that if his brother-in-law is keeping house for all those 
children he is a hero. 
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EXAMINATION PAPER NO. 2 

I. Write out (a) the forms of will or shall for Simple 
Futurity and (b) the forms for Promise, Determin¬ 
ation, etc. 

In the following sentences put will or shall in the 
blank spaces: 

1. He — be twelve years old on Friday. 

2. — we go by car ? 

3. He thinks it — rain today. 

4. David — soon be home. 

5. If you wash the dishes, you — have a chocolate. 

II. 1. Draw an envelope and address it to Mr. John 
Chapman. He lives at Lindfield in the county of 
Sussex. The number of his house is 4 and the 
road is called Walstead Road. 

2. Give two ways of ending a business letter. 

3. When do you end a letter by writing “Yours 
sincerely” 9 

4. Correct and punctuate this address at the top of 
a letter: 

23 saint marks road 

tendon 

london n w 4 

III. Turn the following sentences into the Future Tense: 
1. We come to Mr. Priestley’s house. 

2. John makes the coffee. 

3. We have breakfast at eight o’clock. 
4. I spoke to David about his dog. 

5. The bird flies away. 
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6. Your uncle gave you a present. 
7. You went to Paris. 
8. He does not go to the bank. 
9. John is up at Oxford. 

10. He has roast beef and vegetables for lunch. 

IV. Write out the Future Continuous tense (Affirmative, 
Interrogative and Negative) of the verb to eat. 

V. Re-write these sentences using let instead of allow to 
or permit to: 

1. The farmer allows us to cross his fields. 
2. I won’t allow noisy boys to come in here. 
3. The soldiers permitted us to go past. 

Re-write these sentences in exclamatory form: 
4. We are here. 
5. The students are here, 
6. Our train is there. 
7. Your dogs are there. 

Put the right form of catch in these sentences. 
8. The cat made a spring and — the mouse. 
9. If you don’t take a hot bath, you will — cold. 

10. I thought you hadn’t — the bus. 
11. The cat is fond of — mice. 

VI. Write the following in words: 
(a) 4s. 6d. (b) £1. 7. 11 (c) 12/9$ 
(d) 9id (e) 5». oid. 

Answer these questions: 
How many (a) farthings in a penny ? (b) halfpennies in a 
shilling ? (c) shillings in £1 ? (d) pennies in half a crown ? 
(e) half-crowns in a pound ? 

VII. Give the plural of the following: 
1. mouse. 2. house. 3. potato, 4. knife. 5. foot. 6. man. 
7. child. 8. sheep. 9. sister-in-law. 10. donkey. 
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Give the singular of the following: 
11. brothers-in-law. 12. women. 13. thieves. 14. teem. 
15. flies. 16. heroes. 17. armies. 18. men-servants. 19. 
wives. 20. kisses. 

Choose the correct verb: 

21. These scissors I 1S [new. 
(are) 

22. Many people {Jf | travelling today. 
I are) 

23. Hob’s trousers jj^j well- worn. 

24. The news on the radio good. 

( IS ) 
25. The furniture Iare very old. 

Give the feminine of 
26. actor. 27. prince. 28. brother. 29. king. 30. nephew. 

VIII. In each of the following sentences put enough in 
its right place: 

1. There is not time to catch the train. 
2. He does not work hard. 
3. I haven’t money to buy that bicycle. 
4. You haven’t baked this cake. 
5. There are not books for the whole class. 

IX. Use the following words and phrases in sentences: 

1. blaze. 2. excited. 3. home-made. 4. ride (noun). 5. ride 
(verb). 6. frozen. 7. I feel sure. 8. very much indeed. 
9, this time next week. 10. optimist. it. coast. 12. from 
time to time. 13. ticket. 14. prefer. 15. customs. 
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X. The Man who Took No Notice of Notices 

KEEP LEFT 

X. 

Answer the following questions: 
Picture 1. What is the opposite of KEEP LEFT ? In England 

the traffic keeps left. What does it do in your country ? Is 
the man obeying the notice ? 

Picture 2. What does NO SMOKING mean ? What has the 
man in his mouth? What has he in his left hand? Is he 
disobeying the notice? : * .- .tcxir-i 
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Picture 3. What does SILENCE mean ? What is the adjective 
from silence? What is the man doing ? 

MIND YD UR HEAD 

Picture 4. Is this doorway tow or high ? Is the man obeying 
or disobeying this notice ? Why ? 

Use notice and mind (a) as nouns, (b) as verbs. 

Tell, or write, the story of The Man who Took No 

Notice of Notices. 
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Hob's Story of His Uncle Tom 

Pedro, Lucille, Olaf. 

HOB: Well, they’re away now; I hope they have a good 
journey. 

lucille: I’m sure they will. 
hob: I don’t know about you, but I’m cold. 
lucille: So am I. 
pedro : Let’s go to the refreshment room and have 

some coffee. 
hob: But I’m hungry too. 
lucille: Oh, Hob, surely not, already 1 
hob: I tell you, I am. 
pedro : All right, let’s go to the restaurant. We’ll have 

coffee, and Hob can have breakfast. 
hob: It’s expensive, you know, in the restaurant. 
pedro: That’s all right; I’m paying for it. 
hob: Oh, good. Come on to the restaurant; and while 

we’re there I’ll tell you the story of my Uncle 
Tom.1 

olaf : What, another uncle ? 
hob : Oh, yes, I’ve quite a lot of uncles, and I can tell 

you a story about each one of them. 

• # * * 

Hob has finished his breakfast—bacon and eggs, 
toast and marmalade and three cups of coffee—and 
here is his story: 

1 Tom is a short form of Thomas. 
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The Story of Uncle Tom 

The man who took notice of notices 

My Uncle Tom used to work on the railway; that’s 
why I was reminded of him just now. It wasn’t at a 
big station like this; it was a little place called Lowton 
Cross. Only about two trains a day stopped there, and 
Tom was station-master, chief porter and signal¬ 
man all in one; in fact Tom did any work that came 
along, and there wasn’t a happier man in the whole of 
England. Lowton Cross was the pride of his heart; 
the waiting-room was cleaned every day by the chief 
cleaner (Tom); the chairs were polished by the chief 
polisher (Tom); and the tickets were sold, and col¬ 
lected, by the chief ticket-collector (Tom),—some¬ 
times there were as many as four tickets a day ;—and 
the money was counted every evening by the chief 
clerk1 (Tom). One day, there was £13. 1. 8., the big¬ 
gest amount that was ever taken in one day during 
the whole 50 years that Tom was there. 

That station was run well: Tom was very strict 
about “rules.” He knew what a passenger was 
allowed to do and what he was not allowed to do, 
where he was allowed to smoke and where he was not 
allowed to smoke. And if any passenger dared to do 
anything that was against the rules, there was trouble 
at Lowton Cross. 

He was there, as I said, for 50 years and then he 
had to retire. There is no doubt that Tom had done 
his job well; in all the 50 years he had been there, he 

1 The pronunciation is [klark] (English); [klork] (American). 
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had never missed a single1 day; every day he had been 
on duty. Well, the Railway Company thought they 
ought to do something to recognize this, and so a 
little “farewell ceremony” was arranged, and a man 
from the head office, Sir Joseph Binks, was asked to 
go to Lowton Cross for the ceremony. 

Tom was thanked arid was given a small cheque as 
a present. He was very pleased, of course, but he said 
to Sir Joseph, “I don’t need the money” (Tom had 
always been careful and had saved quite a nice 
amount of money), “but can I have, instead, some¬ 
thing that will remind me of the happy days I have 
spent here in Lowton Cross ? ” Sir Joseph was rather 
surprised, but he said he thought it could be arranged; 
what kind of “reminder” had Tom in mind ? So 
Tom said, “Well, sir, could the Company let me 
have a part of an old railway carriage, just one com¬ 
partment. It doesn’t matter how old or broken it is; 

1 “A single” here = one. 
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I can repair it and clean it—I shall have plenty of 
time now that I have retired. I want to put it in my 
back garden, and every day I can go and sit in it, and 
that will remind me of Lowton Cross.” 

Sir Joseph thought, “Poor old fellow, his mind is 
failing, but we have some old railway carriages that 
are only fit for breaking up,” so he said, “Well, 
Mr. Hobdell, if that is what you want, you shall 
have it.” And about a week later a carriage, or 
rather a compartment, was sent and was taken into 
Tom’s back garden. Tom worked at it, just as he 
had worked at Lowton Cross. It was cleaned and 
painted and polished, and in a week or so it looked 
very nice. 

One day, about a year after Tom had retired, I 
was staying with Uncle Albert (that’s Tom’s brother, 
of course) and he said, “ Come on, Hob, let’s go and 
visit old Tom. I’ve not seen him for a long time.” 
So we went to Tom’s house and walked up to his 
front door. It was a bad day for a visit. It began to 
rain as we got off the train, and by the time we got 
to Tom’s house it was raining hard. We walked up 
the path to the front door and Uncle Albert knocked, 
but there was no answer. However, the door wasn’t 
locked so Uncle Albert opened it and we went in. 
Tom was nowhere to be seen, and Albert said, “ He’ll 
be in that old railway carriage of his; we’ll go out at 
the back.” Sure enough, he was there, but he wasn’t 
sitting in the carriage; he was outside, on the step 
of the carriage, smoking his pipe. His head was 
covered with a sack and the rain was running down 
his back. 
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“Hello, Tom,” said Uncle Albert, “why on earth 
are you sitting there; why don’t you go inside the 
carriage out of the rain ? ” 

“Can’t you see” said Tom, “ the carriage they 
sent me was a non-smoker!” 

EXERCISES 

I. Use each of the following in sentefices: 
i. hungry 9. trouble 17. need 

2. expensive 10. retire 18. instead 
3. chief u. doubt 19. arrange 
4. polish 12. job 20. repair 

5. clerk 13. duty 2i. knock 
6. amount 14. company 22. lock 
7. strict 15. ceremony 23. step 

8. dare 16. cheque 24. sack 
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II. Answer the following questions: 
1. What’s the difference between a “refreshment room” 

and a “restaurant” ? 

2. Why was Hob glad to go to the restaurant ? 

3. What did Hob have for breakfast ? 

4. Why was Hob reminded just now of Uncle Tom ? 

5. What was the name of the station where Uncle Tom 

worked ? 

6. How long did he work there ? 

7. Did Tom like his work ? 

8. What work did he do ? 

9. Do you think Lowton Cross was a busy station ? Why 

riot ? 
10. How can you show that Tom was “strict about rules” ? 

11. What happened if someone broke the rules ? 

12. Why did the Railway Company arrange a “farewell 

ceremony” ? 

13. Who was asked to go to the ceremony ? 

14. What present did he give to Tom ? 

15. What did Tom want ? Why ? 

16. What did Sir Joseph Binks think about Tom ? 

17. Sir Joseph said “You shall have it.” Why is shall used 

here and not will ? 

18. What did Tom do to the compartment when it was put 

in his back garden ? 

19. Why did Uncle Albert and Jdob go to visit Tom ? 

20. What relation is Hob to Albert and Tom ? 

21. What kind of a day was it when they went to visit Tom ? 

22. Why could Albert open the front door ? 

23. Where was Uncle Tom sitting ? 

24. What had he on his head ? 

25. Why wasn’t he sitting inside the compartment ? 

III. Tell or write Hob's story of Uncle Tom. 



LESSON 23 

Active and Passive Voice 
1 

SUBJECTS AND PREDICATES 

A sentence has two parts. For example, in the 
sentence 

Uncle Tom | worked on the railway 

the first part, “Uncle Tom”, is the name of the 
person (or thing) we are talking about. This is the 
Subject. 

The second part tells us something about the 
Subject; it tells us what Uncle Tom does or did. 
This part is called the Predicate. 

Here are some further examples: 

No. Subject Predicate 

■ I went to visit Uncle Tom. 
We walked up to the front door. II Tom was smoking his pipe. 
Tom was thanked by Sir Joseph. 

5 A carriage was taken into Tom’s garden. 
6 The tickets were collected by Tom. 

The Predicate always contains the verb of the 
sentence, e,g. went, walked, was smoking, was thanked, 
was taken, were collected. 

Now you will notice that in some of those sentences 
(viz. 1, 2 and3), the Subject does the action. In that 
case we say the verb is in the Active Voice. 
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But in others of them (viz. 4, 5 and 6), the Subject 
does not do the action, e.g. 

“Tom was'thanked.” (He didn’t do the thanking; he received 
it.) 

“A carriage was taken.” “The tickets were collected.” 

(The carriage and the tickets didn’t do anything.) 

In these sentences, in which the Subject is not the 
doer of the action but the receiver of it, the verb is in 
the Passive Voice. 

The Passive Voice is made by using some part of 
the verb to be and a Past Participle. That is the reason 
why the Past Participle is generally given to you in 
the “principal parts3’ of the verb. 

Present Tense Passive 
If the verb is in the Present Tense, we use the 

Present Tense of the verb to be and the Past Participle 
of the verb, e.g. 

Active Passive 

Tom cleans the waiting- The waiting-room is cleaned 

room. by Tom. 
Tom collects the tickets. The tickets are collected by 

Tom. 
Mr. Priestley teaches the The students are taught by 

students. Mr. Priestley. 
The grocer sells eggs. Eggs are sold by the grocer. 

An electric fire warms the The room is warmed by an 

room-. electric fire. 
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Past Tense Passive 

If the verb is in the Simple Past Tense we use the 
past tense of the verb to be and the Past Participle 
of the verb, e.g. 

Active . Passive 

Tom cleaned the waiting- The waiting-room was 
room. cleaned by Tom. 

Tom collected the tickets. The tickets were collected 
by Tom. 

Mr. Priestley taught the The students were taught by 
students Mr. Priestley. 

The grocer sold eggs. -Eggs were sold by the grocer. 
An electric fire warmed The room was warmed by 

the room. an electric fire. 

Future Tense Passive 

If the verb is in the Simple Future Tense we use 
the Future Tense of the verb to be and the Past 
Participle of the verb, e.g. 

Active Passive 

Tom will clean the wait¬ 
ing-room. 

Tom will collect the 
tickets. 

Mr. Priestley will teach the 
students. 

The grocer will sell eggs. 

An electric fire will warm 
the room. 

The waiting-room will be 
cleaned by Tom. 

The tickets will be collected 
by Tom. 

The students will be taught 
by Mr. Priestley. 

Eggs will be sold by the 
grocer. 

The room will be wanned 
by an electric fire. 
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We use the Passive Voice when we are more 
interested in the action than in the person or 
people who do the action. So, quite often when 
you are turning a sentence from the Active Voice into 
the Passive Voice, it is not necessary to put in the doer 
of the action; in fact, to put it in often makes*the sen¬ 
tence seem unnatural. The following sentences will 
illustrate this. The parts given here in brackets ought 
to be left out: 

Active Passive 

People speak English all 
over the World. 

You must answer all the 
questions on the paper. 

Somebody built this house 
in 1500. 

I wrote Lesson 22 specially 
to illustrate Passive 
Voice. 

English is spoken all over the 
world (by people). 

All the questions on the 
p^per must be answered 
(by you). , 

The house was built in 1500 
(by somebody). 

Lesson 22 was specially 
written (by me) to illus¬ 
trate Passive Voice. 

Now read Lesson 22 again and note all the examples 
given there of the Passive Voice. 

Active Voice 

Subject doer of the action; Object, receiver of the action. 
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EXERCISES 

I. Give the Subject and the Predicate of the following 
sentences: 

1. They are coming on Thursday. 
2. Hob wanted a holiday. 
3. Lucille was taken in a friend’s car. 
4. Sir Joseph was rather surprised. 
5. Uncle Albert knocked on the door. 
6. The door was opened by Mr. Priestley. 
7. The rabbit was killed by the dog. 
8. Mr. Priestley will teach us tomorrow. 
9. We shall be taught by Mr. Priestley tomorrow, 

xo. He will be in that old railway carriage of his. 

Pick out the verb in each sentence and say whether it 
is Active Voice or Passive Voice. 

II. Turn the following from Active Voice into Passive 
Voice: 

1. Hob opens the door. 
2. Mary helps the teacher. 
3. The porter takes the luggage to the train. 
4. Mrs. Priestley welcomes the visitors. 
5. Susan brings in the coffee. 
6. I finish my work about five o’clock. 

(Leave out the doer of the action as you were told on 

page 160). 
7. Susan washes the dishes. 
8. Lucille drives the car. 
9. Sir Joseph Binks gives Tom a small, cheque. 

io> Mr. Priestley brings some students for tea. 
11. Hob tells the students about Uncle Tom. 
12. My friend takes me to the cinema. 
13. Hob sends some cigarettes to Uncle Albert. 
14. Her brothers and sisters meet Frieda at the station. 
15. We use your books in our class (see note on 6), 
16. Hob tells us jokes. 
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17. Susan draws the curtains and clears away the dishes. 
18. Mrs. Priestley cooks the breakfast and makes the toast. 
19. We open the boxes and take out the cigarettes (see 

note on 6). 
20. They give Uncle Tom a cheque and a railway carriage 

(see note on 6). 

III. Re-write all the sentences in II. in the Past Tense 
Active, and then turn all your answers into the Past 
Tense Passive. 

Crossword 

CLUES 
ACROSS 

x. A high hill, 
7. Before long. 
8. To be in want of. 
9. You can’t get butter without this. 

11. In the picture in Book I, Mrs. 
Priestley was —ing. 

X2. Second person plural (or singular). 
13. The noun (plural) and verb are 

spelled the same but 
nounced differently. 

15. Past tense of “to lend,0 
17. Opposite of “yes.” 
19. Preposition. 
20. Past tense of “to dare,” 

DOWN 

1. You buy things with this. 
2. Helpful. 
3. To move the head backwards 

and forwards. 
4. Preposition. 
5. Your great-great-grandfather 

is yours. 
6. Opposite of “old,” 

10. To be in debt. 
11. You see this during the day. 
14. Past tense of “to say.” 
16. Finish. 
17. 18 reversed. 
18. Opposite of “off.” 
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Back from the Holidays 

LUCILLE, HOB, FRIEDA, JAN. 

lucille : We’ve been back at work now for three days. 
hob: I feel as if I had been back for three months. It 

seems years since the morning I had that grand 
breakfast at Victoria Station. 

Frieda: It’s exactly three weeks today since Christ¬ 
mas Day. 

jan : The best Christmas Day I have had for many 
years, and the first one I have spent in anyone’s 
home since the day I left Poland. 

hob : How long ago was that ? 
jan : I have been in England now for nearly two years, 

since 19—. 
hob: Well, you won’t have to wait for two years 

before you have another Christmas in someone’s 
home, I’m sure. Uncle Albert will invite you to 
his home. 

Frieda : I have already had two letters from my 
mother since the day we came away, and in both 
of them she says she hopes Jan will come to 
Switzerland in the summer, not just for a few 
davs but for the whole holiday. 

j * 

jan : That is very kind of h£r. I can’t say how much 
I enjoyed the holiday and how much I am look¬ 
ing forward to the next one. 
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lucille : It’s a funny thing about holidays; no matter 
how long a holiday we have, I always feel I want 

a few days more. 
hob: Have you heard about the schoolboy who 

wanted a few more days’ holiday ? He ’phoned 
to the teacher and said, in a voice, that, he 

hoped, sounded like his father’s: 

“I regret to say that “Oh,” said the 

Smith is ill in bed and teacher, “I’m sorry 
will not be able to re- to hear that; who is 
turn to school for three speaking ? ” 
or four days.” “My father, sir” 

frieda: What did you do at Christmas, Lucille ? 
lucille : I went to Paris for four or five days—I hadn’t 

been to Paris since last Easter. And then I came 

back to London. 
hob : I went to France once—to Paris. 
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LUCILLE: Did you ? Did you have much trouble with 
your French when you were there ? 

hob: No, / didn’t—but the Parisians did! 
frieda: What did you do in London, Lucille ? 
LUCILLE: Oh, I went to the Opera and the theatre, 

and I went to three of four dances. On Christ¬ 
mas Day I had dinner at London’s best (and I’m 
afraid most expensive) restaurant. I hadn’t been 
there for 12 months, not since last Christmas; I 
probably shan’t go again for another 12 months. 
I had to write home for some more money! 

HOB: Once when my money was spent I wrote to my 
Uncle Albert for some more. To make a good 
impression I added, “I did not like writing to 
you—in fact, I ran after the postman to get this 
letter back.” 

lucille : And what was his answer ? 
hob: He answered: “As you were so anxious to get 

back your letter asking for money, you will be 
pleased to know that I did not receive it.” How¬ 
ever, he put a fiver1 in the envelope. 

jan: That’s like a friend of mine. He found 'that all 
his money was gone, so he sent this telegram to 
his father: 

NO MONEY. NOT FUNNY. SONNY.2 

His father answered: 

HOW SAD. TOO BAD. DAD.3 

1 Slang for “a five pound note.” v . 
2 Sonny is a familiar, rather childish word for son. 
3 Dad is familiar for father. 
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frieda: Did you do anything on Christmas Eve ? 
lucille : Christmas Eve was quite different, but I 

don’t think I enjoyed it less. 
jan : What did you do then ? Was it a very expensive 

evening ? 
lucille : It didn’t cost a penny. There is a church in 

the East End1 of London where, for a month or 
two before Christmas, all the members make a 
collection to buy Christmas dinners for the poor¬ 
est people in that district. This year more than 

£2,000 was collected. Some of the members had 
even been collecting from friends since the last 
Christmas. Three thousand people, all badly in 
need of a dinner, were invited to come. There 
they were welcomed and were given a parcel of 
food, beef, a Christmas pudding, etc., enough 
for the biggest family (the bigger the family, 
the bigger the parcel), and they could take it 
away and enjoy it in their own homes. I was 
asked by a friend to go and help them to give 

out the food. There were a lot of helpers, but 
we worked till midnight without stopping. I 
was tired when we finished, but I shall remember 
for a long time the joy of those poor people and 
the friendliness of the workers. If you are in 
London next year you ought to go and see it for 

yourself. But what about you, Hob ? What did 
you do ? Did you go away ? 

1 The East End is the poorest part of London. 
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hob : No, I didn’t go away. I went to stay with my 
Uncle Albert. 

jan : And did you have a good time ? 
hob : Oh, yes; glorious. I stayed in bed till ten o’clock 

every morning, and breakfast was brought up to 
me. As for the Christmas dinner, well, you 
couldn’t see the table for food. There was turkey 
and roast potatoes, Christmas pudding and 
mince pies, apples, oranges, nuts—everything 
you could want. And the room looked very gay 
with holly and mistletoe and evergreens1 and 
coloured paper. Then in the evening we had a 
party and a dance. 

Frieda : But you told me once that you didn’t like 
dancing. 

hob: I don’t—hut I like sitting out dances in the 
refreshment room or on the stairs. 

frieda : Why on the stairs, Hob ? 
hob : Because that was where I had 

hung the mistletoe. 
frieda : What has that to do with it ? 
hob : Don’t you know ? English people 

hang up mistletoe at Christmas 
time, and if you see a girl under it you can kiss 
her. I hung a big piece in the dining-room, but 
I had no luck at first. Then I had a wonderful 
idea. I have asked my friend the artist to make 

- a picture of it. Here it is. 

1 evergreens are trees or shrubs that are green all the year round, (e.g., 
the pine, laurel, rhododendron). 
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(Reproduced by permission oj the Editor of“ The Humorist**) 

What do you think of it ? 
jan: If that is an English custom it seems a very 

good one. 
hob: You must spend next Christmas with us; I*11 

ask Uncle Albert to invite you—and Frieda— 
and I’ll see that there is plenty of mistletoe. Why, 
Frieda, you’re blushing! 

frieda: Don’t be so foolish, Hob; and stop laughing. 
It’s time to go to Mr. Priestley’s study. I’m 
sure he’s been waiting for the last five minutes. 
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Comments 

since .... for 

I have been in England for two years, 

I have been in England since 19 —. 

The general rule is: for a period of time (i.e. hours, 
day, months, years) use “for”; for a starting point 
or definite point of time (e.g. a date, a certain day, 
a certain year, a certain happening) use “since”. 
There are a number of illustrations of this in Lesson 
24, e.g. 

Period of Time 

We have been back at work now for three days. 

I feel as if 11. id been back for three months. 

The best Christmas Day I have had for many years. 

She hopes Jan will come to Switzerland not for a few days 

but for the whole holiday. 

He will not be able to return to school for three or four days. 

I went to Paris for four or five days. 

I hadn’t been to this restaurant for twelve months; I probably 
shan’t go again for another twelve months. 

Starting-point of Time 

It is three weeks today since Christmas Day. 

I have been here since 195- 
It seems years since the morning I had that grand breakfast. 

I have had two letters since the day we came away. 

I hadn’t been to this hotel since last Christmas. 

Some of the members had been collecting since last Christmas. 

12—11 



EXERCISES 

I. Use the following words in sentences of your own: 

1. exactly 5. impression 9. member ' 
2. invite 6. postman 10. collection 
3. telephone 7. telegram 11. parcel 
4. trouble 8. church 12. stairs 

* It can also mean : ** The total length of my stay is three months/9 
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II. Make each of the following sentences negative: 

1. We have heard about your Christmas. 
2. I went to stay with my uncle. 
3. I stayed in bed till ten o’clock. 
4. I had my breakfast in bed. 
5. I like sitting out dances in the refreshment room. 
6. Hob enjoyed his Christmas holiday. 
7. He is looking forward to next Christmas. 
8. Lucille goes to Paris very often. 
9. She went to Paris at Christmas. 

10. She is going there next year. 
11. She will go there at Easter. 
12. She has gone there very often. 
13. I shall be going there next year. 
14. I think he will come to see us, (There are two ways to do 

this.) 
15. Pedro thinks that Hob’s story of the talking cat was a 

true one. (Two answers.) 

III. Find five sentences in Lesson 24 where the verb is in 
the Passive Voice. 

Composition Exercises 

1. Tell the stories of: 
(1) the boy who wanted longer holidays. 
(2) Hob’s letter for more money. 
(3) the picture on page 168. (For this one the following 

words and phrases will help: hang upt take down (or 
• take away), put up a mirror ) 

2. Make the telegrams on page 165 into letters. 

3. Write a short composition on one of these: 
{a) A good holiday. 
(b) How you spent last Christmas. 
(c) Christmas in your country. 
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Future Perfect Tense 

Mr. Priestley and the Students. 

MR. Priestley : I want to give you a little conversation 
that I heard in my house yesterday. It was about 
five o’clock; my wife was ironing in the kitchen, 
my daughter Margaret and my niece Lilian, who 
is staying with us for a while, were in the sitting- 
room. Then my wife left her ironing and came 
into the sitting-room, and this is what I heard: 

Mrs. Priestley: Margaret, I want you to go to the 
baker’s before six o’clock. I have this ironing to 
do, but I shall have done it in half an hour and 
I need the loaf for supper. 

Margaret: Can I go after six o’clock, Mother? I 
want to listen to the programme on the radio and 
it won't have finished by six o’clock. 

MRS. PRIESTLEY: I’m sorry, Margaret, but the baker's 
shop will have closed by the time the radio pro¬ 
gramme finishes. 

Lilian : I’ll go, Aunt Mary. I don’t want to listen to 
the radio and I shall have written my homework 
lesson before six o’clock. 
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Margaret : Oh, thank you, Lilian. I shan't even have 
begun my homework by six o’clock, but I’ll 
begin it as soon as supper is over. 

MRS. Priestley: I hope you will, Margaret. We shall 
have had supper, and Susan will have cleared the 
table by half-past seven, so you can do an hour’s 
work before your bed-time. Will you have done 
it all by half-past eight ? 

Margaret: Oh, yes, J shall have finished everything 
by eight o’clock. Thank you again, Lilian. 

• • * • 
MR. Priestley : I have given you that piece of con¬ 

versation, not to show you Margaret’s love of 
putting off work as long as she can, but to show 
you the use of another tense, the Future Perfect 
Tense. 

The future perfect tense tells us something that 
will be past at or before a certain time in the future, 

e.g. 
At six o’clock the baker will have shut his shop. 
By next year I shall have taught foreign students for twenty- 

five years. 

This tense is made by using the Simple Future Tense 
(7 shall, you will, etc.) together with have and the 
Past Participle. 

Here are all the forms of the Future Perfect Tense 

of the verb to speak: 
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Future Perfect Tense 

Affirmative Interrogative Negative 

I shall have spoken. Shall I have spoken 
• 

I shall not (shan’t) 
have spoken. 

He will have spoken. Will he have He will not (won’t) 
spoken ? have spoken. 

We shall have Shall we have We shall not 

spoken. spoken ? (shan’t) have 
spoken. 

You will have Will you have You will not 

spoken. spoken? (won’t) have 
spoken 

They will have Will they have They will not 
spoken. spoken ? (won’t) have 

spoken. 

You have now had the nine main tenses in English. 
Here they are illustrated, using the verb walk: 

PRESENT 

Continuous 
■ 

Perfect 

I walk I am walking I have walked 

PAST 

Simple Continuous Perfect 

I walked I was walking I had walked 
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FUTURE 

V _ . 

Simple 
, 

Continuous Perfect 

I shall (will) 
walk 

I shall (will) 
be walking 

I shall (will) 
have walked 

The Future Perfect Tense expresses an action 
that we think of as being completed at or before 
some time in the future. 

PRONUNCIATION DRILL 

Pfl b i] [«•] 

wheel beside crowded charge 
Easter department engine department 
easy repair refreshment compartment 
complete retire orange guard 
key respect 

regret 
carnage clerk 

card 

US M iX __ ! 

non-smoker customs against refreshment 
box-office customer arrange collection 
whatever government towards iron 
job M important anxiety 
polish surname 

turkey 
compartment 
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[u:j [ai] r»] M 
rule prize tears house 
crew guide engineer mouse 
duty1 sign dear found 

[up] title really town 
during iron idea brown 
doer anxiety museum doubt. 

EXERCISES 

I. Write out the Future Perfect Tense (Affirmative, 
Interrogative and Negative) of the verb to write. 

II. Re-write the following sentences putting the verbs 
that are in brackets into the Future Perfect Tense: 

1. By half-past seven we (have) supper. 
2. The baker’s shop (close) by supper time. 
3. By the end of the year I (read) two books of Essential 

English. 
v 4. I (finish) this work before you go away. 

5. By this time next week you (take) your examination. 
6. We (leave) Mr. Priestley’s house before it gets dark. 
7. In i960 George Bernard Shaw (be) dead for ten years. 
8. The dance (start) before we get there. 
9. I hope it (stop) raining before we have to go. 

10. When we see you next week we (buy) the new car. 
11. He (finish) the building of the house before summer. 
12. The birds (fly) away before the winter comes. 
13. Next Easter Mr. Priestley (teach) foreign students for 

twenty-five years. 
14. Before I see you again I (be) to Paris. 
15. I hope you (not forget) all about the Future Perfect 

Tense by the next lesson. 

1 The sound is fju:]. 
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Everyday Situations 

Mr. Priestley and All His Students. 

mr. Priestley : I think we could now practise some 
“Situations”—you know the kind of thing I 
mean, the sort of situation you might find your¬ 
self in any time, doing some shopping, asking 
for a room at a hotel, paying a visit to the doctor 
or dentist—there are dozens of them. 

But you know all the usual English Tenses, 
you know many of the structures and you have 
quite a good vocabulary, so I want two of you to 
act a “situation” and provide the conversation. 
If you are in difficulties I will Kelp. Now let us 
suppose; Frieda, that you are doing some shop¬ 
ping. What shop do you want to go to ? 

frieda: I think, the grocer’s. 
mr. priestley: Very well. Jan, you can be the grocer 

—and here, Jan, is your customer. 
grocer : Good morning, madam. What can I get for 

vtiu ? 
frieda : I want a pound of Danish butter. 
grocer : Yes, madam. Anything else ? 
frieda : How much a pound is bacon ? 
grocer: We have it at 3/-, 3/6 and 3/8 a pound. 
frieda: Is this the three and eightpenny ? 
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grocer: Yes, madam; that is the best quality Irish 
bacon. 

frieda: It looks rather fat; we like it lean. 

grocer : Here is a nice lean piece. Shall I cut you 
some from this piece ? 

frieda : Yes, that looks very good; it isn’t salty, 
is it ? 

grocer : No, madam, you will not find this salty at 

all. 

frieda : Very well. I’ll take a pound and a half, cut 
thin. 

grocer : Thank you. Anything more ? 
frieda: I want a quarter of a pound of Indian tea 

and a quarter of a pound of China tea. 
grocer : Certainly, madam. Any coffee today ? We 

have some very good, freshly-roasted coffee- 
beans. 

frieda : Is the coffee already ground ? I haven’t a 
coffee mill to grind it. 

grocer : No, madam, it isn’t ground. I can grind it 
for you while you wait, then the coffee will keep 
its flavour. 

frieda : How much is it ? 
grocer : It’s 7/3 a pound. 
frieda : That’s very dear, isn’t it ? 
grocer: The price keeps going up, madam; I’m 

sorry but we can’t do anything about it. They 
say there has been a failure of the coffee crop 
in Crombongo. 

frieda : I hadn’t heard of that. Well, I’ll take half a 
pound of coffee. That’s all. Now how much is 
that, please ? 
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grocer (writing out the bill): 

s. d. 
Butter 4 0 
Bacon 5 6 
Tea 3 10 2 
Coffee 3' ,-i 

/ 2 

17 o 

That will be exactly seventeen shillings, please. 
Will you kindly pay at the desk. Good morning, 
madam, and thank you. 

# # * m 

MR. Priestley: Yes, that was good. 
hob : Instead of shopping, can I tell stories about the 

shops or situations ? 
MR. PRIESTLEY: All right, Hob. 
hob : Well, here is one about a grocer’s: 

A small boy went into a grocer’s shop and said, 
“ I want a pound of butter exactly like the last. If 
it is not the same, mother said, we don’t want it.” 
grocer : It is very nice to find people have such 

a good opinion of my butter. 
SMALL boy: Oh, it’s not that. A lot of father’s 

relations are coming to tea, and mother 
doesn’t want them to come again. 

MR. Priestley : Now, Olaf, I think we will send you 
to the doctor’s. I am sure no one here has less 
need of a doctor than you have, so this conver¬ 
sation will need some imagination. Pedro, you 
had better be the doctor. Olaf has just entered 
your consulting-room. 
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doctor: Good evening, Mr. Petersen. What’s the 
trouble ? You certainly don’t look as if there is 
anything wrong with you. 

olaf : I haven’t been feeling veiry well for some time. 1 
have lost my appetite and I don’t sleep very well. 
I have rather a bad cough that I can’t get rid of, 
and a pain in my chest, sometimes, when I breathe. 

doctor: I see. Very well. You had better have a 
thorough examination. Let me see your tongue 
. . .Yes, your stomach is a little out of order . . . 
Now your pulse ... Yes, that’s all right. Now 
just unfasten your coat and waistcoat and shirt 
and I’ll listen to your heart and chest. Say 
“Ninety-nine.” 

olaf: Ninety-nine. 
doctor: Ag-’in. 
olaf : Ninety-nine, ninety-nine. 
doctor : Do you smoke a lot ? 
olaf : Well, rather a lot, I’m afraid; twenty or thirty 

cigarettes a day. 
doctor : H’m! You ought to cut that down for a time. 

Let me see your throat. Open your mouth. Say 
“Ah!” 

olaf: Ah! Ah! 
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doctor: Again. 
olaf: Ah! Ah! Ah! 
doctor: All right, that will do. You can put your 

coat on again now. What do you weigh ? 
olaf: Twelve stone, two. 
doctor : Have you been losing weight at all ? 
olaf: No, I don’t lose or gain, at least never more 

than a pound or so one way or another. 
doctor : Well, there’s nothing serious the matter with 

you, but you are rather run down. You have been 
working too hard. You know you can’t burn the 
candle at both ends, and you need a real rest. 
I’ll give you a bottle of medicine that will help. 
Take a tablespoonful in water three times a 
day after meals. Eat plenty of good plain food, 
have no cigarettes and drink plenty of milk, at 
least a pint a day, and not much coffee; get 
plenty of fresh air and plenty of sleep, but, 
above all, don’t try to do too much. A real 
change of air and surroundings would be very 
helpful if you could manage it. 

OLAF: As a matter of-fact, I have been invited to go and 
staywith some friends in their cottage in Cornwall. 

doctor : That’s just the thing. But remember, take 
it easy. Not too much swimming or tennis, at 
least for a week or two, but a good walk by the 
sea or along the cliffs every day would do you a 
world of good. I will see you again when you 
come back, just to make sure you are all right. 
Don’t worry about yourself. If that holiday in 
Cornwall doesn’t work wonders I shall be very 
much surprised. Another month and you’ll be as 
fit as a fiddle. Good evening. 
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MR. Priestley : Well, Olaf, you did that so well that I 
almost began to think you were ill. And if you 
were ill, I think a doctor like Pedro is just the 
man to cure you. 

PEDRO :jm, , 
1 I hank you, sir. 

olaf: ) J 

MR. priestley: Well, Hob, you said you could tell a 
story for each of the “ situations.” I don’t sup¬ 
pose you know one about a doctor. 

hob : Oh, yes, I do. It’s about a very simple country¬ 
woman who went to the doctor to tell him that 
her husband had a very severe headache. The 
doctor said, “I have so many patients coming 
to see me that I can’t see your husband today. 
But do this: Put some ice in a bag, tie it 
round his head and let me know how he is 
tomorrow.” 

The next day the woman came again and the 
doctor said, “Well, how is your husband ?” 

“ Oh,” she said, “ he’s quite all right now; the 
headache has completely gone; but the mice1 are 
all dead.” 

MR. priestley : I don’t think a doctor prescribes for a 
person without seeing him. However, it’s a good 
story. 

hob : I’ve never been to a doctor in my life, but if the 
advice they give is to eat a lot, not work hard, and 
go away for a holiday, which is what the doctor 
seems to have told Olaf, I think I’ll see one 
tomorrow. But I once went to the dentist. May 
I tell you about that ? . ^ 

5 She had mistaken “some ice” [s^m'ais] for “some mice” [sam'mais]. 
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MR. Priestley: By all means. I think it is an excellent 

idea. 
hob : I had had toothache for several days, but just 

hadn’t enough courage to go to the dentist. As 
a matter of fact I went twice, but just as I got 
on his doorstep and was going to ring the bell, 
the toothache seemed to have gone away, so I 
went home again. But at last I had to go back, 
and this time I rang the bell and was shown into 
the waiting-room. 

There were a number of magazines there, and 
I had just, got into the middle of an exciting story 
when the maid came in to say Mr. Fuller was 
ready to see me. I’ll have to wait for the next 
toothache to finish that story! 

Well, I went into the surgery and he told me 
to sit in a chair that he could move up and down, 
backwards and forwards, and then he had a look at 
the inside of my mouth. He put a little mirror on 
a long handle inside my mouth and poked about 
for a while, then he looked serious and said, “ Yes, 
I’m afraid we can’t save that one, it will have to 
come out. It won’t be necessary to give you gas 
for that. I’ll just give you an injection.” 

So he filled a syringe with a liquid. I felt a 
little prick on the gum and that was all. He did 
this in two or three places and waited for a 
minute or so. My mouth felt rather dead, but 
otherwise it was all right. Then he took an 
instrument, got hold of my tooth, gave a twist 
(I could see and hear what he did, but I couldn’t 
feel anything), then a quick pull, and the tooth 
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was out and he was saying, “Yes, it’s all over. 
Spit in there and then wash your mouth out with 
this.” And he handed me a glass. “There’s the 
tooth, a very nasty one.” 

He was just going to throw it away, but I said, 
“May I have that tooth, please ?” 

“ You can certainly have it if you want it,” he 
said. 

“Well,” I replied, “it has worried me a good 
deal for the last week, and so now I am going to 
put it on my dressing-table and watch it ache.” 

MR. Priestley: Well done, Hob; you described that 

well. 
hob : But I must tell you about a friend of mine who 

went to a dentist—not a very good one—to have 
a tooth filled. 

The dentist got him in the chair and started 
drilling away at the tooth; it was one right at the 
back of his mouth. He went on and on for what 
seemed like hours. Then he stopped for a minute 
or two and said, “Haven’t you had this tooth 
filled before ? ” 

“No,” said my friend; and again the drilling 
went on. About another 
hour went by (at least 
it seemed like an hour) 
and again the dentist 
said, “Are you sure you 
haven’t had this tooth 
filled ? I’ve got a speck 
or two of gold on the 
drill.” 
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“No,” said my friend, “that’s not from my 
tooth; it must be from my back collar-stud.” 

Words1 and Expressions Connected with Doctors 
and Illness 

MR. Priestley: The ordinary doctor (sometimes called a G.P., 
i.e., general practitioner) is sometimes a physician or a 
surgeon (i.e. able to perform operations), and quite often he is 
both physician and surgeon. But if the illness is serious, or 
the operation a big one, he will advise you to get a specialist. 
You will go to the specialist—in London almost all of them 
have their consulting-rooms in or near Harley Street—or he 
will come to you, and if you have to have an operation he will 
advise you to go to a hospital or a nursing home where they 
have all the necessary equipment. 

If your teeth need attention, stopping, filling, or extracting, 
or if you need false teeth {dentures), then you go to the dentist. 

If your eyes need attention, you go to an oculist, who will 
examine them, test your sight to see whether you are suffer¬ 
ing from short-sight or long-sight, and will write out a 
prescription, which you take to an optician, who will then 
make the necessary glasses for you. 

All this you get under the National Health Service. 
The common illnesses are: a cough, a cold, influenza (“the 

flu”), sore throat. 
Children often get: measles (including “ German ” measles), 

mumps, scarlet fever and whooping-cough. You can generally 
know that a child is not well if it has a temperature (i.e., is 
above the normal 98.4° Fahrenheit). 

Older people suffer from indigestion, rheumatism, heart 
troubles and blood-pressure. 

Some diseases are infectious or contagious, and great care 
must be taken by people who have these illnesses, so that 
they don’t pass them on to other people. 

You may have toothache, earache, headache. 

1 Many of the words here are special words and are therefore not 
included in the Essential English vocabulary. 

13—11 
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hob : And when I was a boy and ate a lot of green 
apples I had stomach-ache. 

MR. Priestley: All these give you pain. 
Then you may get a bum, a scald, or a wound', you may get 

blood poisoning, or break a bone. 
Some of the commonest things used to prevent or cure 

Illnesses are: medicine, pills, powders, ointment, sleeping- 
draughts, injections, bandages, massage, disinfectants, anti¬ 
septics, tablets. 

PEDRO: It isn’t very cheerful, is it, to see this list of 

things you might have ? I like the English say¬ 
ing—it’s easy to put into practice, too—“An 
apple a day keeps the doctor away.” 

hob : And a raw onion a day keeps everyone else away. 

EXERCISES 

I. Use each of the following words in sentences: 

1. practise 
2. situation 
3. dentist 
4. quality 
5. lean 
6. salt 
7. roast 
8. grind 

9. flavour 17. serious 
10. crop 18. worry 
xi. appetite 19. cure 
12. cough 30. patient (noun) 
X3. pain 21. bag 
14. tongue 22. liquid 
15. throat 23. instrument 
16. weigh 24. speck 

II. Put “ question phrases” after each of the following. 
(Question phrases are dealt with in Book I, Lesson 
Thirty and Thirty-two.) 

1. You know what I mean,-? 
2. You don’t need any help,-— ? 
3. You are Mr. Brown,-? 
4. He is Mr. Smith,-? 
5. You have met Mr. Priestley,-? 
6. You haven’t met Mr. Priestley,-? 
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7. You met Mr, Priestley in Paris, — -— ? 
8. You didn’t meet Mr. Priestley in Paris,-? 
9. You were in Mr. Priestley’s class,-? 

10. You weren’t in Mr. Priestley’s class,-? 
11. You haven’t been in Mr. Priestley’s class,-? 
12. This is Danish butter,-- ? 
13. You haven’t any Australian butter,-? 
14. This coffee was ground today,-? 
15 This coffee wasn’t ground last week,-- ? 
16. This coffee will be good,-? 
17. This bacon won’t be salty,-? 
18. You gave me the bill,-? 
19. You have given me the bill,-- ? 
20. I had better see a doctor, — — ? 

III. Write questions to which these are the answers. 
The important word (or words) in the answer is in 
italics. Nos. 1,2 and 3 are done for you as examples. 

1. 

2. 

3- 

4. 

5- 

6. 
7- 

8. 
9- 

10. 
11. 

12. 

*3- 

14. 

*5- 

I bought some bacon and some butter. 
Question: What did you buy ? 

Frieda is going to buy some coffee. 
Question: What is Frieda going to do ? 

Pedro will be the doctor. 
Question: Who will be the doctor ? 

No, madam, this bacon isn’t salty at all. 
I want some Danish butter. 
No, I want Danish butter. 
The price has gone up because of the failure of the coffee 

_ LroP‘ j , [teesri 
It is js. 3a. a pound. -nr i 1-1 
You pay at the desk. 
Yes, Hob, you may tell us the story. 
No, I don’t sleep very well. 
The pain is in my chest. 
I get it when I breathe. 

Yes, I smoke rather a lot. NO>, DON'T sleep 

No9 I haven't lost weight, very well 
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16. I am going to Cornwall. 
*7.1 ’m going with Jan. 
18. My husband is much better. 
19. Yes, you may certainly have the tooth if you want it. 
20. An apple a day keeps the doctor away. 

IV. Give five words or expressions connected with 
doctors; five connected with dentists; the names of 
five illnesses; five things to cure illnesses. 

Dictation 
Hob sat in the doctor’s waiting-room. On the chairs round the 

wall other patients were sitting. Some had coughs, some had colds 
and some had headaches. They all looked sad, except Hob who 
was reading an exciting story in a magazine. Just then the doctor 
came in to say he was ready to see the next person. Hob got up 
and went into the consulting-room. 

Before Hob could say a word the doctor said, “Now what’s 
your trouble ? Lie down there. We’ll soon cure you. Unfasten 
your coat and shirt. I’ll listen to your heart.” 

“ But . . .” Hob started to speak. 
“Say ninety-nine,” ordered the doctor. Hob said it. 
“Now let me see your throat. Open your mouth.” 
The doctor had a good look and then he said, “ Well, young man, 

you are not ill at all. There’s nothing wrong with you.” 
“ I know there’s net,” said Hob. “ I just came to get a bottle of 

medicine for Unde Tom.” 

Composition Exercises 
1. Tell (or write) the stories of: 

(a) the boy who went to buy butter. 
(b) the man who had the headache. 
(c) the man whose tooth was drilled. 

2. Describe: 
(a) Frieda’s visit to the grocer’s. 
(b) Olaf’s visit to the doctor. 
(c) Hob’s visit to the dentist. 
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Weights and Measures 

In Lesson 26, you had some weights and measures, 
e.g., “apound of butter,” “apint of milk,” “twelve 
stone two,” etc. 

English weights and measures are even more con¬ 
fusing than English money. Luckily you don’t need 
very many; the essential ones are not more than 
eleven or twelve in number. 

For general use the smallest weight is 1 ounce 
(written oz.), and there are 16 ounces in a pound 
(written lb.). We buy sweets, tobacco, and sometimes 
cigarettes by the ounce. We buy most groceries 
(things like sugar, butter, cheese, etc.), or fruit (such 
as apples, pears, strawberries), by the pound, half- 
pound or quarter-pound. 

Fourteen pounds is 1 stone. 
We always give people’s 
weight in stones and pounds. 
For example, Mr. Priestley 
weighs 11 stone 9 lb. (not 
“163 lb.”). If our weight gets 
less we say we are losing 
weight; if it gets more we say 
we are gaining weight or 
“putting on weight.” You 
will often hear young mothers 
(and fathers) telling you 
proudly that their baby put . . - 

1 . 1 only 1 stone): I say, Bill, 
OH ^ OZ» last WCCK. iie must be hollow I 

Small Boy (pointing to man 
on weighing machine that is 
out of order and is showing 

189 
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hob: I heard of a baby that was1 fed on elephant’s 
milk and put on n lb. every day. 

frieda : Oh, Hob, that’s absurd! Whose baby was 
it? 

hob : The elephant’s. 
MR. Priestley: There are 8 stones, or 112 lb., in 1 

hundredweight (written czut.), and 20 hundred¬ 

weights in 1 ton. A “sack” of potatoes is a 

hundredweight. We . sometimes buy coal in 

hundredweight bags or sacks, but if we have 

room for it we buy it by the half-ton or ton. 

We measure liquids in pints, quarts and gal¬ 
lons. There are 2 pints in a quart and 4 quarts 

in a gallon. Milk is sold in half-pint, pint or 
quart bottles, beer in half-pint or pint glasses 
and in pint and quart bottles. We buy petrol in 
2-gallon tins or we get a number of gallons from 
the pump. 

Finally, for length the principal measurements 
are inches, feet, yards and miles. The easiest way 
to remember them, perhaps, is by little tables 
like these: 

12 inches (in.) — 1 foot (ft.) 
3 feet (ft.) = 1 yard (yd.) 

1,760 yards = 1 mile. 

16 ounces (oz.) — 1 pound (lb.) 
14 pounds — 1 stone 

112 pounds, or 8 stones = 1 hundredweight (cwt.) 
20 hundredweights — 1 ton. 

2 pints = 1 quart (qt.) 
4 quarts = 1 gallon (gal.) 
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hob: I know another one: X 

Two pints, one quart. 

Two quarts, one fight. 

One fight, two policemen. 
Two policemen, one judge. 

One judge, fourteen days. 

191 

I like the story, too, about the policeman who 
was giving evidence in the police court about a 
man that he had arrested very late the night 
before for being drunk. It goes like this:' 

judge: What are your reasons for supposing 
the prisoner was drunk ? 

policeman : Well, sir, at two o’clock this 
morning I saw the prisoner going along White¬ 
hall. He crossed the road towards the Houses of 
Parliament, went to the letter-box, put a penny 
inside, looked up at Big Ben and said: “Good 
heavens, I’ve lost a stone and a half.” 
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EXERCISES 

I. Use in sentences: 

1. confusing 5. arrest 9. evidence 
2. groceries 6. weight 10. scales 

3. sweets 7. liquid 11. hollow 

4. sack 8. length 12. pump 

II. Answer the following: 

1. How many ounces are there in a pound; pounds in a 

stone; stones in a hundredweight; hundredweights in 

a ton ? 

2. How many inches are there in a foot, feet in a yard, 

yards in a mile ? 

3. How many pints are there in a quart, quarts in a gallon ? 

4. What is bought (a) by the ounce, (6) by tfje pound, 

(c) by the ton ? j 

5. What is bought (a) by the pint, (o) by the quart, (c) by 
the gallon ? . 

6. What is the weight in stones and pounds of people who 

weigh (<2) 99 lb., (b) 125 lb., \c) 158 lb., (<f) 198 lb. 

(e) 2241b.? 

7. What is the cost of (a) 6 quarts of milk at 6|d. a pint, 

(b) 1 lb. of tobacco at 4s. 6d. an ounce, (c) a ton of coal 

at 6s. 6d. a cwt., (d) 7 yards of telephone wire at i£d. 

a foot ? 

8. How many pounds did the man in Hob’s story |hink he 

had lost ? I 

III. Tell the story of the policeman giving evidence. 
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The Articles 

mr. Priestley: There are two adjectives, perhaps the 
two commonest words in the language, that we 
ought to consider for a few minutes. I mean a 
(an), generally called the “indefinite article,” 
and the, the “ definite article.” 

A and An 

1. A is used before a word beginning with a 
consonant sound; an before a word beginning with 
a vowel sound or an uh” that is not sounded,1 e.g. 

a book, a horse, a child, 
an apple, an open book, an angry child. 

We say a European, a one-eyed man, a useful book, 
because the first sounds in these words are not 
vowel sounds but consonant ones [j], [w], [j]. 

2. The usual meanings of a or an are: 

(a) One, e.g. 
I have a sister and two brothers. 
I want three pounds of sugar and a pound of butter. 

1 That is, before the words honour, honest, hour, heir (=* the person 
getting money, etc., when another dies). It is also used by some people 
before a sounded “h” if the first syllable of the word is unaccented, e.g. 
an hotels an historical novel, (novel = long, imaginary story.) 

193 
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(b) Any, it doesn’t matter which, e.g. 
A shilling is equal to 12 pennies. 
Pass me a fork, please. 

3. Note the use of a and an: 

(a) In certain expressions of measurement, e.g. 
Lucille drives at 60 miles an hour. 
This material is 2s. 6d. a yard. 
Butter is 4/- a pound. 
We have lessons three times a week. 
He earns £1,000 a year. 

(b) Before dozen, hundred, thousand, million, 
e.g. 

There are a dozen eggs here. 
There were a hundred sheep in the field. 

4. Compare the sentences: 
(a) I have a few friends in London. 
(b) I have few friends in London. 

Both are correct, but each has a different mean¬ 
ing. In sentence (a) you are told that I have some 
friends; in sentence (b) it is the fewness that is 
emphasised. So if you said to me, “I have a few 
friends in London,” I might perhaps reply, “That 
is very nice for you; you will be able to visit them.” 
If you said, “I have few friends in London,” I 
might then reply, “ I am sorry about that; you must 
be rather lonely.” Do you see the difference ? 

There is exactly the same difference between little 
and a little, e.g. 

■V (a) I have a little money to spare every year on books and 
pictures, and so I have now quite a good collection. 

<*) I have little money to spare for books and pictures; I 
need all the money that I have to live. 
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The 
1. Before abstract nouns used in a general sense we 

don’t put the, e.g. 
Life is very hard for some people. (Not “ the life.”) 
We will have freedom or death. (Not “the freedom,” etc.) 
Work is better than laziness. 

But we use the before abstract nouns that are 
limited or qualified, e.g. 

The life we live here is hard. 
The freedom of the seas ... 
The work that we do ... / 

2. Before names of materials used in a general 
sense, e.g. 

Butter is made from cream. (Not “the butter” ... “the 
cream.”) 

Wheat is grown in Canada. 

3. Before plural nouns used in a general sense, e.g. 

Books are my best friends, 
but The books that are on the table are mine. 

I am referring in the second sentence not to books in 
general but to some particular books. 

4. Before most proper nouns, e.g., 
I walked in Hyde Park. (Not “the Hyde Park/*) 
Do you know Regent Street ? 
Lucille comes from France. 

But generally before the names of rivers and chains 
of mountains we use the, e.g. 

The Thames, The Danube, The Alps, The Andes. 

We also use it with countries that are plural in 
form, e.g. 

The United States, The Netherlands. 
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5. Before names of meals used in a general sense, 
e.g. 

f dinner' 
Come to lunch with me. 

[tea , 

But 
Are you coming to the dinner we are having in London 

next week ? 

A and The 
A is more general in meaning; the is more particu¬ 

lar. 
% 

1. The means “the particular one,” e.g. 

This is the hook that I promised to lend you. 

2. Or “the only one,” e.g. 
The sun rises in the east and sets in the west. 

(There is only one sun, one east and one west.) 

3. Or “the one we have just spoken about.” 
So we might begin—as the fairy stories do— 

“ Once upon a time there was a little boy. The boy grew up 
9% 

» • • 

A Little More on the “Parts of Speech” 

MR. Priestley: I gave you, in Lesson 5, the simple 
definition of each part of speech so that you 
could recognise them when I referred to them. 
But we have learned quite a lot more about them 
since then and, as I shall not be giving you any 
more talks on grammar un il we come to 
Book III, I think this is a good place to gather 
together what we have learned, and see what 
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characteristics each part of speech has that mark 
it off from all the others: 
(1) NOUNS. They have special forms to show 

Number, and in some cases to show Gender. 
They can’t show Tense or Voice. They are 
usually the subjects or the objects of a Verb 
or are used with a Preposition. The only 
“case form” that they have is the Possessive. 
Nouns haven’t degrees of Comparison. 

(2) PRONOUNS. Pronouns have all the char¬ 
acteristics just mentioned for Nouns, but in 
addition some of them have separate forms 
to show Objective Case. 

(3) ADJECTIVES. Adjectives have special 
forms to show Comparison. They are used 
generally before a Noun or after the Verb to 
be. They cannot show Case, Tense, Voice, 
Person. Only a few of them can show Number. 

(4) ADVERBS. Adverbs have all the character¬ 
istics mentioned for Adjectives except that 
their usual position is after Verbs or before 
Adjectives. 

(5) VERBS. Verbs have special forms to show 
Tense, Voice, Person, Number. They cannot 
show Gender, Comparison or Case. Their 
usual position is between two Nouns or 
Pronouns or between a Noun and an Adjec¬ 
tive or an adverb. They often show that an 
action passes from one Noun to another. 

(6) CONJUNCTIONS and PREPOSITIONS. 
They cannot show any of the characteristics 
mentioned for the other parts of speech. 
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Both of them join or show the relationship of 
one word or group of words to another. . 

EXERCISES 
I. Put in a or an: 

1. He is — honest man, I will give him — day’s work. 
2. That is — usual way of working. 
3. He has —• uncle who is — teacher at — university. 
4. He had — hot breakfast at — hotel in Blackpool. 
5. They worked for half — hour and then began to read — 

historical novel. 

II. Explain the difference between (1) few and a few, 
(2) little and a little. 

III. Give the questions to which the following are 
answers. You will find the following openings 
useful: How ? How much ? How many ? Who ? 
When ? Do you ? Did you ? Have you ? Were you ? 
What ? Where ? Why ? Which ? 

1. AH are here except Olaf and Pedro. 
2. They are coming back on Thursday. 
3. Yes, I had a very nice holiday. 
4. I have been in England for three years. 
5. I came here in 195-r. 
6. No, I didn’t take my car with me. 
7. I shall stay for a fortnight. 
8. Yes, we went for a long drive. 
9. Yes, it was rather expensive. 

10. I wrote home for more. 
11. They collected about £2,000. 
12. There were about three thousand. 
13. I stayed in London over Christmas. 
14. Because you get a very good meal there. 
15. Oh, about £5. 
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Meals 

frieda : Could you please tell us something about 
English meals and food and cooking—how to lay 
the table and so on ? I am going to keep house 
for an English family in the summer holidays 
and I want to know as much as I can about it 
before I go. 

MR. Priestley: Well, here is Mrs. Priestley. She can 

tell you about it better than I can. 
mrs. Priestley: Oh, yes; I will do that gladly. 

The usual meals are breakfast, lunch, tea 
and dinner; or, in simpler homes, breakfast, 
dinner, tea and supper. Breakfast is generally a 
bigger meal than you have on the Continent,1 
though some English people like a “continental ” 
breakfast of rolls and butter and coffee. But 
the usual English breakfast is porridge or 
“ Corn Flakes ” with milk or cream and sugar,2 
bacon and eggs, marmalade (made from oranges) 
with buttered toast, and tea or coffee. For a 
change you can have a boiled egg, cold ham, 
or perhaps fish. 

1 the Continent = Europe. 
2 But no good Scotsman—and Scotland is the home of porridge—ever 

puts sugar on it. A Scotsman once said to me with a look of disgust as 
I put sugar on my porridge, “To me, putting sugar on porridge is like 
putting it on bacon and eggs.” 

199 
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We generally have lunch about one o’clock. 
The business man in London usually finds it 
impossible to come home for lunch, and so 
he goes to a cafe or a restaurant; but if I am 
making lunch at home I have cold meat (left over 
probably from yesterday’s dinner), potatoes, 
salad and pickles, with a pudding or fruit to 
follow. Sometimes we have a mutton chop, or 
steak and chips, followed by biscuits and cheese, 
and some people like a glass of light beer with 
lunch. 

Afternoon tea you can hardly call a meal, but 
it is a sociable sort of thing, as friends often 
come in then for a chat while they have their cup 
of tea, cake or biscuit. 

In some houses dinner is the biggest meal of 
the day. We had rather a special one last night, 
as we had an important visitor from South 
America to see Mr. Priestley. 

We bega'n with soup, followed by fish, roast 
chicken, potatoes and vegetables, a sweet, fruit 
and nuts. Then we went into the sitting-room 
for coffee and cigarettes. 

But in my house, as in a great many English 
homes, we make the midday meal the chief 
one of the day, and in the evening we have the 
much simpler supper—an omelette, or sausages, 
sometimes bacon and eggs and sometimes just 
bread and cheese, a cup of coffee or cocoa and 
fruit. 

hob: My Uncle Albert ahvays has “high tea.’’ He 
says he has no use for these “afternoon teas” 
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where you try to hold a cup of tea in one hand 
and a piece of bread and butter about as thin as 
a sheet of paper in the other. He’s a Lancashire 
man, and nearly everyone in Lancashire likes 
high tea. So do I. We have it between five and 
six o’clock, and we have ham or tongue and 
tomatoes and salad, or a kipper, or tinned 
salmon, or sausages, with good strong tea, plenty 
of bread and butter, then stewed fruit, or a tin 
of pears, apricots or pineapple with cream or 
custard and pastries or a good cake. And that’s 
what I call a good tea. 

MRS. Priestley: Have you now got what you wanted, 
Frieda? 

frieda: Yes, that is very useful, but I’d like to know 
exactly bow to lay a table and the names of all 
the things you use. 

mrs. Priestley: Well, here is Susan. She does ii 
every day and will tell us what she does. 

susan : First. I spread the table-cloth and then X put 

H -i! 
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out table-mats to protect the table from hot 
plates and dishes—a small mat for each guest 
and larger ones for the hot dishes. I take out of 
the drawer in the sideboard all the cutlery—a 
fish-knife and fork for the fish, a large knife and 
fork for the meat, a small knife for the butter, 
and a fruit-knife for the dessert. Then there is a 
pudding-spoon and a fork for the sweet, and a 
soup-spoon for the soup. 

I put the knives and the soup-spoon on the 
right-hand side and the forks on the left, except 
the pudding-spoon and fork, which I put across, 
the top. 

Then I put out the serving-spoons and forks, 
the carving-knife and fork, the bread-board and 
a knife to cut the bread, and I sharpen the 
carving-knife, as I know Mr. Priestley hates a 
blunt carving-knife. 

On the left of each guest I put a small plate 
for bread and on his right a wine-glass if we are 
having wine, and in the middle of the table I put 
a jug of water with a few pieces of ice from the 
refrigerator in it. Then I put* out the table- 
napkins for each guest, put the coffee-cups and 
saucers, with cream and brown sugar and coffee- 
spoons on the tray, and I am ready for the guests 
to come in. 

Frieda : Thank you very much, Susan. 
There’s another thing I want to ask you about, 

Mrs. Priestley. I have never tasted anywhere else 
such lovely cake as I get at your house; will you 
please tell me how you make it ? 
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mrs. Priestley: Pm glad you enjoy my cakes and it’s 
very nice of you to say so. They are quite easy 
to make. Ill write down the quantities of flour, 
butter,, sugar, fruit, etc., that you need and the 
directions for mixing and baking. If you follow 
these directions you can’t go wrong. 

Frieda: Thank you very much, Mrs. Priestley. I’ll 
do exactly what you tell me and if I can make a 
cake like yours I shall be very proud of myself. 

hob: Well, Frieda, I hope your cake will be better 
than those made by Aunt Aggie. I went to see 
her one day and found her nearly in tears. 
“What’s the matter ?” I asked. 

“Oh,” she said, “I’ve just made a cake and 
the mice have been and eaten it! ” 

“Well,” I said, “why worry about what 
happens to a few mice ? ” 

Comments 

In this lesson there are a number of words with the 
pronunciation of which students might find some 
difficulty. The word marmalade, for example, has 
three a*s in it and every one had a different sound, 
['maimoleid]. The words that might cause difficulty 
are given here, with the phonetic pronunciation: 

apricot ['eiprikot], biscuit ['biskit], cocoa ['koukou], drawer 
[dio:], fruit [fruit], guest [gest], pastries ['peistriz], pears 
[psaz], pineapple ['painaeplj, $aW ['ssetad], salmon ['saemonj, 
spread [spred], steak [steik], stewed [stjuid], tomatoes 
[ts'mcntouz],1, tongue [tAg]. 

1 American [ta'meitcuz:] 
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lay 

The parts of this verb are lay, laying, laid, laid. 
The verb lay is transitive, that is it takes an object. 
Here are examples of its use: 

Susan lays the table. 
The chicken laid five eggs today. 
In Shakespeare’s “Macbeth,” the scene is laid in Scotland. 
Lay the flowers on the table. 

EXERCISES 

I. Use the following words in sentences: 

i. meal. 2. ham. 3. salad. 4. important. 5. spread. 6.protect. 
7. carve. 8. jug. 9. quantity. 10. directions. 

II. Answer the following: 

1. Why did Frieda want to know about English meals and 
cooking ? 

2. What are the names of the usual meals ? 
3. What, to English people, is “the Continent” ? 
4. What is a “continental breakfast” ? 
5. What, does Mrs. Priestley say, is “the usual English 

breakfast” ? 
6. What is the difference (in England) between “marma¬ 

lade” and “jam” ? 
7. Where does a business man in London usually go for 

lunch ? 
8. What do the Priestleys have for lunch ? 
9. Mrs. Priestley said that afternoon tea was hardly a meal. 

What phrase did she use to describe it ? 
ro. What did they have for their “special” dinner? Why 

was this a special dinner ? 
xi. What is a “high tea” ? 
12. Why are table-mats used ? 
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13. What is cutlery ? 
14. What is a carving-knife used for? 
15. Where did Susan get the ice ? 
16. Mention three things used in making a cake. 

Dictation 

(Susan speaking) 

I like to lay the table carefully, especially when Mr. Priestley 
has an important visitor to dinner. I put out the cutlery, which I 
clean and polish every week, and I sharpen the carving-knife 
because I know Mr. Priestley hates a blunt one. The cutlery is 
kept in a drawer in the sideboard; the wine-glasses are on shelves 
in the sideboard. 

Many of our visitors, especially if they are Americans, like ice in 
the drinking-water. Luckily we have a refrigerator in the kitchen, 
so I can always get ice. I am glad that I know how to do all these 
things well, because Joe1 (that’s the man I am going to marry) 
is trying to buy a little cafe in the High Street, and when we are 
married I am going to help him to run the cafe. There won’t be 
a nicer cafe than ours anywhere in England; you must come and 
see it when it is opened. 

Composition Exercises 

1. Tell the story of Aunt Aggie’s cake. 

2. Write about meals in your country. 

3. Explain fully (a) how you would lay a table for 
dinner, (b) bake a cake, (c) make good coffee. 

4. Describe a visit to a restaurant. 

1 See Lesson i. 
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Some More Shopping 

MR. Priestley : I think it will be useful to know some- 
thing more about shopkeepers and what they sell 
in their shops. Frieda, your conversation at the 
grocer’s sounded so real that I am sure you are 
used to shopping of that kind. 

Frieda : Well, my friend Mary Gardiner1 and I have 
a little flat together and we both do the shop¬ 
ping, generally on Saturday morning. 

MR. Priestley: Today is Monday, so you probably 
remember what you and Mary did on Saturday 
morning. Could you tell us ? 

frieda: I shall be very glad to do so. You will 
remember that I bought some bacon, tea and 
so on; there was really a lot more. I have the 
bill2 here, so you can see exactly what I got at 
the grocer’s. While I was there Mary went to 
Bones the butcher’s for a small joint of beef and 
half a leg of lamb (about 2 to 3 lb.), and then to the 
greengrocer’s, which is also a fruiterer’s, for 2 lb. 
of eating apples and 2 lb. of cooking apples, a 
dozen oranges, 1 lb. of mixed nuts, 2 lb. of beans, 
8 lb. of potatoes and a good-sized cabbage. 

1 Mary Gardiner appears in The Gardiners and the Coopers (Longmans). 
* It appears on p. aia* 

206 
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I called round at the dairy to pay our bill for 
the milk (1 pint daily), the cream and the new- 
laid eggs (1 dozen) that had been sent to our flat 
during the last week. Mary went to the fish¬ 
monger’s to get some herrings for our supper. 

We went together to the baker’s and paid for 
the bread that we had had, two brown loaves, 
two white loaves and six rolls, and bought 1 lb. 
of fruit cake and half a dozen small cakes (he’s 
a confectioner as well as a baker)—and then went 
home, feeling rather tired. 

MR. Priestley: Well, Frieda, you have certainly given 
us some useful vocabulary there. ' . 

hob: A confectioner is a man who makes cakes, isn’t 
he, sir ? 

MR. PRIESTLEY: Yes. 
hob : Good. Then I know a story about a confectioner. 
MR. Priestley : All right, Hob, let us hear it. 
hob: Well, it’s really about two confectioners in 

the main street of Lowton Cross, where my 
Uncle Tom lived. Their shops were just opposite 
each other and there was great rivalry between 
them. One day one of them put a big notice in 
his shop window: 

TRY OUR CAKE AT 2/3 A POUND. 

TO PAY MORE IS TO BE ROBBED. 

About an hour later his rival put a notice in his 
shop window: 
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TRY OUR CAKE AT 2/6 A POUND. 

TO PAY LESS IS TO BE POISONED. 

* # # • 

I’m sorry I can’t tell you one about a butcher, 
but I can give you a short conversation I heard 
between Uncle Tom and the butcher at Lowton 
Cross. Tom never .got married, and he used to 
do all his own cleaning and cooking and shopping. 
One day I went with him to the butcher’s, and 
this was the conversation that I heard: 

uncle tom : Is the beef tender ? 
butcher {he'd just fallen in love with Daisy 

Bell, one of the girls in the village): Tender , Tom ? 
It’s as tender as a woman’s heart. 

. uncle tom: Oh I Then I’ll take a pound of 

sausages, instead. 

* # # # 

mr. priestley: Now, Pedro, suppose you tell us 

something about men’s shops. 
pedro: Well, I often go to a men’s outfitter when I 

want new gloves or ties, socks, handkerchiefs or 
shirts. The one I go to in Regent Street has also 
hats and collars, and all of very good quality. 

MR. prtestley : What size do you take in hats, collars 
and gloves ? 

; s * > The- opposite of tender meat is fough [t&f] mmt; the opposite of tender¬ 
hearted might be hard-hearted, 
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pedro : Oh, yes; the English sizes are not the same as 
most continental ones. I take size 7 in hats, 15^ 
in collars, 8 in gloves and 8^ in shoes. 

hob : You sound as if you were bigger round the neck 
than round the head! 

pedro : Another shop I go to frequently is the tobacco¬ 
nist. I always have the same kind of cigarette, 
a hand-made Virginia, though he has excellent 
Turkish and Egyptian cigarettes too, and he 
has all the popular kinds in packets of ten and 
twenty and boxes of fifty and a hundred. He has, 
too, a good choice of lighters, cigarette-holders 
and cigarette-cases. If ^ou are a pipe-smoker 
you can get good pipes and pouches, and he has 
an excellent quality of pipe tobacco in 1 oz. 
packets and 2 oz. and 4 oz. tins. 

Then I w ent yesterday to the newsagent to pay 
my bill for papers. He is a bookseller and 
stationer as well as a newsagent, and I gave him 
an order for a new book that I wTanted. I had 
borrowed it from the library, but I liked it so 
much that I wanted to have a copy of my own. 
At the same time I ordered three or four boxes 
of writing-paper and a hundred envelopes. 

Then I went along Piccadilly to the Fine Art 
Galleries. I had seen a water-colour that I liked, 
so I had it sent to my rooms. It was about one 
o’clock by this time and I had an appointment 
for lunch at the Ritz with a friend, so I turned 
in there—and that was my morning. 

mr, Priestley: Very good. Now, Lucille, can you 
tell us a little about your shopping ? 
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lucille: I went to Bond Street one day last week to 

have a look at a hat that I had been told had just 
arrived from Paris. I tried it on and liked it very 
much, so I bought it. 

I needed a new pair of dancing-shoes; my 
present ones are rather worn and I am going 
to a dance tonight. I saw a beautiful pair of 
walking shoes in snake skin, so I bought those 
as well and had them sent to my address. 

Then I remembered that I wanted a new 
toothbrush. There was a chemist’s near, so I 
went in. They had some new face cream and a 
face powder that the chemist said was very good, 
but I never use anything but Guerlain from 
Paris. I always get my lipstick from Paris, too, 
but unfortunately I lost my lipstick yesterday, 
the last one that I had, so I had to buy a new 
one there. It is quite good, but not like my 
Parisian one. 

• My watch doesn’t go very well just now; it has 
. been gaining about ten minutes a day for some 

time, and every now and then it stops altogether 
for no reason at all. I took it to a watchmaker just 
off Bond Street so that he could examine it. He 
said it wanted cleaning, so I left it with him. 

I called in at Cartier’s the jeweller’s to buy a 
birthday present for my sister, Marie. They 
showed me some lovely ear-rings, necklaces and 
bracelets, but I finally decided on a very pretty 
brooch of diamonds and rubies set in platinum— 
and that completed my shopping. 

HOB: When I hear Lucille talking about diamonds and 
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rubies and platinum, it reminds me of something 
that happened a long time ago. Uncle Albert was 
just beginning to make his fortune and he had 
been invited to a big party in Manchester. The 
invitation was for 

Mr. Albert Hobdell and Lady. 

Uncle Albert hadn’t a wife so he took his 
mother with him, my grandmother; he was very 
proud of his mother, even if she wasn’t a “ lady.” 
Well, they happened to sit next to a woman (or 
should I say, a “lady” ?) who was very anxious 
that you should know how much jewellery she 
had and how wealthy she was. 

“ I clean my diamonds with warm water,” she 
said, “my rubies with red wine, my emeralds 
with brandy and my sapphires with fresh milk. 
What do you do ? ” she said, turning to Albert’s 
mother. 

“Oh! I don’t clean mine at all,” she said 
smilingly, “when they get dirty, I just throw 
them away.” 

“l JUST THROW THEM AWAY ” 
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EXERCISES 

I. Use the following in sentences 

1. flat {noun) 
2. bill 
3. joint 
4. dairy 

5. rival 
6. rob 
7. poison 
8. tender 

9. quality 
10. packet 
11. borrow 
12. brooch 

II. Use the following phrases from Lesson 30 in 
sentences of your own: 

and so on; to fall in love; try it on; make his fortune; very 
anxious; get dirty; you are used to; you used to. 

III. What can you buy at: 
1. a men’s outfitter’s 4. a jeweller’s 7. a greengrocer’s 
2. a tobacconist’s 5. a chemist’s 8. a dairy 
3. a stationer’s 6. a grocer’s 9. a baker’s 

IV. Where would you go to buy: 
1. a pencil 
2. a brooch 
3. cream 
4. a toothbrush 
5. a pair of socks 
6. apples 
7. a packet of cigarettes 
8. a water-colour 
9. a shirt 

10. a daily paper 

11. writing-paper 
12. a lady’s hat 
13. a watch 
14. a ring 
15. a cabbage 
16. biscuits 
17. a piece of beef 
18. a herring 
19. a loaf 
20. a book ? 

V. Re-tell Hob's stories of: 
1. Uncle Albert’s mother. 
2. The notice outside the confectioner’s shop. 
3. Uncle Tom and the butcher. 

VI. Here is the bill for Frieda’s groceries. Find 
the total amount to be paid. 
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Bought of Date.. 

GOODALL& C?. LT.° 
PROVISION MERCHANTS 

AND GROCERS 

i lb. fresh butter 
$. 

4 

d. 
0 

i lb. bacon. 3 8 
2 lb. lump sugar @ 8d. per lb. 1 4 
£ lb. China tea @ 7s. 6d. per lb. . 1 io£ 
£ lb. Indian tea @ 8s. per lb. 2 0 
1 tin of pears . . . 2 9 
1 tin of pineapple . 2 6 
£ lb. cheese 1 6 
£ lb. biscuits 1 0 
£ lb. coffee. . 1 8 
1 tin of salt .... 
2 lb. flour . . . . . 1 

6 
6 

1 bottle of sauce. . . 2 0 
1 doz. cooking eggs 5 6 
2-lb. jar marmalade 1 4 
1 lb. honey . . . 3 0 

Composition Exercises 

1. Re-tell the account of the shopping done by 
each of the characters in the piece you have just read. 
Use as many as possible of the words connected with 
each shop. 

2. Describe a visit to some other shop not men¬ 
tioned in the extract. 
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Dress 

mr. priestley: I think it’s your turn to speak to us 
today, Lucille, and I want you to talk about 
clothes. Then we will ask Pedro and Olaf to 
speak about men’s clothes. 

lucille : I am very pleased to talk about clothes. 
They are something that I am really interested 
in. I like to have pretty dresses of the latest 
fashion and style, well-cut tailored costumes, 
nylon “undies,”1 nylon stockings and well-made 
shoes. 

In the morning I generally wear a blouse and 
skirt or a jumper and skirt, especially in winter. 
In spring or summer I like something lighter, 
and I wear a cotton or a linen frock and a hat to 
match. In the evenings I like to dress for dinner, 
especially if I am going out to a theatre or a 
dance. My favourite is a black evening dress, 
beautifully cut. With this dress I wear platinum 
and pearl ear-rings and a necklace of pearls. 

For tennis I wear a short white linen dress, 
and for the seaside a beach dress. 

pedro: I, too, like well-cut clothes, so I always go to 
a good tailor. When I want a new suit I go to his 
shop and look at the patterns Or the rolls of cloth 

?/ l-H..,. # 
1 44undies” underclothes (colloquial)* 

Z14 
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that he shows me, and I choose the one that I 
want. I prefer suits of dark brown or grey or 
blue. It pays to choose a good cloth for a suit; 
then it wears well and keeps its shape. 

As I always go to the same tailor, he knows my 
measurements and doesn’t need to take them 
again every time. But sometimes he measures me 
again just to make sure I haven’t got fatter or 
thinner since my last suit. 

I usually go for a fitting in about a week’s 
time. Sometimes there are slight alterations to 
be made—the sleeve to be made a little shorter, 
the trouser-leg a little longer, the coat to be let 
out a little (if I have grown fatter) or taken in a 
little (if I have grown thinner) or a button to be 
moved half an inch or so. But often the fit is 
perfect, and the tailor can finish the suit without 
making any alterations at all. 

In the evening I dress for dinner, generally in 
a dinner jacket, with black tie, but if I am going 
to a dance I wear full evening dress (“tails”), 
with a white tie. 

olaf: Well, to begin at the beginning; in the morning 
I take off my pyjamas— 

hob: Oh, that reminds me of the story of the famous 
big-game hunter. He was showing a charming 
young lady the skin of a lion that he had shot. 
“ One night,” he said, “ I heard the roar of a 
lion; I jumped out of bed and shot it in my 
pyjamas.” 

“ Good heavens,” she said, “ however did it 
get in your pyjamas ? ” 
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olaf: To come back to what I was saying. I take off 
my pyjamas, have my bath, and then put on my 
vest, pants, shirt, collar and tie, socks, trousers, 
waistcoat (or sometimes a pullover) and jacket. 
When I go out in the winter I put on anv over¬ 
coat or a raincoat,gloves and a hat, or sometimes, 
in the country, a cap. If it is very cold I some¬ 
times wear a Scarf round my neck. My clothes 
are not so expensive as Pedro’s and 1 can usually 
get a good suit ready-made; this is consider¬ 
ably cheaper than having it made to measure. 

hob : I once knew a man who was so fat that the only 
ready-made thing that fitted him was a hand¬ 
kerchief. 

olaf: I like rough tweeds or a sports jacket and flannel 
trousers. My clothes don’t keep their shape so 
well, perhaps, as Pedro’s suits, and so my trousers 

have never as beautiful a 
crease as Pedro’s, but they 
are fine for walking in the 
country, for climbing or for 
golf, and they wear for years 
without getting worn out. 

I like a good strong pair of 
shoes for country wear and a 
lighter pair for town wear, 
and, as I always wear out the 
heels rather quickly, I usually 
ask the shoemaker to put 
iron tips on the heels of my 
country shoes and rubber 
tips on my town shoes. 
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hob: I don’t trouble much about clothes and I 
couldn’t tell nylon from cotton, or a well-cut suit 
from a badly cut one; all I know is that women 
now wear ounces of clothes where they used to 
wear pounds—but they pay pounds for the 
ounces. 

But your talk about clothes reminds me of a 
story. There was a fire in the middle of the night 
at a country house, and as some of the guests 
were standing outside watching the flames, 
another guest joined them. “There was no need 
for you people to get so excited,” he said. “Now 
look at me; when I heard people shouting that 
the house was on fire I got out of bed, lit a 
cigarette, and went on calmly with my dressing; 
—in fact, when I had put my tie on, I thought 
it didn’t match my shirt very well, so I took it off 
and put on another. I didn’t lose my head at all. 
When there is danger I always keep calm, per¬ 
fectly calm.” 

“That’s good,” said one of his friends, “but 
why haven’t you put your trousers on ? ” 

The Passive Infinitive 

In Lesson 23 you had an explanation and examples 
of Active and Passive Voice. Examples of the Active 
form of the Infinitive are to make, to let,,to move. 
The Passive Infinitive of these verbs is used in this 
lesson, e.g. 

There are alterations to be made. 
The sleeve needs to be made a little shorter, the coat to be let 

out or to be taken in. A button has to be moved. 

15—11 
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EXERCISES 
I. Use the following in sentences: 

i. style. 2. costume. 3. blouse. 4. wear. 5. slipper. 
6. pattern. 7. measurement. 8. alteration. 9. button. 
10. skin. 11. raincoat. 12. scarf. 13. ready-made. 14. rough. 
15. calm. 

II. Answer the following: 
1. What is a costume ? 
2. What are Lucille’s stockings made of? 
3. What does she generally wear in the morning (a) in 

winter, (b) in summer ? 
4. Describe Lucille’s dress when she is going out to a 

theatre or dance, 
5. Where does one wear («) a necklace, (b) ear-rings, 

(c) socks, (d) gloves, (e) a cap, (/) a scarf? 
6. Are shoes the same as slippers ? What is the difference ? 
7. When Pedro goes to get a suit., what does the tailor show 

him ? 
8. Why does it pay to choose good doth for a suit ? 
9. When must a suit be “let out”, and when must it be 

“taken in”? 
10. What is the difference in Pedro’s clothes (a) when he is 

going to dinner, (b) when he is going to a dance ? 
xi. What noise does a lion make ? 
12. What does Olaf generally wear ? 
13. When does he wear (a) a cap, (b) a raincoat, (c) a scarf ? 
14. What is the opposite of “a suit made to measure” ? 
15. How could you tell a pair of Olaf’s trousers from a pair 

of Pedro’s ? 
16. Make sentences to illustrate two meanings of tip. 

17. What is (a) a man who makes shoes, (b) a man who makes 
clothes for men, (c) a man who shoots lions, (d) a 
visitor who is staying in your house, (e) a man who 
sells ear-rings, necklaces, etc. ? 

18. On page 217 Hob uses the word pounds with two mean¬ 
ings. Say what they are. 
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III. Explain the following words or phrases and use 
each in a sentence: 

1. a cap to match. 2.1 go for a fitting. 3. the coat is let out or 
taken in. 4. the fit is perfect. 5. “tails.” 6. ready-made. 
7. the clothes keep their shape. 8. my trousers haven’t so 
beautiful a crease as Pedro’s. 9. They wear for years without 
getting worn out. 10. I didn’t lose my head. 

Composition Exercises 

1. Tell Hob’s story of (a) the big-game hunter, 
(b) the fire at the country house. 

2. Describe the clothes you are wearing now. 
3. Write a conversation: “A visit to the tailor” (or 

dressmaker). 
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Frieda’s First Day in London 

Mr. Priestley and all the Students. 

mr. priestley: You are getting near the end of your 
year’s work now and I think we want something 
rather different for our last lesson or two. Now 
suppose one or two of you give a short talk, or 
tell a little story or describe an adventure that 
happened to you. You can choose whatever you 
like; I want you to talk to the other students 
for about four or five minutes and then I will 
tell you what mistakes you made—if there were 
any—in grammar or construction or pronunci¬ 
ation. 

Now who will speak to us at tomorrow’s 
lesson ? You will, Frieda ? That’s very good. 

Frieda : I don’t suppose I shall do it very well, but 
I could tell you about a little adventure that 
happened just after f came to England. 

hob : Oh! I can tell you of something that happened 
to me the first day I came to England. 

olaf: A funny family named Wiggins lives next door 
to me. There’s Mr. Wiggins, a little fellow who 
gets blamed for everything; there’s Mrs. Wiggins 
who does all the blaming; there’s young Timothy 
Wiggins, and last, but not least, there are 
Grandma and Grandpa, Mrs. Wiggins’ parents. 
I’ve written aN little play about them. Could 
I read that to you ? 

220 
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MR. Priestley: That sounds splendid. So, at to¬ 
morrow’s lesson Frieda can tell her adventure; 
the next day we will have Olaf’s play, and then, 
the day after that, Hob will give us his story. 

# « * # 
/ 

The next day 

frieda : I shall never forget, as long as I live, the day 
when I first set foot in London. I had come from 
a quiet little town in Switzerland and I had never 
before lived in a big city, so London was a new 
world to me and I was dying to find out more 
about it for myself. 

The general opinion abroad is that London has 
fog or rain, or both, every day of the year, but 
on the day that I arrived it was fine and warm, 
there was a bright sun and a cloudless sky. The 
next day was just as beautiful; there was a slight 
wind that gently moved the leaves on the trees, 
and you could smell the spring in the air. “ Life 
is grand,” I thought, as I took Anthony, the 
little boy of the house, for a walk in Kensington 
Gardens. It was a straight road and I found the 
way quite easily. When I got my first sight of the 
gardens the beauty of it all nearly took my breath 
away. The trees were just bursting into leaf, 
fresh and green and lovely, and there were beds 
of spring flowers, red and yellow and blue, in 
the beautiful, smooth grass under the trees. 

People in light spring clothes were walking 
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about, and, to my surprise, they walked not only 
along the paths but also across the grass, and 
no one said a word to them about it. I had never 
seen such a thing before. We passed a pool in 
which ducks were swimming, a children’s play¬ 
ground with crowds of happy children,' a figure 
of Peter Pan1 in bronze, more water with boats 
on it, and everywhere people—people whose 
language I could not understand. 

Well, it was time for us to go home; but which 
way was it ? We hurriedly turned down one path 
that I thought would take us back—and found 
ourselves in Hyde Park. My mind was quite 
confused now and I was rather frightened. I 
ran to the left and to the right and asked several 
old ladies for the way to Addison Road, but I 
found to my horror that I could not understand 
a single word they said in reply. I wandered on 
till I came to a big open place where I saw men 
standing on a chair, or on a platform, or on the 
ground speaking or preaching, and people of all 
kinds were listening or asking questions or mak¬ 
ing remarks and sometimes laughing at the 
speaker. Other groups were singing loud and 
earnestly. Of course, I could not understand a 
word and was greatly surprised, but now I know 
this is the famous Hyde Park meeting; there is 
perhaps nothing else like it in all the world. 

Meanwhile, the sun had gone behind a cloud, 
I was terribly tired and wanted nothing in the 

1 Peter Pan is a character in a play of that name for children. It was 
written by Sir James Barrie (1860-1937). 1 
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world so much as to be at home. At last we got 
to the park gate at Marble Arch, but this was 
worse than ever; there were buses, high and 
fearfully red, motor cars, bicycles, people, and 
again in an endless line buses everywhere and 
people climbing in them or hurrying along, while 
I stood lost in the midst of them. 

I was ready to cry, but there was little Anthony 
who had waited two hours for his tea. In despair 
I crossed the street on to an island, where I 
found a policeman. He was a head taller than 
any other man, and I took my last bit of courage 
in both hands1 and said, “Please, sir, where is 
Addison Road ? ”2 He began to explain, but when 
he saw that I couldn’t understand he became 
helpless too. “Are you French ?” he said. “No, 
Swiss,” I replied, “but I speak French.” 

“Wait a moment. I learned French at school, 
mats fat presque tout oublie. Prenez cette route, 
allez tout droit, et la onzieme rue a gauche Pest 
Addison Road.”z The French was bad and the 
pronunciation worse, but it was more beautiful 
to me then than all the words of all the poets. 
He smiled and then he raised his hand. How 
wonderful 1 The traffic stopped; even the red 
buses stood still and waited until I crossed the 
road. I soon found myself in streets and roads 

1 To take your courage in both hands is an idiom. It means to act as 
bravely as you can. 

* It would have been better if Frieda had said, “ Can you tell me the 
way to Addison Road, please?” 

* “ But I have almost forgotten it all. Take this road, go straight along, 
and the eleventh street on the left is Addison Road.” 
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that I recognised again. Life was grand once 
more. The sun came out from behind the cloud 
and London was a beautiful city; but for me, the 
best thing in it was the blue policeman at Marble 
Arch. 

EXERCISES 

I. Use the following in sentences: 

1. cloud 5. confused 
2. smooth 6. path 
3. pool 7. to my surprise 
4. horror 8. slight 

II. Write questions to which the following are answers: 
You will find the following openings useful: How ? 
How much ? How many ? Who ? When ? Did you ? 
Have you ? What ? Where ? Why ? Which ? What 
sort ? 

9. group 
10. despair 
n. wonderful 
12. earnestly 
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1. I had come from a quiet little town in Switzerland. 
2. There was a bright sun and a cloudless sky. 
3. I had never been in a big city before. 
4. There was a slight wind that moved the trees. 
5. Anthony, the little boy of the house, was with me. 
6. The general opinion abroad is that English weather is 

always bad. 
7. As I walked in the park I thought, “Life is grand.” 
8. The beauty of the gardens nearly took my breath away. 
9. There were beds of flowers in the grass under the trees. 

10. I had never seen such a thing before. 
11. I passed a pool and a children’s playground. 
12. I ran to the left and to the right. 
13. I asked several old ladies the way. 
14. Because they couldn’t understand my language. 
15. There were ten children playing by the pool. 
16. It was about five o’clock then. 
17. The people were listening and asking questions. 
18. Most of the buses were red. 
19. Anthony had waited two hours for his tea. 

. 20. The best thing in London was the big policeman, 

III. Show what difference {if any) there is in pro¬ 
nunciation and meaning between the words in each 
of the follozving groups. Put each word in a sentence. 
All the words have been used in Book I or Book II. 

1. wear, where, were 6. and, hand 
2. there, their 7. hour, our 
3. air, hair, her 8. know, no, now 
4. buy, by 9. its, it’s 

5- eye,J 10. cloth, clothes 

Composition Exercises 

1. Tell this story in the 3rd person. 
2. Write about an adventure that you have had. 



LESSON 33 

Olaf Reads His Play 

olaf : Here’s my story about ’the Wiggins family: 

The Picnic' Lunch 

Mr. and Mrs. Wiggins are taking their son 
Timothy and Grandma and Grandpa out in the 
car for a picnic lunch. 

j!rs. wiggins: It’s half-past twelve, James, and time 
we found somewhere to eat, 

timothy: Oh, good! I am hungry. 
grandma: I could certainly do with a’ cup of tea. 
MR. wiggins: Well, all keep your eyes open, and we’ll 

see who can find the best place. 
MRS. wiggins: James, look! There’s a field on the 

left that will do nicely. Quick, stop the car by 
that gate. 

{The car stops) 

timothy : Oh, look, there arc cows in the field. 
grandma: Cows! I’m not going to eat in a field with 

cows breathing down my neck. 

grandpa: I expect there are a few bulls among them. 
And Nellie’s got her red dress on ; anything red 
makes ’em absolutely wild. _ 

MRS. wiggins: Yes, you’re right. That cow by the 
gate has a most unfriendly look on its face. 
Drive on, James. 

{The car moves on) 
226 
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timothy: But I’m hungry. 

grandma : It’s time I had my cup of tea. 

MR. wiggins: Don’t worry, there are plenty of good 

places along the road. 
grandpa: We’re passing one of them now. 

mrs. wiggins: James, stop quickly! Here’s a nice 

stretch of grass. 
{The car stops) 

grandma : No, no, this is no good. There’s no shade 
at all. I can’t have the sun beating down on me. 
We must look for a shady place. 

mrs. wiggins: All right, drive on, James. We all want 
Grandma to enjoy her cup of tea. 

grandpa: Even if it’s bedtime before she has it. 

{The car moves on. A quarter of an hour later 
the car stops again). 

MR. wiggins : Well, how does this suit you, Grand¬ 
ma ? There are woods on each side. 

grandpa: No fear of getting sunburnt here. 

MRS. wiggins: It’s far too dark, James. Almost 
frightening. We might as well have lunch in our 
coal cellar. Drive on till we are clear of these trees. 

{The car moves on) 
grandpa: Now, let’s see. We’re looking for some¬ 

where with no cows, no sun and no trees. Not 
too easy. 

grandma : When am I going to get my cup of tea ? 
I wish I hadn’t come. 

MRS. wiggins: Now, don’t worry, Grandma. We’re 
coming to the end of the wood now. James, slow 
down. I can see just the right spot. Over there 
by the river. (The car stops). 
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grandpa : No, Nellie, not there. That ground’s damp. 
You can tell by the greenness of the grass. Being 
up to the knees in water when I eat my lunch 
is not my idea of a good picnic. 

{The car moves on) 
timothy : But I want my dinner. I’m hungry. 
grandpa: You’ll have to wait, my boy. Anything 

damp and my rheumatism comes back. 
grandma: You and your rheumatism! It’s nearly 

half-past one. One o’clock’s the proper time 
for lunch; and then a nice cup o’ tea after it. 

mrs. wiggins : Now, just sit back and enjoy yourself, 
Grandma. Look at the nice scenery. 

grandpa : A brick wall on one side, and a factory on 
the other. 

timothy : I want my dinner. I’m hungry. 
grandma : Can’t you stop the boy talking, Nellie ? 

He’s done nothing but complain ever since we 
started. 

mrs. wiggins: James, James, stop! This field here. 
The very place we’ve been looking for. 

grandma : With a lovely big tree to keep the sun off. 
grandpa : And it looks dry enough. Any dampness 

and my rheumatism will be back. 
timothy: At last! At last! 

{The car stops.) 
MR. wiggins: I’ll go and unstrap the picnic basket. 

It’s in the back of the car. 
grandma: Now for a cup o’ tea. 
timothy : I say, look at all these flies coming towards 

us. 
grandma : They’re all over the car. 
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MRS. wiggins : Where have they come from ? 
grandma : I hope they don’t bite. 
timothy : Ow! Ow! They do! 
grandma: Oh, dear! We’ll get bitten to death. I wish 

we weren’t going to eat our lunch here. 
MR. wiggins {returning from the back of the car): 

Don’t worry. We’re not!! 
MRS. WIGGINS' 

grandma We’re not ? Not going to eat our 
grandpa lunch here ? 
TIMOTHY , 

mr. wiggins: No! We’ve forgotten to bring the 
picnic basket. 

# # * # 

mr. priestley: Well done, Olaf. That was quite a 
good little play. I think we all want to hear more 
about the Wiggins family. 

olaf : I have written another play about them. 
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MR. Priestley: Good. You can read that to us in the 

next lesson. Hob, I’m sorry but I’m afraid we 
must leave your story, too, until then. I’m sure 

it will be interesting.1 
hob : It is! 
mr. Priestley: But I want, now, to give you a piece 

of dictation on Olaf’s play. Here it is: 

Dictation 

“Let’s have a picnic lunch.” This is easy to say and nice to 
think about. You imagine a beautiful green field with a big tree 
in the middle which gives some shade from the sun. All around is 
lovely scenery, and in the distance you can see the cows quietly 
eating the grass. After a meal of delicious sandwiches and raw 
fruit you can imagine lying in the warm sun, and perhaps getting 
a little sunburnt. Then as darkness comes you strap up your 
basket and drive happily home. 

But it does not always happen like this. You must not forget 
that flies also like raw fruit, that green fields are sometimes damp 
fields, that rain may follow the sun, that peaceful cows may be 
unfriendly bulls, and that even careful -men like Mr. Wiggins 
don’t remember everything. 

Comment 

In Lesson 22 you had some examples of Colloquial 
English. In Lesson 33 there are a number of examples 
that illustrate some of the characteristics of colloquial 
conversation, e.g. 

(1) Part of the sentence (the subject or quite often 
even the verb) is left out, e.g. 

No fear of getting sunburned here ( == There is no fear .. .). 
The very place we’ve been looking for. This field here. 

1 Olaf and Hob give them to you in Book III. 
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Anything damp (= If I stand or sit on anything damp) and 
my rheumatism comes back. 

Not too easy (= That will not be too easy). 
Over there by the river. 
No, Nellie, not there (= we do not want to stop there). 
A brick wall on one side, and a factory on the other. 
Quick, stop the car (— Be quick and ...). 

(2) Exclamatory sentences: 

Oh! Good. Cows! I’m not going.... You and your 
rheumatism! At last! at last! 

(3) The use of do and is to take the place of a com¬ 
plete verb: 

They do (— They do bite). 
We’re not (= We’re not going to eat our lunch here). 

(4) Conversational idioms: 

I could do with a cup of tea (=»I want; I should like). 
A field that will do nicely (— that will suit our purpose). 
Now let’s see (—• let us consider what is required). 
A few bulls among ’em. 
Anything red makes ’em wild (= makes them wild). 
You’ll have to wait, my boy. 
A nice cup o’ tea (use of nice: o' for of). 
Look at the nice scenery. 
I say, look at these flies. {I say here has practically no mean¬ 

ing; it is just an exclamation that is used to draw 
attention to something, to express surprise, or just to 
open a conversation.) 

You will notice, too, that the sentences are shorter 
than those used in other parts of the book. 
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PRONUNCIATION DRILL 

no ro [0:] M M 
lean liquid socks sort duck burst 
bean syringe watch raw drunk worth 
breathe (uO wander sore stomach earnest 
leaf wound horror sauce tongue circus 
preach fruiterer bronze salt thorough absurd 
meanwhile goose cough quart onion surgery 

M [ou] [au] M M 
put gain stone loud joint pear 
full famous hosier pouch poison dairy 
look ache loaf bow annoy care 
good flavour boat powder avoid wear 
could bracelet grocer ounce point hair 
woman weigh brooch pound loyal their 

EXERCISES 

Use the following words in sentences: 

1. field 5, sunburnt 9. scenery 

2. neck 6. cellar 10. factory 
3. wild 7. damp 11. strap 
4. worry 8. knees 12. basket 

II. Put in the missing prepositions: 
1. I could certainly do — a cup of tea. 
2. There’s a field — the left; but there are cows — the field. 
3. I expect there are a few bulls — those cows. 
4. The cow — the gate has an unfriendly look — its face. 
5. There are plenty of good places — this road. 
6. I can’t have the sun beating down — me; we must look 

— a shady place. 
y. We are looking — somewhere — no cows, no sun and 

no trees. 
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8. We are coming — the end — the wood. 
9. You can tell it is damp — the greenness — 

10. Look — all these flies coming — us. 

III. Put in question phrases: 

1. It’s half-past twelve, ——-? 

2. You could do with a cup of tea, — ■— ? 

3. That field will be all right, —- — ? 

4. You’ve had a cup of tea, —• — ? 

5. You haven’t had dinner yet,-? 

6. You didn’t see that bull,-? 

7. There’s no shade at all here, — — ? 

8. We are looking for a place for lunch,- 

9. Timothy will have to wait,-? 

10. The basket is in the back of the car,-i 
11. James, c^n unstrap the basket,-? 

12. James didn’t unstrap the basket, — — ? 

13. Those flies don’t bite,-? 

14. Those flies won’t bite,-- ? 

15. The flies didn’t bite,--? 

16. You haven’t forgotten the basket, James — 

IV. Explain the words or phrases in italics: 

1. “Well, all keep your eyes open'3 

2. “I could do with a cup of tea.” 

3. “This field will do nicely.” 

4. “ Drive on until we are clear of the trees.” 

5. “ Unstrap the basket.” 
6. “The very place we’ve been looking for.” 

7. “The sun beating down on me.” 

8. “A nice stretch of grass.” 

V. Tell or write the story of: 
(a) The Picnic Lunch. 

16—11 

the grass. 

? 
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EXAMINATION PAPER NO. 3 

I. Turn the following from Active to Passive: 

t, Susan closes the window, z. Lucille drives the car. 3. We 
are eating cake. 4. The postjnan will bring the letters. 5. The 
guard waves the flag. 6. Somebody made this plate in 1760. 
7. You must use a dictionary. 8. That dog will bite the post¬ 
man.’ 9. Shakespeare wrote many plays. 10. Do you 
understand the questions? 

II. (1) Write out the Past Continuous Tense (Affirma¬ 
tive, Interrogative and Negative) of to write. 

(2) Write out the Future Perfect Tense (Affirma¬ 
tive, Interrogative and Negative) of to drive. 

(3) Write out the Past Perfect Tense (Affirmative, 
Interrogative and Negative) of to teach. 

III. Re-write the following, making all nouns and 
pronouns masculine where possible» and putting all 
the verbs in the past tense: 

A small girl lives with her mother and her aunt. Every day 
she goes along the road to play with the daughter of the 
doctor. The two girls play many games. Sometimes they are 
■ re-at ? stresses, sometimes famous heroines or great ladies. 
At other ti. Aes they cross the fields to the farm and watch 
the ducks an<_ hens and cows eating their food. 

IV. Answer the following questions: 

How many: 1. pennies in a shilling ? 2. shillings in ,f 1 ? 
3. ounces in a pound ? 4. hundredweights in a ton ? 
5. inches in a foot ? 6. feet in a yard ? 7. yards in a mile ? 
8. pints in a quart ? 
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9. What is usually bought by the ton ? 
10. What is the weight in stones and pounds of someone 

who weighs 148 lbs. ? 

V. Fill in the blanks with the correct zoordfrom this list: 

enjoyed; black; fit; whole; caught; cat; mind; lots; a; 
home; once; all; company; doubt; fail. 

— upon a time there was — dog called Jock, He was — in 
colour, and there is no — that he was a handsome dog. He 
kept —- by taking — of exercise, and sometimes he was out 
for the •— day trying to catch a rabbit. He never — one, but 
he didn’t —, because there was always a good meal waiting 
at —. Jock liked — the other animals who lived near, but 
every day without -— he visited his best friend, Sally, 
Mr. Priestley’s . He was very glad of Sally’s —, and Sally 
— his visits too. 

VI. Name one thing you can buy at: 

1. a dairy, a. a grocer’s. 3. a newsagent’s. 4. a stationer’s. 
5. a station booking-office. 

Where would you go to buy: 

6. a bottle of medicine. 7. a packet of cigarettes. 8. a loaf of 
bread. 9. a ring. so. a cabbage 2 

VII. Put in question phrases: 

1. You won’t drop it,-? . 
2. There are no bulls here,-? 
3. It’s time for dinner,—,—•? 
4. You can do this, •-? 
5. The flies didn’t bite,-- ? 
6. Hob has done his work,-- ? 
7. Jock didn’t visit Sally, —. — ? 
8. Grandpa was a grocer,-— ? 
9. We are working hard, -—— ? 

10. This is nearly the end,-- } 
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VIII. Put the following sentences into the present tense: 
1. Jan often looked at Frieda. 
2. Mr. Wiggins bought a new car. 
3. He wrote a letter, but forgot to put the stamp on. 
4. The grocer weighed the butter, and I watched him. 
5. The teacher came in and saw that the boys were working 

hard. 

Put the following sentences into the future tense: 
6. He went to London in April. 
y. Mr. Wiggins carries the picnic basket. 
8. Lucille drove the car. 
9- The cat tried to catch a mouse. 

10. The mouse ran away. 

IX. Put the following words and phrases into sentences 
of your own : 

1. proud. 2. pardon. 3. recognise. 4. bunch. 5. market. 
6. abroad. 7. all the time. 8..looking forward. 9. nothing in 
between. 10. fault. 11. landlady. 12. beside. 13. job. 
14. strict. 15. much better. 16. all over the place. 17. scenery. 
18. for a change. 19. pain. 20. patient (noun). 

X. Write down what part of speech the word in italics 
is: 

1. We went for a ride. 2.1 can ride, a horse. 3. That car costs 

four hundred pounds. 4. I talk too much. 5. Hob gave an 
interesting talk. 6. Susan burned the toast. 7. The driver had 
a bad bum on his arm. 8. I had many presents for my birth¬ 
day. 9. The present year is 1955. 10. Hob likes to wear a 
paper hat. n. I am Writing on paper. 12. These are good 
paint brushes. 13, He pointed very well. 14. Jock will jump 
through the window. 15. This-is a through train to Brighton. 

% 

XI. Re-write the sentences of Ex. X in the Negative. 



i. What people do you see in picture 
No.* i ? 

2. What relation do you think the 
man is to the boy ? 

3. Who has got a black eye ? How do 
you think he got it ? 

4. What do you think he is saying t© 
his father ? 

5. Why is he pointing with his finger ? 

6. Do you think it was a small boy or 
a big boy who had given him the 
black eye ? (Picture No. 3 may 
help you to give the answer.) 

7. In picture No. 2, the father looks 
angry. Where do you think he 
is going ? What for ? 

8. He’s come back now; What / 
is he doing ? ; 

9. Who has a bMck eye now ? __ 

10. What do you think has 
happened? 

(Reproduced by permission of th$ Proprietors of w Punch **) 

Now tell {or write) the story of K Black Eye or Two. 

1 If someone hits you hard on die.eye, you get a “black eye/* 



PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY 
OF ESSENTIAL ENGLISH BOOK II 

Each student should gat a small notebook, mark it'out into sections alpha¬ 
betically and, when he meets a new word, he should write it down in the proper 
section and add the translation. 

able ['eibl] 
abroad [a'brord] 
absent ['asbssnt] 
absent-minded 

['aebsant. 
"maindid] 

absolutely 
['aebsolurtlij 

absurd [ab'satd] 
accident ['aeksidant] 
according [o'koidig] 
account (n.) 

[s'kaunt] 
ache [eikj 
across [o'krosj 
actor ['aekta] 
actress ['aektrisj 
addition [a'difn] 
adventure 

[od'ventja] 
aerodrome 

['eared roum] 
afraid [a'freidj 
afterwards 

['aiftswsdz] 
against [s'genstj 
agent ['eid33nt] 
allow [o'lauj 
along fa'bnl 
alter ['oiitaj 
alteration 

[orlta'reijrij 
amount [s'maunt] 
anxiety [seg'zaioti] 
anxious ['aei){k)/3s] 
apologise 

[o'polsdjaiz] 

appetite ['sepitait] 
apply [a'plai] 
appointment 

[a'pointmont] 
apricot ['eiprilotj 
arithmetic' 

[s'riGmstik] 
armchair ['arm'tjea] 
army ['aimij 
around [a'raund] 
arrange [s'reindjj 
arrest [o'rest] 
ashes ['aefiz] 
astonishment 

[as'tonifmontj 
attention [o'tenjn] 
audience ['oidians] 
aunt [a:nt] 
awake [o'weik] 

backwards 
['baekwndz] 

bad-tempered 
['baed'tempod] 

bag [baeg] 
bake [beik] 
balloon [bs'lutn] 
bank [breijk] 
barn [bam] 
basket ['baiskit] 
bathroom 

['ba:0ru(:)m] 
battleship ['baetljipj 
bay [bei] 
beach [birtj] 
bean [him] 

*38 

beard [biod] 
beat [but] 
become [bl'k/un] 
bedroom 

'bedru(:)m] 
beer [bio] 
beg [beg] 
behave [bi'heiv] 
behaviour 

[bi'heivjo] 
bell [bel] 
belong [bi'bg] 
belt [belt] 
beside [bi'said] 
besides [bi'saidz] 
beyond [bi'jond] 
biscuit ['biskit] 
bit (n.) [bit] 
bite [bait] 
blame [bleim] 
blanket ['blaegkit] 
blaze [bleiz] 
blind [blaind] 
blouse [blauz] 
blow [blou] 
blunt [blAnt] 
blush [bLvJ] 
boarding-school 

['bordkjskudj 
boat [bout] 
bone[boun] 
book (v.) [buk] 
bookcase ['bukkeisj 
booking-office 

['bukig of is] 
bookstall ['buksto;!] 
borrow ['borou] 
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bottle ['botlj 
bowl [boul] 
box-office 

['boks ofis] 
bracelet ['breislit] 
braces ['breisiz] 
brains [breinz] 
brandy ['brsendi] 
brass [bra:s] 
break [breik] 
breath [breO] 
breathe [bri:<5] 
brick [brik] 
bridge [brid3] 
bronze [bronz] 
brooch [broutf] 
build [bild] 
bull [bulj 
bun [bAn] 
bunch [bAn(t)J] 
bundle [bAndl] 
burst [ba:st] 
bury ['beri] 
business ['biznis] 
butcher ['butja] 

cafe ['ksefi] 
calf [ka:fj 
call [ko:l] 
calm [ka:m] 
can (n.) [kaen] 
candle ['kaendlj 
cap [kaep] 
card [ko:d] 
cargo ['ka:gou] 
carol ['kaer(o)l] 
carpet ['kaipii] 
carriage ['kaerid3] 
carve fka:v] 
case [keis] 

catch [kaetj*] 
cattle ['kastl] 
ceiling ['sidigj 
cellar ['sela] 
cent [sent] 
ceremony ['serimani] 
chain [t/ein] 
chance [t[a:ns] 
charge [tjcndz] 
charming ['tja:mig] 
chat [t/aet] 
cheerful ['tjiaful] 
chemist ['kemist] 
cheque [t/ek] 
chest [tjest] 
chief [tfitf] 
chips [tfips] 
chop n [t/op] 
church [tjaitj] 
circle ['saikl] 
circular ['saikiub] 
city ['siti] 
clergyman 

['kfoidjiman] 
clerk [kluik] 
cliff [klif] 
clockwork 

['kbkwaikj 
close (adj.) [klous] 
club [klAb] 
coal [koul] 
coast [koust] 
coat [kout] 
cocoa ['koukoa] 
coin [koin] 
coke [koujt] 
collar ['kob] 
collar-stud 

['kobst/.d] 
collect [ka'iekt] 
collection [ka'lekjn] 

college ['kolidj] 
comb [kourn] 
company ['kAmpani] 
compare [kam'psa] 
compartment 

[kam'paitmant] 
complain [kam'pleia] 
complete (v.) 

[kam'pliit] 
composer 

[kam'pouza] 
concert ['konsat] 
confectioner 

[kan'fekjana] 
confused 

[kan'fju:zd] 
congregation 

[koogn'geijn] 
considerably 

jkan'sidarablij 
consulting-room 

[kon's a1 tip ru{: )m] 
continental 

[konti'nenti] 
continue [kan'tinju:] 
copper [Lopa] 
copy ['kapij 
cornflakes 

['komfleiks] 
costume ['kastjurm] 
cottage ['katidj] 
cotton ['kotn] 
cough [kof] 
counter ['kaunta] 
county ['kaunti] 
courage ['kAridj] 
court [ko:t] 
cousin ['kAzn] 
cover ['kAva] 
coward ['kauadl 
cowardice ['kauadis] 
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crash [krjeJ] 
crease [kri:s] 
crew [kru:] 
crop [krop] 
crowd [kraud] 
cure [kiua] 
curious ['kjuariasj 
curtain ['kaitn] 
custard ['kAstad] 
custom ['kAstam] 
customer ['kAstama] 
customs ['kAstamz] 

cutler}' ['kAtlari] 

dairy ['deari] 
damage ['dsemidj] 
damp [daempj 
danger ['deindsa] 
dare [dsa] 
deaf [def] 
deal !di:l] 
death [deO] 
decide [di'said] 
decorate ['dekareit] 
deer [dia] 
dentist ['dentist] 
department 

[di'paitmant] 
despair [dis'pea] 
detective [di'tektiv] 
determination 

[ditaimin'eij'n] 
determine 

[di'taimin] 
diamond 

['daiamand] 
dictionary ['dikjanri] 
die [dai] 
dining-car 

['dainig ken] 

direct [di'rekt] 
[dai'rekt] ^ 

direction [di'rekjan] 
dish [di|] • 
disobedient 

[disa'biidjant] 
disobey [disa'bei] 
distinction 

[distigkjn] 
district ['distrikt] 
divide [di'vaid] 
doer [dua] 
doll [do!] 
dollar ['dola] 
doubt [daut] 
downstairs 

['daun'stsaz] 
dozen ['dAzn] 
drake [dreik] 
drawer [dro:] 
dressing-gown 

f'dresiggaun] 
drill [dril] 
drop [drop] 
drunk [drAgk] 
duck [dAk] 

due [djui] 
during ['djuarig] 
duty ['djuiti] 
dying ['daiig] 

earn [a:n] 
earnestly ['ainistli] 
east [irst] 
Easter ['i:sta] 
effort ['efat] 
eiderdown 

['aidadaun] 
electric [i'lektrik] 
elephant ['elifant] 

emerald ['emarald] 
empire ['empaia] 
empty ['empti] 
endorse [in'dois] 
enemy ['enami] 
engine [,end3in]‘ 
engineer [end3i'nia] 
enormous [i'noimas] 
envelope ['enviloup] 
equal f'iikwal] 
equipment 

[i'kwinmant] 
esquire [is Kwaia] 
essay ['eseij 
everlasting 

[eva'laistig] 
evidence ['evidans] 
examination 

[igzsemi.'neij'n] 
excellent ['eksalant] 
excited [ik'saitid] 
excuse (v.) 

[iks'kjuiz] 
existence [ig'zistans] 
explanation 

[ekspla'neijn] 
express [iks'pres] 
expression 

[iks'prejan] 

fact [faskt] 
factory ['hektari] 
fade [feid] 
fail [feil] 
failure ['feilja] 
fairy ['fsari] 
faithfully ['feiQfuli] 
false [foils] 
familiar [fa'milja] 
famous ['feimas] 
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farewell ['fsa'welj- 
farthing ['fa:t%]!f 
fashion ['faejn] /’ 
fasten ['fcusn] ; 
fault [fa:lt] 
favourite ['feivaritj 
fear [fia] 
fearfully ['fiafulij 
fiddle Pfidl] 
fill [fil] 
finally ['fainali] 
fireplace ['faiapleis] 
firm (adj.) [farm] 
firm (n.) [fa:m] 
fisherman Ffifamanl 
fishmonger 

['fiJmAijgs] 
fit [fit] . 
flag [flaeg] 
flame [fleim] 
flannel ['flaenlj 
fiat (adj.) [finetj 
flat (n.) [flaet] 
flavour ['fleiva] 
fleet [fli:t] 
flesh [fief] 
flock [fbk] 
floor [fb:j 
fool [fu:l] 
foolish ['furlij] 
fork [fo:k] 
fortune ['foit/anj 
freedom ['friidam] 
freeze [fri:z] 
frequently 

f'friikwantli] 
fried [fraid] 
frightened ['fraitnd] 
frock [frok] 
frosty ['frosti] 
fruiterer ['fruitara] 

furnish ['famij] 
furniture ['fainit/a] 

gain [gein] 
gallon ['gaelnj 
game [geim] 
gander ['gasndaj 
gas [gaes] 
gather ['gsefta] 
gentleman 

['d3entlman] 
ghost [goust] 
glass [gla:s] 
glasses f/glaisiz] 
glorious f'gbirias] 
glory ['gb:ri] 
gloves [glAvz] 
golf [golf] 
goods [gudzj 
goose [gu:s] 
government 

['gAvanmant] 
grammar ['grsema] 
gramophone 

f'graemafoun] 
grand [graend] 
grandfather 

['gnen(d)fa:tSa] 
grandmother 

['graen(d)mA5a] 
grapes [greips] 
greet [gri:t] 
grind [graind] 
grocer ['grousa] 
groceries ['grousariz] 
group [gru:p] 
grow [grou] 
guard [ga:d] 
guest [gest] 
guide [gaid] 

gum fqAml 
gun [gAn] 

half-crown 
. ['harf'kraun] 

halfpence ['heipans] 
halfpenny ['heipnij 
hall [ho:l] 
ham [hasm] 
handkerchief 

f'hsegkatjuf] 
handle ['haendl] 
hang [hsen] 
hat [haet] 
headache ['hedeik] 
headmaster 

['hed'maista] 
health [hel0] 
heat [hi:t] 
heel [hi:l] 
height [hait] 
herd [haid] 
hero ['hiarouj 
heroine ['herouin] 
herring ['herig] 
hers [ha:z] 
herself [ha:'self] 
himself [him'self] 
historical 

[his'torikl] 
hollow ['halouj 
holly ['hali] 
honey ['hAni] 
honour ['onaj 
horror ['hara] 
hospital ['haspitl) 
hostess ['houstis] 
however [hau'eva] 
hundredweight 

fhAndradweit] 
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hung [hAt}] 
hunt [h/vnt] 
hurry ['hArij 

illustrate [’ibstreit] 
imaginary 

[i'masd^inari] 
imagine [i’nuedjmj 
important 

[im'paitant] 
impossible 

[im'pasibl] 
impression 

[im'prefn] 
indeed [in'diid] 
information 

[infa'meifn] 
injection [in'd^ekfn] 
insect ['insektj 
inside ('in'said] 
instance ['instansj 
instrument 

['instrumaiitj 
insurance 

[in'Juarans] 
insure [in'fua] 
intend [in'tend] 
xntexition [in'tenjn] 
introduce 

[intra'dju:s] 
iron ['aian] 
itself [it'self] 

jacket ['d jsekit] 
jam [djaem] 
jeweller ['djuiab] 
jewellery ['djuialriJ 
job [d3ob] 
join [djoinj 
joint [djaint] 

journey [^aini] 
jug [d3Ag] 
jump [dj/vmp] 
jumper ['djAmpa] 

keep [ki;p] 
kept [kept] 

■ kettle ['ketlj 
kcv [kit] 
kill [kilj 
kipper ['kipaj 
knee [nil] 
knife [naif] 
knight [nait] 
knock [nakj 

label ['leibl] 
lamb [lsem] 
lamp [lasrap] 
lamp-shade 

['ia?mp feid] 
land [bend] 
landlady ['laendleidi] 
lavatory [Maevatri] 
lawn [b:n] 
lay [iei] 
leaf [!i:f] 
lean [limj 
lend [lend] 
lift [lift] 
linen ['linen] 
lion ['laeian] 
lipstick ['lipstik] 
liquid ['likwidj 
list [list] 
load (v.) [loud] 
loaf [louf] 
loan [loun] 
lose [lu:z] 

lost [lost] 
loud [laud] 
loyal ['bialj 
luck [lAk] 
luggage ['lAgidj] 

magazine 
[maega'ziin] 

maid [meid] 
mail [meil] 
manner ['maena] 
march (v.) [ma:tj] 
mare [msa] 
mark (n.) [mcuk] 
market ['ma:kit] 
marry ['mseri] 
mat [mat] 
match (n.) [maetj] 
measurement 

['mejamant] 
measure ['meja] 
meat [mi:t] 
medicine ['medsin] 
member ['memba] 
mention ['menjn] 
mess [mes] 
metric ['metrik] 
mice [mais] 
midst [midst] 
mill [mil] 
mince [mins] 
mine [main] 
mirror ['mira] 
miserable ['mizrabl] 
mistletoe ['misltou] 
mix [miks] 
mixture ['mikstja] 
moment ['moumant] 
mouse [maus] 
multiplication 

[mAltipli'keiJn] 
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multiply ['mAltiplai] 
mummy ['mami] 
murmur ['maims] 
myself [mai'self] 

nasty |'na:sti] 
nation ['neifnj 
naturally 

['nitjr(s)iq 
neck [nek] 
necklace ['nekils] 
negro ['niigrouj 
nephew ['nevju:] 
nevertheless 

['nevsfis'Ies] 
new-laid ['njuileid] 

. ['njui.'leid] 
newsagent 

['njuizeidjsnt] 
niece [nits] 
nonsense ['nonsonsj 
non-smoker 

['non'smouko] 
normal ['no:ml] 
north [no:0] 
nowadays 

['nauodeiz] 
nut [nAt] 
nylon ['nation] 

obedience 
[ou'biidjons] 

obedient 
[o'biidjant] 

obey [a'bei] 
occasion [o'keijn] 
office ['ofis] 
oil-painting 

['oil'peintig] 

omelette ['omlitj 
oneself [wAn'selJ] 
onion ['Anjan] 
operation {'opo'reifn] 
opinion [a'pinjon] 
optimist ['optimist] 
orange ['orindj] 
order (v.) ['oidaj 
origin f'oridjin] 
otherwise 

['Aflowaiz] 
ounce [auns] 
ours [auoz] 
ourselves 

[aua'selvzj 
outfitter ['autfitaj 
owing ['ouig] 
ox [oks] 
oxen ['oks(a)n] 

pack (a.) [pack] 
pack (v.) [paek] 
packet ['paekitj 
pain [pein] 

; pair [pss] 
pants [pants] 

I parallel ['pasrslelj 
: parcel ['paisl] 
pardon ['paidn] 
parents ['peorants] 
park [paik] 
parrot ['paerat] 
pass [pais] 
pastries ['peistriz] 
pat [pset] 
P&h [pa:6] 
pattern ['paeton] 
payee [pei'i:] 
peace [piis] 
peach [piitJJ 

pear [pea] 
pearl [poll] 
pence [pens] 
penny ['pent] 
perfectly ['poifikili] 
period ['pisriod] 
permission 

[pa'mijn] 
permit (v ) [pa'mitjj 
persuade [po'sweidj 
pessimistic 

[pesi'mistik] 
petrol ['petrol] 
'phone [foun] 
pickles ['piklz] 
picnic ['piknik] 
pie fpaij 
pineapple 

['painspii 
pint [paint]. . 
plain [plem] 
plan, [plsenj 
platform ['plsetfoim] 
platinum 

['pisetinamj 
playfellow 

['pleifeiouj 
pleasure ['plejo] 
plenty ['plenti] 
pocket-knife 

['pokitnaif] 
•poison [poizn] 
poke[pouk] • 
policeman 

[po'liismon] 
polish ['poli/] 
pond [pond] 
pool [pu:l] 
popular ['popjub] 
pork [poik] 
porridge ['poridj] 
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postage ['poustid3] 
postcard 

['pous(t)ka:d] 
postman 

['pous(t)mon] 
post office 

['poust ofis] 
pouch [pautj] 
powder ['paudo] 
practically 

['praektikli] 
practice ['prrektis] 
practise ['prsektis] 
praise [preiz] 
preach [pri:tj] 
prefer [pri'fo:] 
presence ['prezns] 
present (adj.) 

['presntj 
presume [pri'zjuim] 
pretend [pri'tend] 
prevent [pri'vent] 
prick [prik] 
prince [prins] 
princess [prin'ses] 
principal ['prinsipl] 
print [print] 
prisoner ['prizona] 
prize [praiz] 
probably ['probabli] 
professional 

[pro'fejnl] 
professor [pra'fesaj 
programme 

f'prougrsem] 
promise ['promis] 
properly [propali] 
property ['propoti] 
protect [prou'tekt] 
prove [pru:v] 

proverb ['provagb] 
provide [pra'vaid] 
pudding ['pudig] 
pullover ['pulouva] 
pulse [pAls] . 
pump [pAmp] 
pupil [ pju:pl] 
puzzle ['pAzl] t*. 
pyjamas v 

[po'djcumaz] 
[pi'dgaiypoz] 

quality ['kwoli0 
quantity ['kwoistiti] 
quart [kwo:t] j- 

f', 
race [reis] A; 
radio f'reidioujA . 
railways ['reilweiz] 
raise [reiz] 
rang [rasp] • > 
raw [ro:] 
realize ['rislaiz]" 
receive [ri'si:vj 
recognize 

['rekognai^] ' 
record (n.) ['rdkord] 
refer [ri'fs:] :l 
reference 

['refr(a)ns| 
reflect [ri'flektj 
reflection 

[ri'flekjn] y: 
refreshment ? 

[ri'frejmant] 
refrigerator A 

[ri'frid3oreita] 
refuse (v.) 

[ri'fju:z] 
* a = The nasal vowel as in French, 

regards [ri'gardzj 
regiment 

['redsimont] 
regret [ri'gret] 
relation [ri'leijn] 
remain [ri'mein] 
remark [ri'maik] 
repair [ri'psa] 
reply [ri'plai] 
represent 

[repri'zent] 
respect [ris'pekt]. 
rest [rest] 
restaurant 

['rest(a)rd]* 
result [ri'zAlt] 
retail ['ri:teil] 
retire [ri'taio] 
return [ri'tom] 
reverend 

['revrand] 
rid [rid] 
ring [rig] 
risk [risk] 
rival ['raivi] 
rivalry ['raivlri] 
road [roud] 
roar [ro:] ‘ 
rob [rob] 
robbery ['robari] 
robin ['robin] 
roll (n.) [roul] 
roll (v.) [roul] 
roof [ru:f] 
rose (n.) [rouz] 
royal ['roial] 
rub [rAb] 
rubber ['rAba] 
ruby ['ru:bi] 
rule [ru:l] 
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sack [srelc] 
sailor ['seila] 
salad ['stelad] 
salmon ['szeman] 
salty ['so: Iti] 
sandwich ['ssenwidj] 

['saenwitj] 
sapphire ['saefaia] 
sausage ['sosids] 
save [seiv] 
scarf [ska:f] 
scenery ['sirnarij 
scissors ['sizaz] 
secretary ['sekratri] 
separate (v.) 

['separeit] 
separate (adj.) 

['separit] ['seprit] 
serious ['siarias] 
several ['sevral] 
severe [si'via] 
shake [Jeik] 
shape [Jfeip] 
sharp [fa:p] 
shave [Jeiv] 
sheet [Ji:t] 
shirt [fart] 
shook [fuk] 
shoot [jurt] 
shopping ['Jopff)] 
shout [faut] 
sideboard ['saidbord] 
sign [sain] 
signal ['signl] 
silly ['silij 
silver ['silva] 
similar ['simila] 
sincerely [sin'siali] 
single ['sirjgl] 
situation 

[sitju'eijah] 

size [saiz] 
skin [skin] 
skirt [ska:t] 
iSang [steg] 
sleeve [sli:v] 
slight [slait] 
slippers ['slipaz] 
smile [small] 
smooth [smiuti] 
snake [sneik] 
snow [snou] 
soap [soup] 
sociable ['soujabl] 
socks [soks] 
soldier ['sould3a] 
solid ['solid] 
sore [so:] 
sort [so:t] 
sovereign ['sovrin] 
spare [spea] 
specially ['spejali] 
speck [spek] 
spend [spend] 
spit [spit] 
splendid ['splendid] 
sports [sports] 
spot [spot] 
square [skwsa] 
staff [sta:f] 
stairs [steaz] 
stamp [staemp] 
start [start] 
state [steit] 
stationer ['steijna] 
station-master 

['steijn marsta] 
steal [stirl] 
steak [steik] 
stewed ['stjurd] 
stir [star] 
stomach ['stAmak] 

stone [stoun] 
stove [stouv] 
straight [streit] 
straightforward 

[streit'forwad] 
strange [streindj] 
strict [strikt] 
string [strip] 
substance 

['sAbstans] 
subtract [sab'traekt] 
subtraction 

[sab'trsskjn] 
successful 

[sak'sesful] 
suddenly ['sAdnli] 
suffer ['sAfa] 
suggestion 

[sa'd3est/n] 
suitcase ['sjurt keis] 
sum [sAm] 
sunburnt f'sAnbarnt] 
sunset ['sAnset] 
supply [sa'plai] 
surface ['sarfis] 
surgery 

['sa:d3(a)ri] 
surname ['sarneim] 
surroundings 

[sa'raundigz] 
swarm [swarm] 
sweets [swirts] 
syringe ['sirin d3] 
system ['sistirn] 

tablet ['taeblit] 
team [tirm] 
tears [tiaz] 
teeth [ti:0] 
telegram ['teligraem] 
television [teli'vi3n] 
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temperature 
['tempritfs] 

tend [tend] 
tender ['tends] 
test [test] 
text-book 

Ptekst buk] 
theirs [ftesz] 
themselves 

[ftem'selvz] 
therefore ['ftesfo:] 
thief [0i:f] 
thorough ['0Ars] 
though [ftou] 
throat [Grout] 
tie (v.) [tai] 
tie (n.) [taij 
tight [tail] 
timetable 

['taimteiblj 
tin [tin] 
tip [tip] 
title ['taltl] 
tobacconist 

[ts'bseksnist] 
■ tomato [ts'mcutou]® 
ton [tAn] 
tongue f ug] 
tooth [tu:0j 
toothache ['tujOeikj 
toothbrush 

f'tu:0brAj] 
torn [torn] 
touch [tAtf] 
towards [ts'woidz] 
traffic ['traefik] 
travel ['traevl] 
triangle ['traiasrjgl] 
triangular 

[trai'teggjuls] 
• American [ta'meitou] 

trouble ['trAbl] 
trousers ['trauzsz] 
truck [trAk] 
trunk [trAi]k] 
truth [tru:0] 
turkey ['ts:ki] 
twist [twist] 

uneasy ['An'iizi] 
unfriendly 

['Anfrendlij 
unit [’jumit] 
unsteadily 

PAn'stedili] 
upstairs 

['Ap'stsaz] 

valley ['vadi] 
value [Vaeiju:] 
van [va?n] 
veal [vi:lj 
velvet ['velvitj 
vest [vest] 
village f'vilids] 
visit ['visit] 
visitor ['visits] 

wagon ['wasg(s)n] 

waistcoat ['weiskout] 
waiting-room 

f'weitig ru(:)m] 
wake [weik] 
wander ['wands] 
waste [weist] 
watchmaker 

['watfmeika] 
water-colours 

['waitakAlsz] 

wave [weiv] 
week-end 

['wiik'end] 
weigh [wei] 
weight [weit] 
welcome f'welksm] 
west [west] 
whatever [wot'evs] 
wheel (n.) [will] 
whenever [wen'evs] 
wherever 

[wear'eva] 
whether ['wefts] 
whichever [witfeva] 
whistle f'wisl] 
whoever [hui'evo] 
wholesale 

f'houlseil] 
whose [hu:z] 
widower f'widoua] 
wild [waild] 
willing f'wilig] 
willingness 

['wiliijnis] 
win [win] 
wind (n.) [wind] 
windmill ['winmil] 
wisdom f'wizdsm] 
wish [wij] 
wolf [wulf] 
woollen ['wulanj 
worn [worn] 
wound (n.) [wu:nd] 
wrap [raep] 

yard [ja:d] 
yours [ja:z] 
yourself [jai'se’f] 
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